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Clearfield Tabe·r nacle Burris
To Grof!nd In Friday Fire
,;;

Decision Macie

To Rebuild
Church
The Church of God Tabernacle at Clearfield, Rowa n
County's largest r eligious m eeting plac~, burned to the ground
Friday evening.
The fire, discovered a t 7 :30,
quickly consum ed th e lar£!e
fr ame structure, completed in the
past year .
Members of the Morehead Fire
Department sa id most of the
building could have been saved
if there had been sufficient water.
The fire truck pumpers rapidly
drained a small n earby creek
and chemical pumpers were inadequate.
Me mbers of the congregation
in the Clearfield vicinity hurried
to the flamin g buildin g, which
ignited the sky, and openly wept
ci s their n ew. church, made poss ible t h rou gh contributions, pledges and special fund-raising
events over a period of years,
went up in flames.
Cause of the fir e is not known,
P asto r B. W. Moore said this
morning the church had an insurance p9licy on the bu ilding

w

,.

Rev. B. w. Moore
. . . let us all pray

in the a mount of $8,200 but owed
a $4,500 mortgage.
Pastor Moore said it had been
arranged to hold services temporarily at the K issick Motor
Company, Flemin gsburg Road,
just outside the Morehead city
limits. Until further notice Sunday School will be held at Kis-

sick's at 10 a. m. followed by the
Sunday preaching service at 11
o'clock and the S unday evening
service at 7 p , m.
It ccst $22,000 to construct the
building, Rev . Moore said, Since
the fire he and church officers
have held t wo business m eetings
and today they released t he fo llowing statem ent :
"A decision has been made to
r ebuild the church, e ither on the
same Jot or a nother spot to be
acquired which will permit additional parking space.
" \Ve ask our people to pray a nd
ioin us in hard work for the new
building. Anyone des iring to contribute see or mail fund s to Rev.
Moore, Virgil Richard son or
Noah Hall. We will not m ake
personal solicitations at business
places.
"We will hold cottage pravc-r
meetings to help hold our folks
togethe r and seek furthe r spiritual gu idance. Prayer meeting will
be h eld at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. J . C. Wells ne x t Tuesday at
7 o'clock . The place of the prayer
meeting will be announced each
week. Le t us all k eep cheer for
the darkest hour before dawn
often heralds the brightest sunrise. \Ve are praying for and are
confident tha t br igh ter d ays for
our church and for all of us are
ahe'ad."

Ptlstor .Tate~PrdiseaH
:.
•••

#

I

'I

'3y Congregation
A ,·ote of con fiden ce a nd com-"'
ne ndatio n as "one of K e ntucky's
,utstand ing ,young
ministers"
vas bestowed u pon Rev. Marvin
~a te, pa stor of the First Church
,f God, by the congr egation .last
i'Cek during a busi ness meeting,
T he ac tion was taken as the .
nc mbers reYiewed his three lj
·ears' · i::ervicc · a t the modern
h v rth. w hich - h a- th e ' largt'st l
w mber~hip- in' Ro .van County.•
I n , b rief, Rev. Tate's accomlishments at Morehead .w ere relted·: . , .
(1)· . D uring his tenure the
1urch has built a lovely parson~e and one of · Eastern K en- ·
1cky's most modern and comlete church buildi11gs;
(2) ' Despite th is conside rable
·ogram. Rev. Ta te through unl'ing efforts and e xcel le nt m a n:ement. has worl ;cd wit.h th e
ontlnued On Da ck Pa i:c , This Section) •

,-

Pastor T a t<~---

\

( Conti nued F r•• n P age 1 )
'.O \·e rnin g boa rd ,,1,cl th C' con u rc- \
•a t io n so th a t t h (· inclcbtecln es:;f the c h urch i s It- ~:; th a11 $5.000, I
tl thou gh ph ys ical ;:sse ts arc l<' n \
i111 e s t hi " much:
(:I) The Su'nclriy ~c h unl il ,1;: ..l(l'l
n cmb ers a nd a n ,l\·crage alle n cl-1 ·
rncc d ove r 2(; 0 :
\·
(4) He\·. T a l.c h;, ~pe 11l a g n •.tl ;
1
>art of hi s tim l' wor k ing w it 1 \:
, ou ng p eo pl e' a n rl [ormu late d ~1 1
:o ung peop le's l11ng-_ra 11gc al.e11dan ce a ncl eclt •C'a lJOnal pn)r ra m o f inesti111; 1 h lc bendit Lo
:he rnora ls. s pir il1i: il g uicf,,in:<'
:md r e creation or the y nutl1 nf
:h e community . Rev. T alc pl'I''""" l]v leaf'" ''" 111P you 11:! f) C'())]e's class which h;,s had r cmar ktl e f! 1·owt.h an cl in lC' res t. He ais•J
·orn1ed
th e
Y<1 1111g
l'eoplc·.c;
:::1, 0 ir :
(:i ) ·Rc Y. T:,t,~ l, :i , lJcc 11 :1 l<'·id •r in promotini:! in lC'rcs l in E oy
:;ct utin~ ;111d is ,-:,·uu l mas l,•r n f
rroop 145. w hic h th e churrh
;pt insors :
.
. I
1 G) Re\'. T :itc 11 .. ., I.Jn)llg ill d1 ,;- \:
' in ction to him selr ~111(1 to the ,
: h urrh b.v b1_' i~1i:! nr111 H' cl to re - \
:l)o ns1 hlc pm:1t1 u11 , 111 ma ny or ·· :
i:an izations, inclu cl•11g : E xccul ;,·•· :
-::o m m ittcc o f Ru r: I Cht11 ·ch F e ll,010~hip o[ K f' 11tu, -1, v: E \·.i n::c·!i stic Board of C hu n hes or Got1 of
Ke ntucky: and 11 1 ·1:1 bcr of N a tiona l Committ ee ., [ S m,11 1 Town
mcl Countr v Chu i ,·h F e llows hip.
Befrre comitw to More h eacl.
Re v . · T ilt.c wns in Mis 0 tiuri an d
hc l Qed build th e l'irs t Ch urch oI
Gix l unit th e r e,
l n answering the prnisC' bestowed upon him . Re i·. Tat(' said:
"In all the ;P laces my fam i] y and
I lrnve lived w e lo ve Moreh ead
b es t .. .. it is more like hom e 1Jc ca }tse·· of the fri c nrlly ;1tt itucle , of
the people. It is the con r~ r egahon
anct the ~ove rnin g board that h :1s

Rev. M. L. Tate
his achievem e nts r ecited.

~

Celebrate the Journey
A church anniversary celebration is a time that we
set aside to reflect on our past, but more
importantly to appreciate the present while
focusing on a divine, strategic vision for the future.
Both notions of our theme, "celebrate" and
"journey," are helpful ones. Anniversary
celebrations are exercises in gratitude. By
celebrating, we are saying thank you to all those
who have, by God's grace, gone before us, pioneers
and saints, members and musicians and teachers
and ministers, planners and dreamers, whose
stewardship of the First Church of God vision was
faithful in its own moment and whose legacy to us is
beyond measure.
At the end of the day, though, the old adage that
"the past is prelude to the future" should also prove
to be very true. Anniversary celebrations ARE about
the past, to be sure. But the journey of faith to
which God calls us moves ever forward . "Celebrate
the Journey" will invite us to consider - by
celebrating our past - where God's good future is
leading us.
Where is God calling us? What is the church that we
are called to be? Where would you like to see First
Church five years from now? What new and bold
things await our future ministry? So as we celebrate
25 years of ministry today, and as we look ahead to
the next 25, how will we meet the challenges and
changes that a new day brings?
~Pastor Allan

1

WEEK AT A GLANCE
Today
10:00 AM

12:30 PM

Morning Worship Service
NO Children's Church
Join us for lunch in the Wells' Family Life Center
NO PM Service

Monday, September 10
7:30 PM
Board of CE Meeting

Celebrate the Journey

1987-2012
25 Years of Ministry at 576 Sunset Drive

Tuesday, September 11
1:00 PM
Ladies Prayer Group
Wednesday, September 12
6:00 PM
Worship Team Rehearsal
6:15 PM
AWANA Clubs
6:30 PM
Adult Bible Study
Youth Group
7:30 PM
Worship Choir
Thursday, September 13
6:30 PM
Northeast KY Right to Life Meeting - Public Library
General Assembly - Fountain Park Church , Richmond
Friday, September 14
General Assembly and Ordination Service
Sunday, September 16
9:45 AM
Sunday School
10:45 AM
Sunday Morning Worship
Children's Church
6:30 PM
Evening Worship Service

Children's Attendants
TODAY
Baby Nursery Preschool Nursery Children's Church NEXT WEEK
Baby Nursery Preschool Nursery Ch ildren's Church -

Emily Dailey
Brittany Jones
No Children's Church
Jan Lewis & Katelyn Parson
Robin Pollitte & Teresa Jennings
Bobby & Debi Trent

September 2, 2012
Tithes & Offerings
RCCA
Faith Promise
Seekers
Builders
Youth
Pavilion
Recreation

$5,895.88
540.00
545.00
10.00
16.00
140.00
152.00
145.00

FIRST CHURCH OF

Goo

576 Sunset Drive Morehead, KY 40351
(6 06) 784-6624 • www.fcogmorehead.com

Welcome to First Church of God
We are glad you are here!
September 9, 2012

Call to Worship & Invocation

Pastor Allan

Praise You

Worship Choir
Pastor Allan

Welcome & Greeting

Pastor Natalie

Worship Medley
To the King
Majesty

Church History Video Presentation
We Will Remember

In this time of celebration, we would offer special
praise. As we think of past and future, we vow
anew to walk your ways. Times of triumph, times
of failure- still this song keeps ringing through:
Lord, your works cannot be numbered, First
Church of God belongs to you.

First Church of God is a place to CONNECT!
We anticipate great things from God and are glad
that you have chosen to be with us for this time of
fellowship, teaching , and worship. We have been
praying for this morning and trust that God has
something special in store for you. Please take a
moment in our service this morning and fill out the
Connection Card and place it in the offering plate.

Ben & Jameson McBrayer
Steve Lewis

Recognition of Pastors
Honoring Our Golden Members

The Church Triumphant
Worship Choir
Narrator: Brian McBrayer

Memorial Service

Pastor Allan

What a Day That Will Be

Tithes & Offerings
Anniversary Sermon
Closing Song of Praise
Benediction

CALL TO WORSHIP

Welcome

Jim Hill

For 1,300 Sundays God's Word has been
proclaimed in this place.
Many, 0 Lord, are Your wonderful works.
For 25 years communion has been celebrated in
this place.
Many, 0 Lord, are Your wonderful works.
Countless children , parents, and grandparents have
been baptized in this place.
They are more than can be numbered.
Countless prayers of thanksgiving , and praise have
been offered in this place.

Senior Pastor.. . ...... . .... ... . ... Allan F. Hutchinson
(pastorallan@fcogmorehead .com)

They are more than can be numbered.

Pastor of Student Ministries .. . ... .. .... Matt Richardson
(pastormatt@fcogmorehead.com)
Pastor of Music & Worship Arts. . . . . . . . . . . . Natalie Neal
pastornatalie @fcogmorehead.com)
Financial Secretary . . ............... Kathy Richardson
(krichardson@fcogmorehead .com)
RCCA Head Teacher ... ..... .. .. . . . . . Leeann Keeys
(lkeeys 16@gmail.com)

Rev. Mitchell Burch

Rev. Rodney Williams

Many, 0 Lord, are Your wonderful works.

FIRST CHURCH PASTORS & STAFF

Disciples Quartet

Victory in Jesus

Today we celebrate the 25 th Anniversary of First
Church of God.

FREEDOM RADIO FM

A taped broadcast of
our service is on the
radio each Sunday at
10:00 AM on WIVY
Radio 96.3 FM .

" Li¥fiK9 t4e Wa 9"

91. 7
<:><
96.3 FM

I

MUSIC TEACHING ! TALK

WELCOME TO THE NEW FACE OF

Countless witnesses have gone out from First
Church to spread the gospel in this community and
throughout the world.
They are more than can be numbered.
All of our activities, all of our sacrifice, and all of our
worship we offer up in praise to God.
Many, 0 Lord, are Your wonderful works;
they are more than can be numbered.
With thanksgiving for the past, with joy in the
present, and with hope for the future we celebrate
this anniversary.
Many, 0 Lord, are Your wonderful works;
they are more than can be numbered.
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FIRST CHURCH OF GOD
MOREHEAD,KY
NEW FACILITY
DEDICATION SERVICE
June 14, 1987
2:00 P.M.

PEOPLE: For as the body is one, and hath many members,
and all the members of that one body, being many, are one
body: so also is Christ.

LEADER: For by one Spirit we all baptized into one body,
whether we be Jews or Gentiles, whether we be bohd or free;
and have been all made to drink into one Spirit.

He hath put all things under His feet , and gave Him
to be the head over all things to the church, which is His body,
the fulness of Him that filleth all in all.

PEOPLE:

Organ Prelude ............................. Rev. J . Ellsworth Jackson
Opening Hymn . ................. No. 31 Come, 0 Thou God of Grace
Welcome ..................... . ............ Pastor Mitchell W. Burch
Prayer of Invocation ........................... Rev. Marvin L. Tate,
former pastor
Introduction of Special Guests . ........................ Pastor Burch
Congregational Hymn . .................. . ........................ .
No. 452 The Church's One Foundation
Responsive Reading... . .... . ... . led by Steve Taylor, Church Layman

Matt. 16:15-19 / 1 Cor. 12:12-13 / Eph. 1:21-23 2:19-22
THE CHURCH
LEADER:

He saith unto them, But whom say ye that I am?

LEADER: Now therefore ye are no more strangers and
foreigners , but fellow-citizens with the saints, and of the
household of God ;

And are built upon the foundation of the apostles
and prophets, Jesus Christ Himself being the chief corner
stone ;

PEOPLE:

LEADER: In whom all the building fitly framed together
groweth unto an holy temple in the Lord.

In whom ye also are builded together for an habitation of God through the Spirit.

PEOPLE:

And I say unto thee, That thou art Peter, and upon
this rock will I build My church; and the gates of hell shall not
prevail against it.

Vocal Duet .......................... David Arrowood & Leslie Wells
"More Than Wonderful"
Message .................. ,
Dr. John W. Conley , Former Pastor
and President, Mid-America Bible College
Charge To Congregation......................... Rev. David M. Hltll
State Chairman Church of God
Response To Charge . ................ . ..... Pastor Mitchell W. Burch
Sanctuary Choir.......................... . .. . .... Hallelujah Chorus
Director-Rev. George Ann McBrayer
Accompanist-Shelly Burch
Benediction ...................................... Rev. Alex Conyers
President-Rowan County Ministerial Association

LEADER: And I will give unto thee the keys of the kingdom of
heaven: and whatsoever thou shalt bind on earth shall bound in
heaven: and whatsoever thou shalt loose on earth shall be loosed in heaven.

Open House and Reception immediately following service
Everyone is invited.

And Simon Peter answered and said, Thou art the
Christ, the Son of the living God.

PEOPLE:

And Jesus answered and said into him , Blessed art
thou, Simon Bar-jona: for flesh and blood hath not revealed it
unto thee, but My Father which is in heaven.

LEADER:

PEOPLE:

I was saved when a teenager, but gradually grew
away from God. I considered myself a Christian
for years afterward, but now believe I was so
very close to spiritual death. After coming to
First Church and finding Jesus again, I know ·
the only way acceptable to me now is forward
with Jesus.
I recall the many people God used to help me find
the right path again. Jeanette Stone -- .she i.n- .
vited me to church many times in- the last lO
years and often spoke of God. A preacher we
inet in Mississippi who had given up his job and
material possessions because God had called him
to travel to different churches, spreading God's ·
Word. My grandmother Royce--she was in terrible pain due to cancer and I told her I wished I
could do something for her. Her words to me
were, "Get right with God." This was about four.
days before she died. Tim McKenzie--his coming
to our home and making that extra effort. He was
concerned and ·that concern came through to us.
Jo Ann Jones--she told me what a difference God
had made in her life. Finally, Pastor Burch--his .
sermon, "Hardening of the Heart" is the one ·that
did it. It seemed God had written it just for me.
There are many more, but these are the ones ·
that come -to mind now. I know a word for· Jesus
may seem to fall on deaf ears many times. In my
case, I remembered those testimonies and beUeve ·
the culmination of these over the years brought
me back to God before it was too late.
Praise the Lord!

--Wilma (Sissy) ,J.ewis

We welcome personal testimonies which lift up
the ~am.e of Jesus Christ, in each of our news- ·
letters. .If . you· · have a witness you would like
to share with us, please submit it to Sammye
Rice. The deadline each month is the 10th. May
the Lord bless you richly in your walk with Him!
O
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Words cannot describe the humility and quiet
strength that radiates from the life of this
young person. Surely we have been visited by
the angels of Heaven, to have him in our midst.
Oh, if we could see Jesus through his eyes •.••

I have been around the church aJI my life. We
had been to a number of churches, trying to find
t he one t hat we wanted to go to. When we moved
to Lyons Avenue and decided to try the church
across the street, we fi nally found our permanen t church home and have been g r eatly blessed
ever since .
My dad was saved, and that ki nd of led me to the
Lo rd, a nd I am grateful to the Lord for that. The

Lo rd has to kee p me going sometime s when I get
d wn o n myself · becaus e I can't walk and do
things a s well as others . But again, the Lo rd
, ic ks me up and. s a ys , "Hey ! Just because you
c n t do something a s well as others, that's all
r ight! The important thing is that you serve Me."
I feel that I'm lucky because I am able to do
ore than others in my condition.
I've been through a lot. My mom and dad divorced
a nd I t hought it was over. But, as always, He's
the r e to pick me up again, d u st me off, and we
got th rough it together. He's brought me through
surger ies , and if it wasn't for Him, I don't know
where I would be today.
I now have a new family.

They're all great!

Hope and pray,

The' remaining three testimonies repeat the importance of extending love and concern for the
unsaved. The firs t one tells., s o we ll, what
many of us have experienced when t he Holy Spirit
has stirred our reluctant and ·needy ·hearts into
action.. You' 11 identify with her experience 1

I have received . many blessings from God. Topmost .o n the list is my salvation through Jesus
Christ. My wife and children are right at t h e
top, also. I have many friend~, each one a
blessing. Should I · live forever, I could never
give d ue thanks to God.
·

The first time I walked through the doors of the
church, I had a sinking fee ling that I might be- .
long there! Ever yone ·there seemed .t o .make an effort to welcome me- - a wa ve he re, a sm ile t her~ ,
a few handshakes, and even some hugs! And
the Preacher • . •• well, he . rea ly poured it on me!!
I cou ld n' t believe how he si ngled me out; it had
to be me he was tal king about ! I was the one
making promises to God {"next time, 11 "some other time; I'm just not ready," 11 I don't have time
to go to Churc h, 11 . 11 too b usy , " "I believe, but
not tha t muc h ! 11 ). How cou ld he see me, way
backthere-,-holding o n to t he back of t he seat
until my ha nds were cramped? ! I thought going
to C h1.1r h was s u p posed to m.a ke you feel good!
l · was mi serable! Why was everyone e lse smil:. ing?
·

I remember one friend in particular. Many years
have passed s ince I've seen him. H.e came to our
house one day and asked my brother and me if
we wan ted t o go to S unday School and ride the
bus. My· parents weren't regular chu r ch-goers
but they wanted us to go. The Sunda y School
bus ca me without fail even before elementary
school .

When I fin a lly accepted Christ, I came to realize
t hat .I wa s just like everyone else under conviction. T hank God, all you sweet people prayed
me to the altar . I'm still learni ng and I hope I
am extending t he same fee li ng of Love t o other
peop e who are trying out our Church to see if
they can come hom e.
·
- - Priscilla B. Fouch

Todd Collins (14)

"By this shall all men know that ye are
my disciples -- if ye love one
another."
--John 13:35

The marriage of two good people can be a blessing. B~t not until Christ becomes the center of
the family, does it become truly blessed. A very
special couple contribute the last of our testimonies • .

Several yea rs passed swiftly by. We moved ba.ck
and forth between Shelby, Ohio and Morehead .
My fami ly att ended c hurdi o n a somewhat irregular basis , which no doubt led to some unhapp y
ti~es. Throughout this peri od, I st rove to be a
good per c:on. 1 believe my early Sunday. School
days left a very good a d lasting impression.
Wnen Si sy and I were ma r r ied, we both knew
we were supposed to be in Sunday Sc hool and
church. We also k new we wanted Ginny and
Ga ry T homas to go to Sunday School and church
to lea rn about Jesus and to learn right from
wrong . . There was t hat Sunday School bus
which was more . than willing to pick them up.
Ginny had asked us several times . to go to
church with he r . We always told her we would
go 11 so met~me. 11 We fina lly promised we would go
with he r . We were also invited by two fine
young me n. One of them drove the Sunday
School bus. The bus had again played a part in
our li v es.
I now drive one of those buses. I hope I can impress the children as much as that person who
ft rst asked my brother and · me to go more than
25 years ago. Praise God for Sunday School bus
drivers.
-~Gary Lewis
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Meditation
"Blessed are the pure in heart, for they shall see God."
~Matthew 5:8

Prelude

Betty Lewis

Special Music

Disciples Quartet

Welcome and Invocation

Pastor Allan

Congregational Praise and Worship
"Awesome God"
"Lord , I Lift Your Name on High"
"Praise Him ! Praise Him!" (No . 74)

Tithes and Offering
Offertory

Linda Conn

Camp Skit

Youth

Reading of the Meditation
Prayer Song
"Open Our Eyes, Lord" (No. 462)

Prayer
Special Music
Message
Invitation
Benediction

Disciples Quartet
Rev. Mitchell Burch

of the
First Church of God
Morehead, Kentucky, Inc.

CONSTITUTION and BY-LAWS
of the
FIRST CHURCH OF GOD
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY, INC.
ARTICLE I - Name
The name of this corporation shall be the First Church of God,
Morehead, Kentucky.
ARTICLE 11 - Purpose
Section 1. The purpose of this congregation is to propagate the teaching
of the gospel of Jesus Christ. In this purpose it is voluntarily associated
with, and thus a constituent part of a larger group of similar churches
known as, the Church of God, and whose teachings, beliefs, doctrines,
and practices are founded upon the Bible, and are accepted and held by
the General Assembly of the Church of God which meets annually at
Anderson, Indiana.
Section 2. The purpose of these By-Laws is to govern and facilitate all
business affairs of the church and to meet the requirements of the civil
law with respect to the holding of Real Estate.
ARTICLE Ill - Voting Requirements
Section 1. All members of the corporation shall have the right to vote in
its business meetings as herein provided:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

They must have lived in harmony with the doctrines and practices
of the Church of God for a period of at least three ( 3) months prior
to any business meeting of the church;
They must have worshipped regularly with the church for a period
of at least three (3) months prior to any voting business meeting of
the church;
Any member may be given the right to vote by a two-thirds (2/3)
majority of the members present, regardless of the foregoing conditions;
They must be 16 years of age or over;
Eligible voters unable to attend any business meeting may vote at a
specified place and time prior to the meeting, after having notified
the church office one day in advance.

Section 2. Questions concerning one·' s right to vote may be raised at any
time before the actual voting. Any member may call upon the presiding
Chair before a vote is cast to require each person present to signify whether
he/she considers himself/herself qualified to vote.
Section 3. If any member's right to vote is questioned, and said member
insists he/she has a right to vote, then the objector may call for an expression
of the assembly, and the Chair shall ask the members to cast a vote. The
decision shall be binding upon all.

ARTICLE IV - Officers
Section 1. The officers of the corporat ion shall be a Chair, Vice- Chair,
Recording Secretary, Treasurer and Financial Secretary. These officers
with exception of Chair shall be elected for one year.
Section 2. The pastor of the congregation shall be Chair of the corporation.
He /She shall preside at all business meetings and exerci se general supervision
over the affairs of the church.
Section 3. The Vice-Chair shall perform t he duties of the Chair in his / her
absence or in the event of his / her inability to serve as Chair .
Section 4. The Recording Secretary shall keep an orderly record of the
proceedings of the business meetings of the c hurch in a book provided by
the corporation for that purpose. This book shall be carefully preserved
by the Secretary and shall remain the property of the corporation.
Section 5. The Treasure r shall receive and deposit and administer all funds
for the church. The accounts in the name of the church shall be kept in
bank or banks as recommended by the Board of Trustees . The Treasurer
shall be authorized to write checks or issue funds covering any authorized
expense of the church. He / She shall keep an orderly financial record of
all r eceipts and expenditures. An annual detailed statement shall be furnished
to the Chair of the business meeting. The books shall be open to inspection
to the Board of Trustees, or to indiv iduals or committees authorized by
the corporation. A monthly statement shall be p r epared for the Board o f
Trustees . All legal papers are to be put in a safety deposit box at the bank
in which money is deposited. The Treasurer of the church shall be bonded.
The Treasurer and Financial Secretary shall count church's funds. Funds
shall be secured at bank immediately after services.
Section 6. The Financial Secretary shall assist in the co,.mting and banking
of the church's funds. The Financial Secretary and Treasurer shall serve
as a Counting Committee for the church offerings. Furthermore, a record
of the envelope giving of the church shall be kept. This record shall be
carefully preserved and remain the property of the church. Periodic statements
shall be issued to those giving. In the absence of the Treasurer, this person
may be authorized by the Board of Trustees to sign checks.
ARTICLE V - The Church Council

in the Council. In all matters of major importance involving change, the
Council may only recommend its findings to the church for its consideration.
Should the question arise as to whether a matter is major or routine , the
Council shall decide thereon by two- thirds (2 / 3) vote of the council present.
Seven ( 7) members shall constitute a quorum.
Section 2. Pulpit Committee. The Council shall appoint not more than seven
(7) or less than five (SJ persons to serve as members of this committee.
This Committee shall have the responsibility of supplying the pulpit when
there is a vacancy of the Pastorate. They shall select and recommend
eligible ministers who are prospective pastors.
The church, in all cases, shall make the final selection of the pastor.
three-fourths ( 3/ 4) majority wi II be necessary to call a pastor.

A

The Pulpit Committee shall elect from among themselves a Chair and a Secretary.
The Chair of the Pulpit Committee shall appoint three ( 3) persons to serve
as tellers in counting ballots.
Section 3. Nominating Committee. The Nominating Committee shall consist
of seven (7) members, appointed by the Council, to serve for a period of
one (I) year. The pastor shall be a consultant member. They shall elect
from their members a Chair and a secretary. This Committee shall nominate
at least two (2) candidates for each vacancy or office to be filled. (Nominees
should be consulted before their names are placed on the ballot.) Additional
nominations may be made from the floor. Nominations shall be from among
those only who are qualified to vote in the business meetings of the church.
Section 4. Audit Committee. The Audit Committee shall be three ( 3) in
number, appointed by the Council. It shall be their responsibility to audit
all treasurer's books once a year. This Committee shall seek professional
advice when needed. All books are to be audited at least two ( 2) weeks
before the annual business meeting.
Section 5. Special Committees. Special Committees may be appointed to
perform any special duties when needed. These may be of such size and
appointed in such a manner as the Council may decide at the time.
Section 6. Reports of Officers and Committees and Chair. The Chair of
the various activities shall prepare a quarterly report to present to this
Council along with any new plans or problems which they wish to discuss
in the Counci I.

The Church Council shall be composed of the Pastor, Minister of Music,
Vice-Chair of the Corporation, Secretary of the Corporation, Chair of the
Board of Trustees, Church Treasurer, Chair of the Board of Christian
Education, President of the Women of the Church of God, President of the
Men of the Church of God, Chair of the Benevolence Committee, and Youth
Minisler. The Pastor, Vice-Chair and Secretary of the Corporation shall
serve in same capacity in the Council.

Section 7. Meetings. The regular quarterly meeting or special meetings
of the Church Council shall be held at the call of the Chair .

Section 1. Purpose and Powers. The purpose of this Council is to coordinate
all the service agencies of the church. It shall act for the church in all
routine matters pertaining to the work of the various organizations represented

Section 1. Board of Trustees. The Trustees of the church shall be seven
(7) in number. Two (2) shall be elected for one(l) year, two (2) elected
for two ( 2) years, and three ( 3) elected for three ( 3) years. Thereafter,
each of these shall be elected for a term of three ( 3) years. No trustee
shall be elected for more than two (2) terms in succession.

ARTICLE VI - Boards and Committees

2

3

Section 4. President of the Youth Program. The President of the Youth
Fellowship shall lead the youth program under the direction of the Youth

Their duties shall be to hold in trust the properties of the church in
accordance with the laws of the state. They shall place the insurance of
the church, attend to all improvements, leases, buying, selling, repairing,
renting, hiring labor and such other related duties as are necessary. They
shall approve annual budget and p r es ent it to church for ratification at
annual bus ines s meeting .

Minister .

Section 5, President of the Women of the Church of God. The President
of the Women of the Church of God, in cooperation with the Church Council,
shall be responsible for administering the women's work.

The y shall meet monthly at a time and place to be determined by a majority
of the Board. The time and place of any spec ial meetings may also be fixed
by consent of all trustees, or may be called by the Chair, upon notification
of each Board Member. The election of officers shall be held at the first
meeting fo llowing the annual business meeting of the church. Two ( 2) alternate
members s hall be elected ea c h year for a te r m of one ( 1) year. Their duties
are to attend all Board meetings, take part in discussions and vote on an
alternate basis in the absence of a regular member.

Section 6. President of the Men of the Church of God. The regularly chosen
Presiden t of the Men's Fellowship, in cooperation with the Church Council,
shall be r es ponsible for administering the men's work.
Section 7. Chai r of Benevolences. The Chair of Benevolence Committee
shall be elected for one ( 1) year at the annual business meeting of the church .
The Committee shall direct the benevolent and charitable outreach of the
church. Two (2) persons from the church shall be appointed by the Church
Council to serve as members of this committee for terms of one ( 1) year.

Section 2. Board of Christian Education. Membe,·ship of this Board shall
be the Pastor, Minister of Music, Sunday Sc hool Superintendent, Assistant
Superintendent, Sunday School Secretary, Youth Minister, together with
two ( 2) members elec ted by the church for a term of one ( 1) year .

Section 8. Chair of Socials. The Chair of the Social Committee shall be
appointed by the Church Council for one ( 1 J year. The Chair shall select
four (4) members subject to approval by Council. It shall be their responsibility
to plan and promote socials authorized by the Council.

The Sunday School Superintendent and Assistant Superintendent shall be
elected at the annual business meeting of the church. The Superintendent
shall be elected for a two (2) year term and shall serve as Chair of the
Board of Christian Education . The Assistant Superintendent shall be elected
for a term of one ( 1J year and serve as Vice- Chair of the Board of Christian
Education. The Sunday School Secretary shall be appointed annually by
the Board of Christian Education and shall serve also as secretary of this
Board. This Board coordinates the various phases of the work of the
Christian Education as follows :
a.
b.
c.

d.

Appoint all teachers and workers. (All appointments by the Board
shall be subject to the approval of the pastor. J
Provide leadership training.
The Recreation Chair shall be appointed by the Board of Christian
Education, subject to the approval of the Church Council, for a term
of one ( 1) year. He/She shall exercise general supervision over the
recreational program of the church, and shall coordinate the same so
that the program shall reach all groups and ages. He / She shall be
responsible for any recreational equipment owned by the church.
Upon recommendation of the Chair and approval of the Council two
( 2) assistants may be appointed.
Fill by appointment any vacancy created by an unexpired term among
the church school.

The Board shall bring all changes before the Church Council. The Board
shall meet quarterly and special meetings may be called by the Chair as
needed.
Section 3. Budfet Committee . The Budget Committee shall consist of the
Pastor, Chair o the Board of Trustees, Chair of the Board of Christian
Education, Vice-Chair of the Corporation, Minister of Music, Youth Minister,
Church Treasurer, and three ( 3) elected members to be voted on at the
annual business meeting. They shall arrange a budget of the estimated
expenses of the congregation's next fiscal year, and submit it to the Board
of Trustees for approval, who then will present it to the Church for
ratification.
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Section 9. Usher's Committee. The Pastor, Vice-Chair of the church, the
Chair of the Trustees, and the Chair of the Board of Christian Education
shall serve as an Usher's Committee. It shall be their duty to appoint the
head usher and along with him /her, select and provide training for ushers
to serve the needs of the church.
Section 1 O. Music Committee. The Music Committee shall be composed of
the Minister of Music, Pastor, regular organists and pianists and president
of the Choir.
The Music Committee shall arrange the schedule of singers for all general
services of the church, and carry on a training and developing program.
Section 11. Missions Committee. The Missions Committee shall consist of
the President of the Women of the Church of God and President of the
Men of the Church of God. The Chair of this committee shall select three
( 3) other members subject to approval of the Church Council.

J
}

ARTICLE VII - Vacancies
Section 1. Any vacancy created by an unexpired term of any standing
board or officer shall be filled by appointment by the Church Council,
and shall be effective until the next annual business meeting of the church.
Section 2. If a vacancy is created in the office of the Vice-Chair of the
church business organization, and need should arise for such an officer, one
( 1) shall be elected pro-tern from among members of this church organization
to serve the specific meeting for which he/she is elected.
5

ARTICLE VIII - Meetings
Section 1. Regular. The Annual Busi ness Meeti ng of the corpora tion shall
be he ld at t he First Church of God in Morehead, Kentucky , on the third
of fourth Wednesday of October. Notice of such meeting, financial r epo rt ,
and proposed budget, shall be given at least one ( 1 J week prior to the
meeti ng date.
Section 2. Specia l Meetings. A special business meeting of the corpo r ation
may be ca lled at any time by the Pastor. Upon a written req uest of ten
( 10) members of the church, s tating th e purpose for which they desi r e a
meeting called, the pasto r shall ca ll a special meeting of the church.
For all special meeting s , the pastor shall give at leas t one ( 1 J week's notice,
stating the purpose, date, time and pl ace for the meet ing .
ART ICLE IX - Order of Business
Section 1. The Or de r of Business at all regular business meetings of the
church shall be as follows :

determine the judgment of the congregation as to whether he/she should
continue in his/her present position . Such a request must be concu~red
in by the Church Council and the announcement that sue~ a ballot will ~e
taken must be made at least seven (7) days prior to the time set for ~otmg.
At least thirty ( 30) days notice of termination of service should be given.
Section 2. Upon the receipt of a written request sign~ by ten ( 1_0) qualified
voting members of the congregation, the Church Council shall_decide whet~er
o r not a special meeting shall be called for the purpose of vot1~g t_o determine
if the prese nt pastor should be retaii:ied, In su~h case a meeting 1s called,
the Vice-Cha ir of the Church Council shall preside. At least two (2) weeks
notice shall be g iven of such a called meeting of the corporation,
Section 3. The decision to remove a pastorfrom his/ heroffice sha!I require
th ree- fourths ( 3/ 4) majority vote of the members present and _vot1_ng. If the
vote is for removal, thirty ( 30) days shall be allowed for termm~t1or:, of the
pastorate, unless there has been a defection of character resulting in the
loss of recognized ministerial status. In such case '. th~ r emoval shall be
immediate and the church shall have no further obligation .
ARTICLE XII - Quorum

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Prayer
Reading of the minutes of the last meeting
Reports of Officers
Reports of Committees
Unfinished business
Election
Original resolutions and new busine ss
Adjournment
ARTICLE X - Expulsion

Section 1. Upon recommendation of the Church Council, any officer of this
business body of the church or any member of any regular or special Board
or Committee which it may constitute, may be expelled from his / her office by
a majority vote of the members present and voting at any regular or special
meeting of the church. Such expulsion may be for conduct unbecoming
to a member of the Church of God, for failure of duty, a lack of interest
or zeal in the work of the church, for adhering to a doctrine contrary to
that held by the church, or for any other grounds which the church deems
sufficient for expulsion from his / her office.

Section 1. The members present and voting at any business meetin_g of the
corporation, after proper announcement has been made, shall constitute a
quorum to transact business for the corporation.
ARTICLE XIII - Amendments
Section 1. These by - laws may be amended, altered or changed by a _two-thi:ds
(2/3) vote of the members present and voting at any regular or special meeting
of the church. A copy of the proposed amendment, alteration or change and
notice that action shall be taken thereof, shall be given publicly at least seven
(7) days prior to such a regular of special meeting.
These by-laws were adopted by the First Church of God, Morehead , Kentucky,
on December 28, 1969. Amended November 1, 1978 ; and September 5, 1984.

Section 2. Notice of the time for the meeting for expulsion and the reason
for expulsion shall be given at least ten ( 1 OJ days prior to the date for
the meeting. A written statement of the charges against the person to be
expelled shall be given to said person by the Recording Secretary of the
church not later than the time at which the meeting for his / her expulsion is
announced. When one has been expelled from office, his / her authority in such
office shall cease at once.
ARTICLE XI - Retention or Dismissal of Pastor
Section 1. The Pastor may, in any regular service of the church, or in any
business session of the church, call for an expression by secret ballot to
7
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A Touch of History • • •

• 1898 - A tent meeting was held at Main Street & Bishop A venue.
The congregation met in homes. Land was donated by
A. W. & Mary Young.
• 1900 -A white frame Church was erected.
• 1917 - T.F. Lyons became Pastor.
• 1950-Lyons Chapel was dedicated in memory ofT.F. Lyons.

• 1959- Sanctuary and Sunday School rooms were built.
• 1985- 12 Acres adjoining 1-64 for the present church building,
was donated by the David Wells Family.
• 1987 - The present building was dedicated June 1987.
• 1998 - Construction of educational wing to house Rowan County
Christian Academy.

lllSTORYOF
MOREHEAD FIRST
CllURCll OF GOD

1898-1998
The history of the First Church of God has been handed down by word of
mouth as well as the written word . The portion of the history from 1898 to
1914 was compiled by I..T. Mark whose father owned and operated a general
store in Morehead, Ky . His parents became active members of the congregation after its inception in 1898. Brother Mark was a minister.
The history of the congregation from 1914 until 1983 was compiled by
Mrs. Holly (Vada) Crosthwaite and edited by Betty Lewis. Sister Crosthwaite
was a convert under T.F. Lyons's ministry in 1917. Brother and Sister
Crosthwaite were active members of the congregation. Sister Crosthwaite was
a Sunday School teacher for many years. Many of the persons now worshipping
in the congregation were students of hers and remember her great dedication to
God ' s work . Both of them along with their families worshipped in the congregation until their deaths .
The history of the congregation from 1983 has been compiled by Betty
Lewis who along with her husband, C. Roger and family has worshipped with
the congregation since 1949. C. Roger' s father and mother, John A. & Sarah
Lewis worshipped in the congregation from the time Bro. Lyons was pastor
until their deaths in 1972. She has used notes, materials and personal experiences from many persons who worshipped in the congregation since 1983 .
Mabel Alfrey who passed away January 1998 contributed largely to this portion
of the history, along with J. Earl McBrayer and Edith Cline.

The Beginning:
The freight train pulled into Morehead on a beautiful summer morning,
July 3, 1898. As usual the whistle announced the arrival of the train; this
announcement was repeated by the echo of the whistle sounding again and again
in the narrow valley . The cars were spotted as usual for the unloading of freight ;
the unusual was part of the cargo - a gospel tent. Some strangers who had
arrived on an earlier passenger train claimed the tent and proceeded to set it up
on the east corner of Main and Bishop Streets. The men who had arrived earlier
sang stirring religious songs as the tent was raised. Their voices could be heard
all over the village.

People gathered out of curiosity; many questions were asked and many
questions answered regarding the use of the tent. The news spread in all
directions: ' 'The Saints have arrived in Morehead. (Ed. Note: The church was

known as the "Saints Church ") .
My father (Mr. Mark) owned and operated a general store where the
Morehead Mercantile Building now stands. The chief topic of conversation in
the store was the tent meeting My mother (Alice Mark) and family attended the
first service and my oldest brother, Milton was the first convert. Returning
home after the service Mother brought three or four of the preachers and their
wives with her to abide . Mrs. Dee Sims and my mother were saved the same
night.
An ordinance service was announced for Saturday evening. Many gathered
for this service, the tent walls were well staked down , and a partition was put up
inside the tent, the. women occupied one side of the tent and the men the other
side. This was different from what the public expected. The service was
conducted with decorum; after a season of prayer the restless crowd on the
outside of the tent quieted down . The Town Marshal sent the few rowdy ones on
their way. Following the ordinance service, opportunity was given for the
testimony and exhortation ; then the altar call . Many sought the Lord . On this
Saturday evening two sisters attending school in Morehead were saved. They
are still living in Lewis County, Kentucky. They are aunts of Henry C.
Dunnaway and it was through their efforts that the church was started in
Petersville, Ky. (Ed. Note: The church of God congregation is still active in

Petersville.)
Following are names of many other people saved in this first tent
meeting. Cora Wilson Stewart (founder of the Moonlight schools); Captain
Tom Rose, a lawyer; J. H. Ruley, business man ; Boone Mark (my father},
merchant; Mrs. Jack Sexton and daughter, Eva; (Ed. Note: Eva is the mother of
Hubert and Bobby Allen), Aunt Vine Ellington, nurse; Mrs. Betty Littleton ;
Mrs. Coffee; Mrs. Powers; Elijah Durham, teacher; Mrs . Hiram Bradley; Mrs.
Conn and many students from the Morehead Normal School. Some of these
remained faithful to the church.
From Bronson (Ed. Note: This is now the area behind Sea/master Mfg.
Co. and Baldridge loop) were Zack Wright, Wilson Ramey, Ida Westcott,
Mrs. Skaggs, Sam Mark and family, Frank Prater, wife and mother. People
attended the meeting from Rodburn to Bluestone, from Brushy Fork to Clack
Mountain.
After the close of this tent meeting, services were held in our home.
Miss Lena Cecil who now lives in Franklin, California, was the first Pastor.
Judge Allie Young (Ed. Note: Father of Jane Young Holbrook) and Judge Bill
Young were deeply affected by the meeting and befriended the new church.
They secured the use of the Rowan County Court House for the congregation
to conduct their services. Allie Young gave the congregation a lot and Bill
Young gave a cash donation for the erection of the first building which was built

in 1900. Mrs. Dee Sims and Mrs. Alice Mark solicited donations for the
building fund . The Church of God never worshipped in the old Union Church as
some believed. The Union Church was before 1898. At this time the Methodist,
Baptist and Christian Churches owned their own buildings in about the same
location as now.
A Revival meeting was held with main speakers being W. P. Long and
W.A. Southerland from Greenville, Tn ., Miss Lena Cecil, Henry Dunnigan,
French Jones and Clyde Dennis. The second Pastor was Henry Dunnigan. He
came to Morehead from Lee City, Ky . He lived at Bronson on my fathers farm
at the old Markwell place. The third Pastor was Samuel Ford who in 1903 lived
at Bronson directly across the cut on the old Evans place. The railroad crossing
at Bronson was known as Bronson' s Crossing. I remember the above events
clearly, however I verified the information by talking and writing to Rev . Jesse
Coldiron who lived at Bronson at that time, also Rev. N. S. Duncan who was
brother-in-law to Samuel Ford and Mrs . Samuel Ford.
Reverend T.F. Lyons came to Bronson in 1905 and purchased a farm from
my mother, however, he moved to Morehead 1907. He bought property from
my mother which was located in back of the first white church building.
Only about fifteen people are still living who attended regularly or
claimed membership in the Morehead congregation prior to 1904. Their names
are as follows : Mrs. Lena Carpenter now in Franklin, CA . Mrs. Alice Miracle;
Mrs. Cora Lykens, Petersvilie, Ky, Mrs. Ida Asbury, Kendalville, Indiana and
five members ofmy mother' s family , N .S. Duncan, evangelist in Cal, Reverend
Edward Ellis, Decatur, Michigan , W. A. Sutherland in S. Carolina. There a few
others who might have some knowledge of the work prior to 1904. There were
a number of well-known ministers who conducted revivals and camp meetings
between 1898 and 1914. Some camp meetings were conducted in a tent in back
of the church, some were conducted in the Court House. The tent was lighted
with gasoline lights. Revivals or assembly meetings as they were generally
called were held in the church building, but sometimes moved to the Court
House for more room . Some of the ministers conducting these meetings were:
In 1898 Sutherland and Long from Greenville, Tn., in 1899 Otto Bolds (Uncle
to Luke Bennett) W.T. Clayton of " Floating Bethel" fame, Willis S. Brown
(father ofC.E. Brown, well known Church of God minister) in 1904 N . S.
Duncan, J.N . Howard, nationally known evangelist, Alex Kilpatrick, teacher and
pioneer preacher, in 1906 Edgar Fleenor, Edward Ellis, W.T. Carter, Amanda
Brown, Emma Myers and girl preacher Joyce Meyers, A.Q. Bridwell and W. C.
McCraw. In the year 1913 J Nichols Roy, a Hindu minister educated in England
deep in the scriptures drew large crowds.
The following names are other ministers preaching in Morehead on
different occasions.: French Jones, (Ed. Note: Grandfather of Aubrey Kautz,
Jr.) Lillian Tosh, a Sister Roberts, Amanda Carter, H.H . McClure, John Watts
who was one of the first men in the movement to preach from charts on
Revelations, John Vance, now living in Cal, also Reverend Mrs. Stevenson , later
L. H. Morgan a health officer from Ill. , and about 1911 W. F. Chappell and J. W.

Lykens came to Morehead to preach for the first time. Later they b.oth pastored
and preached in Kentucky. Thomas Nelson, author of Home, Health and
Success spoke in the 1911 campmeeting. He was probably the first family
counselor in the Church of God. Before I leave the subject of preachers in
Morehead, I would like to pay my respect to Brother Dan Holbrook. (Ed. Note:
This descendants are Harold and Robert Holdbrook of Morehead). Truly,
Brother Holbrook was a great man, one who walked with God. Also there were
Uncle Buddy and Uncle Henry Hall. I first heard them preach about I 907. I
remember Worley Hall as teaching school at the time he entered the ministry .
Jack Howard, who will be remembered by the old timers of Rowan
County conducted a meeting in Morehead prior to 1898 using the Baptist
Church . He was a great orator and debater and preached practically the same
message as the Church of God Reformation Movement. It would not be too
much of a venture for me to state that in his active days in the ministry he did
not associate himself with the movement. His son Arthur was associated with
us. Jack Howard preached so clearly against church joining, division, etc ....
One church in Morehead invited him to return and debate the subject with one
of their able preachers. This challenge he accepted. His knowledge of truth and ·
power persuasion was like a land slide, and could not be stopped or even
slowe~. After the 1898 revival service, Brother W. A. Sutherland returned to
Morehead to hold meetings on different occasions. As a result of his ministry,
the following people started preaching: Sam Mark, Zack Wright, Sister Staggs
of Bronson, Wilson Ramey of Bluestone, Zack Tussey of Christy Creek,
Richmond Tussey, and a Doctor Sam Porter, Virgil P'Simer, and Tom Rose.
Brother Sutherland could not give me the exact date of his grove meeting at
Bronson or of the Brushey Fork meeting, but I would put the date 190 I or
1902 .
There were two railroad men who brought messages in our services on
different occasions. One from Ashland was named Johnson , the other by the
name of Allen who was an engineer Fields, a traveling man, also stopped off in
Morehead and spoke in our services several times . Afterwards this man was
elected to the State Legislature from Boyd County. In my evangelistic travels
and attendance at camp meetings, I have met the following ministers from
Rowan County: Wick Donahue, for many years pastor of the First Church in
Portland, Oregon and missionary to Europe and Africa, Virgil Harmon, O.L.
Johnson from Haldeman, Allen Combs, Morehead, Harold Messer from
Christy Creek, Luther Vanhoose, Grover Asbury, Ora Conn of Rodburn, Jessee
Coldiron from Bronson and Chester Mark. Of these the last nine have all
pastored in Indiana. I have already named some of these men as being saved in
the first campmeeting. I now list them as being part time preachers around
Morehead in the early days, some of whom continued in the ministry until their
death . At this writing Samuel Mark, Peter Cassity, Zach Tussey, Zach Wright,
Virgil P'Simer, Richmond Tussey, Doctor Sam Porter, Captain Tom Rose,
Wilson Ramey, Mrs. Staggs Johhnie Donahue, Alex Patton are deceased.

Other people who preached in the church and area were: Buddy and Henry
Hall, Judge Albert Williams (who was Dr. John W. Conley's grandfather) Dan
Holbrook, Worley Hall, Leslie Brown, W. H. Hunt, John P. Jones, Virgil Lyons,
Harlan Cooper, Holly Crosthwaite. There are no doubt many others since 1914
which the writer has no definite knowledge of. From the indirect influence of
the Morehead Church came such men a Charlie Dunnaway, H. Clay Dunnaway,
Wick Donahue, Professor Gene Newberry and others. Under the preaching of
Sutherland, Samuel Ford, French Jones and others meetings were held at
Bronson, Brushey Fork and Bluestone. Then, with Brother T.F. Lyons and coworkers works were established after 1905 in Siloam, Salt Lick, Midland,
Slatey Point, Hilda and Petersville in Lewis County. Attempts were made to
start a work in Farmers, but were unsuccessful. I would like to include in the
Morehead church circle of influence some local preachers and pastors from
Morgan, Bath and Menifee County. There is some information to the effect that
our message came to Mt. Sterling, Frenchburg, Scranton and Lee City through
the old Camargo or Jeffersonville camp meeting. G.M. Byrd, W. T. Carter, John
Watts, Clyde Dennin and H.H . McClure preached in the territory mentioned
probably about the same year as the tent meeting in Morehead. Edward Ellis,
who is still living informed me that he conducted meetings in all these places
somewhere near the year 1900. I believe it would be safe to state that Brother
T.F. Lyons was converted in Mennifee County under the preaching of one of the
above men.
Campmeetings were held in Morehead in the early days on an average of
every other year. The first being conducted in the Court House with J. N.
Howard of Nappanee, Indiana as the evangelist. Littleton ' s Inn on the east side
of the Court House as used for the boarding house. Other camp meetings were
conducted in a large tent on the lot in back of the church . Gas was used for ,
lighting the tent. One year for a boarding house we leased the People's Hotel
on Railroad street, this hotel was temporarily closed as a hotel, so we had the
u·se of all the equipment including the beds. This was probably the most
comfortable camp meeting dormitory the "Saints" in Kentucky every enjoyed .
One camp meeting after Brother Lyons was pastor we secured the Cottage
Hotel, directly across the Railroad tracks from the freight depot. This also
made a comfortable camp meeting boarding house. In 1918 Joyce Meyers and
her mother were evangelists for the meeting. At the age of fourteen , Joyce
preached at an Anderson Campmeeting general service. Joyce and her sister
Willa, her mother were the best singing Trio of the early days. Mr. Myers was
postmaster at Louisville, Ky. In the year 1910 the campmeeting was conducted
by W.A. Fleenor and Alex Kilpatrick. It was in this meeting that the decision
was made to build an upper story on the home of Brother Lyons to be used as
rooms for campmeetings. The 1914 Campmeeting was conducted by W.D.
McCraw and W.A. Sutherland. Leslie Brown was converted in .this meeting. Not
long before this, W. D. McCraw had conducted a great revival in the church.
Two girls name Fraley who had recently moved to Morehead were saved. They
started visitation and personal work. Jesse Johnson, the local barber was
gloriously saved and many people from Clearfield attended. Mr. Barndollar and

a Mr. Mullins were also converted. People who had never attended church were
saved in their homes, then came to church and gave witness to their conversions. So great was the conviction on the community that Brother McCraw and
Brother Lyons decided to forego the Anderson Campmeeting and continue with
the meeting for a fourth week. This revival would compare favorably with the
first tent meeting. Elijah Vanhoose, a soft spoken and kindly man conducted a
very fruitful meeting one fall which was called an assembly meeting. There
were many other outstanding meeti_ngs resulting in the salvation of souls. Many
were saved under Brother Lyons preaching and visitation. Many Church of God
people moved from Morehead during the period from 1905 to 1914. New
Castle, Anderson, Indiana, Cincinnati, Portsmouth and Middletown, Ohio,
Hunting ton, W. Va., and Ashland, Ky seemed to have claimed most of them .
Some still attend church in the above named places. To complete this paper, I
feel I should mention a few families who lived away from Morehead but
faithfully attended and supported the Assemblies in the early days, Razor,
Ralston, and Hackney families from Salt Lick, Marshall Wright from Brushey,
Mrs. A. Crosthwaite, Licking River, Mrs. Lonnie Flannery, Siloam,. Mrs.
Oakley and daughter of Morgan County, Uncle Billie P'Simer, Hitch ins, Ky.,
the Vanhoose family from Olive Hill, Mrs. Johnson, L & N Junction,
Richardson brothers from Mt. Sterling and Willie Combs from Slatey Point.
This statement may amaze the readers: Morehead had an established
congregation before Ashland, Mt. Sterling, Lexington or Winchester. Sometimes a group was started only to give up. Some works were started three or
four times before a congregation was established. The church at Morehead was
never closed after its beginning with the first tent meeting in 1898. Sutherland
and Long's evangelistic party conducted a tent meeting in Ashland before
coming to Morehead. I also remember hearing the ministers talk of services
conducted in the Mt. Sterling Court House before the Morehead tent meeting.
These services were conducted by W. T. Carter and Associates. Actually, the
first preaching of the Church of God in Kentucky was at a small place called
Dodge, somewhere between Jeffersonville and L and N Junction. The evangelistic party was Carter, Kilpatrick and Howard. There were a few saints at L & N
Junction and in Louisville predating the Morehead church. In all probability, the
congregation in Morehead built the first Church of God church building in the
state of Kentucky.
(Ed Note: The above history by I. T Mark is just as he recorded it and
we do not know when it was written. Editor's notes have attempted to list
some of the descendants of the persons mentioned in Brother Mark's history,
We hope you will trace some of them to your own relatives who may now
worship in the Morehead First Church of God) .

TIIE WORK CONTINUES •....••
Under the influence of some of the ministers that held the tent meetings
in Morehead, a young man from Menifee County was converted. Its poss ible
some of these ministers traveled to adjoining counties for meetings in schools

and homes . Rev . T.F. Lyons married Sarah Elizabeth Wells and with their
children, Virgil (Ed. Note: Son, Ronnie and wife worship in the congregation
now) Jessie , Amanda, Hester, Nora and Deeda moved to Morehead from
Bronson in 1908. They purchased property behind the white frame church, on
Lyons Ave . (now where the Brad Collins family lives). Brother Lyons property
extended from Lyons Ave. over to Oxley Branch (now Wilson Avenue) and was
a pasture field . They built their house on the corner of Second and Lyons Ave.
Much later Mrs . Sexton lived in the house and it was eventually torn down and
replaced with the Collins home .
In 1908 Brother Lyons became pastor of the congregation . During this
time many campmeetings and tent meetings were held . A tent would be placed
on the church lot (now a parking lot). Some of the early ministers that held
meetings were: W.A . Sutherland, W.P. Long, Willis Brown (father ofC.E.
Brown), J.N. Howard, Emma Myers, Alex Kirkpatrick, E. A. Fleenor, F.G.
Smith, H.M . Riggle and W. D. McCraw to name a few . Many of these ministers
were active in the Church of God movement with sons and daughters following
th.em in the ministry .
The campmeetings and tent meetings were so well attended that in 1910
it was decided to add a second story to Brother Lyons home as well as screened
porches to provide lodging and boarding for people attending the meetings.
People came from surrounding congregations and communities by horseback,
buggy, wagon and even walked. Some came by train from other towns. Brother
Lyons provided pasture for the horses. Sometimes these meetings lasted
several days. The men slept in the church building and the women and children
slept in the upper story of the Lyons home. They brought their cloth bags to fill
with straw for bedding on the floor. Visiting ministers were kept by some of the
church folk and some had relatives in town that they stayed with .
Much of the food used in the meetings was brought in from farms and
gardens. Many of the women helped in preparing it for the crowd. Mrs. Lyons
did most of the cooking and of course the Lyons girls did most of the
dishwashing (Hester and Nora have told us many stories about that). Some of
the ladies pitched in and helped also.
When campmeeting time was over, everyone was anxious to return to
their homes and to see how things had fared. One can imagine Mrs. Lyons and
the girls were just as anxious for them to go. This was quite an endeavor,
housing and feeding all these people. None the less, it was a great time of
worship, preaching and singing. Many souls were saved during these meetings
and the congregation today is reaping those efforts. Brother Lyons was of the
mindset that if souls were saved, that was pay enough for the efforts by not only
his family but the entire congregation. Brother Lyons was not a complainer. In
those days, tithing was not taught. His sustenance depended upon the free will
offerings. As you can imagine many times these were not sufficient to pay the
bills. Many times Brother Lyons would go to his friends at the Bank and borrow
money to keep them going. These were not easy times for the Pastor and his

family but God was faithful to those he entrusted to preach the gospel and
somehow they managed .
Many of the congregations around Morehead and in surrounding counties
owe their beginnings to converts of those first campmeeting and tent meetings .
Many of the converts, mostly women, started having prayer meetings in the
homes and school houses . Brother Lyons was a counselor, evangelist and
burden bearer for the young churches. He went from congregation to congregation for revivals on horseback and most of the time not receiving much
remuneration for this, except for the joy of seeing souls saved. Many people of
eastern Kentucky are indebted for his preaching of the gospel which enabled
them to find Jesus as Lord and Savior of their lives.
The weather was never too difficult or the night too dark for Brother
Lyons to seek out the ones in need . Many were the calls that came. Many
marvelous cases of healing followed his ministry . After many revivals and
nights away from home there was not a cent to help with his own expenses. God
always seemed to help him find a way. The rooms in the upper story of his
home was used for students at the Morehead Normal School. Some were not
able to pay much, but none was turned away.
,Dan M. Holbrook was an excellent teacher at Morehead Normal School.
He was a bible teacher and came to the congregation about this time. Also came
Harry Mullins from Clearfield. He was the manager of the Lee Clay Products
Company. Both of these men and their families were assets both spiritually and
financially . They knew of the hardships Brother Lyons bore even though there
was no complaining and always rejoicing when God's work was being done and
souls were finding God . This writer (Vada Roberts Crosthwaite) was one of
those souls.
Brother Lyons had held a ten day revival in the schoolhouse at Cogswell,
Ky . (in the Scott' s Marina area at Cave Run Lake). The congregation at
Cogswell only had four Christians but they kept Sunday School and prayer
meeting going. They had such a burden to see souls saved . The last sermon had
been preached and the last song had been sung to the last verse. One young girl
led the way, then a group went to the altar. Of course, joy followed and he
stayed for a night service. More souls were saved. On Monday morning, men
went to the creek to cut the ice and Brother Lyons stood in ice water and
baptized 17 people-the youngest being nine years and the oldest 75 years old.
We walked almost 1/4 mile to change clothes (evidently Sister Crosthwaite was
the nine year old). Not one of these 17 took a cold. There was joy in that
community. Sister Lyons was a faithful companion that stood by him, taking
care of the family ' s needs and many of the needs of the congregation.
In 1924 Brother Lyons left the congregation and moved to Mt. Sterling
where he pastored until 1926. He had the same type ministry in Mt. Sterling as
he did Morehead, preaching, visiting and seeing souls saved.

Rev. R. C. Caudill came to Morehead as pastor. Brother Caudill was a
forceful preacher. His leadership was felt in the community. He later was
pastor of one of the largest congregations in Middletown, Oh . His son was also
pastor in Ohio and Ky. While Brother Caudill was pastor he saw the need to
expand the church building so a basement was put under the white frame
building and an extension on the back of the church . The Sunday school and
congregation was growing several people were converted and they needed more
room.
During this time a young minister, Rev. Charles Richardson came to
Morehead as a student and helper at the church. He stayed until 1927. He later
pastored in Ky and Indiana.
In 1928 Brother Lyons was called back to the church as Pastor and stayed
until 1941 when he died. His very soul was in the work of the church and his
influence is very evident today. His picture hangs in the present church library.
Many of the people in the congregation today began going to Sunday School
while Brother Lyons was pastor.
As far as we know the Morehead congregation was the first in Kentucky
to continue without interruption . Other congregations were started but difficulties arose making it hard for them to continue. Many of the people in the
Morehead congregation moved away from Morehead looking for work . Most
of them migrated to New Castle, Muncie and Anderson Indiana, Cincinnati,
Portsmouth and Middletown, Oh ., Ashland, Ky., and Huntington; W. Va. , Most
of them remained active in church works in those places.
The Morehead congregation received support from persons who had
moved away but who had faithfully attended the campmeetings. Some were:
Razor Raison, Hackney Flannery Crosthwaite, Oakley Richardson and Combs
just to name a few.
After the death of Brother Lyons the congregation turned to Rev. Ramah
Johnson (Helen McBrayer's former husband), Rev. James Wade and Rev. Bil
Moore for pastoral leadership. They kept the congregation going along with
good leadership within the congregation. They began to see the need for larger
and better facilities and began a building fund . They were successful in developing a working congregation and all went on to other pastorates. Bro. Bill Moore
pastored the Clearfield congregation for several years until his death. Rev.
Ramah Johnson pastored in Middletown, Ohio and in Kentucky until his death .
Rev. James Wade pastored on the West Coast for several years.

A NEW ERA
By this time the town and college (now Morehead State Teachers
College) was growing and the congregation knew they needed a young aggressive pastor to lead them and to help build new facilities . Such a person was Rev.
Marvin L. Tate. He came from Rolla, Missouri in 1948. He was energetic and
resourceful , active in the community in civic affairs and was a natural promoter

of the church and its ministry . He led the church in an aggressively building
fund campaign with help from church extension in Anderson, Indiana. His wife,
Pearl Tate and two girls, Norma Jean and Phyliss Ann were great assets . They
possessed outgoing personalities. The girls making friends with other young
people in the community and initiating youth groups. Many of the congregation
today became active in those youth groups.
Many money making projects helped provide the funds for the new
structure that was soon built. Strawberry patches provided funds for the project,
many sacrificed personal conveniences for the sake of the building fund . A lot
of sweat and tears went into this project. Brother Tate worked alongside men in
the congregation to see that the building was completed . One man in the
congregation, Elbert Christy gave many hours to the project. Paul Hackney, a
neighbor on Lyons Ave. worked many hours, as did many other persons. After
many hours of labor and personal sacrifices, Lyons Chapel was dedicated in
1950 by Rev. W. H. Hunt who was Brother Lyons son-in-law.
During the ministry of Brother Tate a young lady from the Church of God
in Ashland, Ky came to the college to pursue a career in music. George Ann
Barker was a talented musician. Her mother and father Clayton and Georgia
Barker were also musicians. Her mother Georgia Ramey and her family had
been in the congregation years before they moved to Ashland . Her grandparents
Custer and "Mammy" Ramey had also lived on Oxley Branch and attended the
church. George Ann began developing youth groups and youth choirs as well as
the Sanctuary Choir. She lived with Brother and Sister Tate during some of her
time at the college. She gave private music lessons to help her through college.
She married a local boy, Jack McBrayer, son of Earl and Martha McBrayer.
After a time away from the congregation (Jack was in the Armed Forces) they
moved back to Vanceburg, Ky. , where George Ann was choir director in a
church, then later they moved to Morehead and George Ann served for 33 years
as Minister of Music unit her death in 1992. Several of those years as Youth
Director. Many of our congregation today were products of her ministry.
George Ann's ministry and influence is evidenced today through countless lives
not only in the congregation but the community and churches across the
country. George Ann sponsored a missions trip to the Cayman Islands. Many of
the youth that participated in that trip are in God's service today.
We soon began to outgrow Lyons Chapel. More Sunday School rooms
were needed . Every available space was being utilized. Many will remember
sitting in Dorothy Ellis' Sunday School room which happened to be the
overflow room for the sanctuary. It was not unusual to have 40 persons crowded
into that room. Dorothy Ellis was one of those teachers who drew people like a
magnet. We hung onto every word she said and although she was not a singer,
every Sunday we sang "It is no Secret What God can do" and Standing Somewhere in the shadows you' II find Jesus . Dorothy and her husband, Lon later
moved to Florida where she taught school but after retirement returned to
Morehead and worshipped in the congregation until their deaths. The ir son ,

Jack Ellis is a minister in the Methodist church. He and his wife Janice Caudill
Ellis have been lifelong supporters of the congregation having worshipped
there while Brother Tate was pastor.
Brother Tate resigned from the Morehead pastoral and became pastor of
the Church of God in Bloomington, Indiana. He had done a great job as pastor
and the church had grown and were worshipping in wonderful facilities .
At this time, the congregation called John W. Conley as pastor. He and his
wife Dolores and two girls, Konnie and Kerrie came to Morehead in 1960. He
had been pastoring in South Carolina. Brother Conley was a dynamic preacher
and leader, was a product of Asbury College in Wilmore, Ky. He not only was a
powerful preacher but a great teacher. He was able to develope leadership
within the congregation to its fullest. Many converts were added to the church
during his pastoral. During this time Ralph and Marge Toon came as Ministers
of Music (while George Ann and Jack were away). They were graduates of
Anderson College. Ralph and Brother Conley were members of the Disciples
Quartet along with Robert Hall and C. Roger Lewis. Brother Conley was in
great demand as a revival speaker; thus the quartet traveled many miles with
him . When he resigned in 1967 he left to go to the South Charles church in
Charleston, West Virginia. He later went to Houston, Texas as President of
Gulf Coast Bible College. He led the college to a new location in Okahoma
City, Ok., and it is now known as Mid America Bible College. Many ofour
young people went to Mid America for training and most of them are now
active in congregations across the country.
Reverend Dale Whalen came as pastor in 1967. He and his wife, Agnes
and children, Pat, Dan, Lisa and Mark moved from the South Meridian Church
in Anderson, Indiana. Brother Whalen had begun his ministry in Owingsville,
Ky., in a tent meeting to establish the congregation in Owingsville. Brother
Whalen was a good preacher, a wonderful singer and a very personable pastor.
The church flourished under his ministry. It seems that our pastors became
known quite well and soon he was enticed to move to Kingsport, Tn., as pastor
of a big church there. Later he served in Phoenix, Az., Daytona Beach, Fla.,
Indianapolis, Ind. and later became a representative of Church Extension until
his death in 1985. His influence in the congregation and community had a
lasting effect. His children were active in youth choirs and youth groups.
At this time, Rev. Gerald Eggleston was called as pastor. He and his wife,
Kathy and three sons, David, Doug and Dale served until 1973. Kathy and
Brother Eggleston were very talented. Their sons were an integral part of the
youth group and the community. They were leaders in their school and brought
many good qualities to the congregation. Brother Eggleston took on the
building debt with enthusiasm and while he was pastor the debt on the Sanctuary
was paid and the mortgage burned. A picture records this event. Brother
Eggleston left in 1973 to become pastor in Oklahoma.
At this time Rev. Richard Dillon was the Director of the Hope Hill
Children's Home in Montgomery County. After Brother Eggelston left, Brother

Dillon came as Interim pastor. He was well received. His wife, Norma and three
sons were an asset to the church . Norma was pianist and worked with the choir
under George Ann Mc Brayer. Brother Dillon was such a loving and caring
person that the congregation called him as pastor. Brother Dillon inspired us to
buy a new parsonage. We did buy a wonderful house on Meadowbrook Drive
(used by pastors until recently). This debt was soon paid off under his leadership. We used the old parsonage for additional Sunday school rooms because
the church was continuing to grow. Rev. Dillon left in 1976 to take a pastoral in
North Carolina.
A young man who had grown up in Rowan County Kentucky and had
moved to Middletown, Oh., became pastor in 1976. Rev. Frank Fultz had
pastored in Pennsylvania and Ohio . He and Helen Fultz came to the church with
a determination to continue the congregation as it had been since its beginning.
Brother Fultz was a pastor who loved his congregation . He began working in the
community. Many people who had known him as a boy began attending church.
People were being saved and the church was beginning to outgrow its facilities .
Brother Fultz began dreaming of relocating the church to a larger area near the
Interstate. Some of the people resisted change at this time but that did not
hamper Brother Fultz in his ministry. He trusted God for the right time and he
was willing to wait on the Lord until that time came. He and Helen were
wonderful musicians and we were blessed with great singing and instrumental
music . Brother Fultz and Helen continued in the pastoral until he retired in
1982. They moved into the country and continued to worship in the congregation and he was much in demand as a speaker and fill in minister for all the
congregations in the area. Brother Fultz was always supportive of the congregation and was such a supporter of the new pastor that he was bestowed the honor
of"Pastor Emeritus" . Later he and Helen moved to Middletown, Oh ., where
they now live.
In June, 1983 a young minister from West Virginia, Mitchell W. Burch
was called as Pastor. Brother Burch had been associate pastor in Oak Hill, W.
Va .. He had been raised in the Church of God . His father was pastor in West
Virginia. Brother Burch had gone to Gulf Coast Bible College and was recommended to us by Rev. John W. Conley. Brother Burch, his wife Shelly and Son
Andrew began their work with a vigor that was catching. He developed new
ministries, was a great preacher and he and his wife were talented musicians .
He soon started singing in the Disciples Quartet along with Dan Wilson and
Aubrey Kautz, Jr. C. Roger Lewis sang with the quartet from the beginning.
Shelly was pianist for the quartet as well as the Choir. In his first year as pastor
there were over 80 new converts, 50 baptisms and the church attendance was up
to 300 persons with two services on Sunday morning .

A VISION IS REALIZED
As the congregation continued its fast growth it was evident th at more
facilities were needed . Expansion in the present facility was explored but God
did not seem to lead in that direction since property was not available to us .

God led the David Wells family to give the church 12 acres adjoining the
Interstate for new building facilities . We began a building fund campaign that
resulted in pledges of $465,000 over a three year period. The congregation was
faithful to these pledges and in June of 1986 ground was broken for the new
facility. As work progressed new ministries were begun which included
Wednesday night church for the young. Tim McKenzie worked as Youth
Director during this time and did a great job. He later left to take a pastoral in
Knoxville, Tennessee. Then Randy Scott came as youth minister.
The facilities on Hargis A venue were sold to the St. Claire Hospital for an
outreach medical facility. This enabled us to build our present facility, which
cost a little over a million dollars with only a $378,000 debt. The new facility
was dedicated on June 14, 1987 with Dr. John W. Conley as the speaker.
Ellsworth Jackson provided special music from Michigan and David Arrowood
and our own Leslie McBrayer Wells.
A new Johannes Organ was also dedicated to God's service after pledges
of $25,000 were raised to pay for it. God was blessing the congregation beyond
belief and His name was being glorified. The gymnasium was named the Wells
Family Life Center and was being used for different ministries. Brother Burch
had certainly been faithful to God's calling and had led the church beyond all
expectations.
In 1989 he felt God was calling him to the Dayspring Church in Cincinnati, Ohio. As much as the congregations wanted to keep him, we also knew that
God had blessed us with his ministry and it was felt that God's leading would
not only bless Pastor Burch and other congregations, but we would be blessed
also.
At this time, Dr. John W. Conley was interim pastor at Dayspring church
in Cincinnati and was able to come and be our Interim while we were in search
of another pastor. While Brother Conley was here, Dale Fair and his family
came from North Carolina as Youth Minister, and Lynnette Kautz assumed the
duties of Minister of Music.
As youth minister Dale took a youth group of 3 and they soon began to
grow quickly. Not only in numbers but spiritually. Today, at Wednesday night
youth meetings there are between 35 - 50 youth attending. This is due to Dale's
leadership and diligence. He and his wife, Sheila, and their children, Tyler,
Brandon, and Janae' are true blessings to this congregation. Sheila is also the
Administrative Assistant at the Rowan County Christian Academy.
Lynnette came at a time when the music program of the church was much
in need of revitalization. By her leadership, the choir has grown to an average of
35 at Sunday morning worship services. Not only has the choir grown, but also
a newly established sanctuary orchestra has been added to enhance our Sunday
morning worship services. The children's choir program and the handbell choir
also thrive under her direction .

A Mother's Day Out program was begun in 1991 and children .began to
fill the hallways of the church building. On June I, 1992 this program became
Morehead First Church of God Daycare, open Monday through Friday from
7:30 a.m. - 6:00 p.m. for children infant through school age .
Out of the Mother's Morning Out program the Rowan County Christian
Kindergarten was born . In August, 1994 with an enrollment of 6 students,
Shelly Woford, who was the daycare director at the time, asked Tammy
McKinney, who was teaching in the pre-school program, to become our
Kindergarten teacher. It was not sure if a Kindergarten could be started. It was
only financially feasible to hire a teacher if there were 8 students in the
classroom, but there were only six students enrolled. Tammy said she would
come teach for whatever they could afford to pay. She wasn't concerned with
the money, she had a great desire to start a Christian Kindergarten .
In November, I 994 Tammy McKinney became the administrator of our
daycare and school and the name was changed to Rowan County Christian
Academy.
Brother Conley continued as Pastor of the congregation until January of
1995. He assumed the presidency of Circlev) lle Bible College in Circleville,
Ohio.,
In February of I 995 we called Rev. Rodney Williams as Interim pastor.
He had retired from the pastoral at Yankee Road Church of God in Middletown,
Ohio and came to us as an answer to prayer. Brother Williams and his wife, Eva
moved into the parsonage and soon became loved and respected not only by the
congregation but also by the entire community. He was not a stranger in this
area since both he and Eva were raised in Menifee County.

A NEW MINISTRY BEGINS
The Rowan County Christian Academy enrollment for the 1995-96 year
grew to 25, which included two kindergarten classes and one first grade. We
were taking a slow, prayerful approach to our school , adding a grade per year.
Brother Williams worked with the Pulpit Committee in their search for a
new pastor. Several resumes were submitted to the committee, which all were
very prayerfully considered. Brother Williams suggested Rev. Stephen D.
Carney from Chillicothe, Ohio be considered.
Rev. Carney and his family came to Morehead for interview and weekend
meetings the middle of May. The congregation gave him I 00% call. He
accepted the pastoral and he and his wife, Darlene and daughters, Jenni and
Amanda and Darlene's mother Delores Barcus, moved to Morehead in August
I 995 . The congregation continues to grow numerically and a number of new
ministries have begun . Pastor Carney and his family assume active roles in the
life of the congregation . His daughters are very active in the Youth group as
well as choir and. other areas of worship.

The congregation has accepted Brother Carney's leadership abilities,
knowing that God certainly answered our prayers in our search for a pastor.
God is blessing the congregation in a tremendous way and at this I 00th year
anniversary of the church; the next I 00 years look promising with even greater
blessings of ministry in extending the Kingdom of God to those who do not yet
know Him . The goal for the next I 00 years is to reach this community through
ministry and the preached word of Jesus Christ.
In May of 1998, we broke ground for a new addition to the church , which
will house the Rowan County Christian Academy. Our projection is that we will
soon be accepting students through the 8th grade. God is blessing in a most
wonderful way and we gratefully acknowledge His goodness to us.
As we enter the 1998-99 school year we are expecting the enrollment to
be 150 which we go from Kindergarten through 5th grade. We have a staff of
44 people for the Daycare and school that Rowan County Christian Academy
directs. The Academy is definitely a ministry in which we can share the love
and teachings of Jesus Christ to our most prized possessions ... our children .

LOOKING FORWARD TO TIIE
NEXT 100 YEARS
We look back over the past I 00 years with a great respect and love for
those who paved the way , set the example and carried out the great commission
from God . It is wonderful to look back at our great heritage .. . but only for a
short while. The future is calling for a greater dedication and love for the
church. We will be ready to meet the challenge for the next generation . Our
faith will continue to be strong in the affirmation of God ' s will and direction
for the congregation here in Morehead. It is our prayer that God will continue
to bless His people.

MOREHEAD FIRST CHURCH OF GOD
135 N. HARGIS AVE.
MOREHEAD,KENTUCKY
606 / 784-6624
1986
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ASSOCIATE MINISTER

SENIOR PASTOR

Timothy J. McKenzie
& Carol
Rev. Mitchell W . Burch
& Shelly

MINISTER OF MUSIC

What a great asset our new directory will be! It will no doubt
be a collector's item ; a convenience item affording easy
access to often used addresses and phone numbers ...but
it can be more fun! This book can become our lingering
invitation to associate a name with a face and thereby to
begin new and lasting relationships with all who share as
a part of this fellowship of faith . It is my prayer that as a
result of the continuing use of this directory , all within the
congregation and those who become a part of it, will come
to be known and nurtured in the durable , intimate
fellowship that only the embrace of the faithful can provide.
Let me say "thank you" to all who have participated in
this endeavor, and made it such a success .
In His Family ,
Pastor Mitchell W. Burch

George Ann McBrayer
& Jack

MINISTRIES & ACTIVITIES
The Morehead First Church of God is actively involved in many exciting ministries including :
Sunday School , Nursery Program , Toddler's Church , Junior Church , Wednesday Night
Children's Program , Puppets , Bus Ministry , Youth Fellowship , Young Adult Ministry , Singles ,
Senior Adults , Men 's Fellowship , W0men 's Fellowship , Tape Ministry , Radio Outreach ,
Recreation Programs , Bell Choirs , Jr. Choir and Sanctuary Choir , Shut-In Ministry , College
Outreach , Undersheperd Visitation , Nursing Home Outreach , New Convert Classes ,
Discipleship Training , Prayer Cells , Food and Clothing , Benevolence , Transient Support, and
Missionary Support.
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ALDERMAN,EARL
& BETTY
MIKE

ALDERMAN, JERRY
& BRENDA

BALDRIDGE, CLARENCE
& BETHEL

BALDRIDGE, JACK
& ERNA GAY
CRAIG

BALDRIDGE, SHIRLEY

BLACK, BILL & TAMMY
LESLIE, REBEKAH

BLACK, BILLY & LOIS
SCOTT, AMY

BLAKEMAN, JEFF & VICKI

BLAND, KENNY & NELL
JOHN & BECKY PRATHER

BLODGETT, HOWARD
&IRENE

ADKINS, JEANETTA

ANDERSON, DALLAS & ANN

WEDNESDAY NIGHT TODDLERS

JR . & SR . HIGH YOUTH

ORGANIST
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SANCTUARY CHOIR
BOTTS , JAMES 0.
& ADA

BRADT, GLEN & RITA
JASON, JESSICA

BROCK, BILL & BRIGETTE
JONATHAN
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BROWN, HERMAN & IRENE

BROWN , JAMIE & LISA
EMILY , ASHLEY , GABRIEL

BURCH, MITCHELL
& SHELLY
ANDREW

BURTON , ERNIE & BRENDA

BUTLER , MIKE & PAM
TODD & JASON JONES

CARROLL , MIMI
KRISI

CAUDILL, NOLA

CHAPMAN , RANDY
& SAUNDRA

CLAY , DELLA
JAMIE

CLAYTON , TOM & SANDY
KRISTEN & JILL KLUESING

CLINE , ORA & EDITH

COFFEY , TWILA

COLLINS , BRAD & LINDA
SHAWN , KIM , TODD
& KEARSTON COYLE

CONN , RAY & WANDA

COOPER , LAKE

COOPER , LYDIA

CROSTHWAITE, GRACE

DAILEY , BILL & ALMA

DAVIS , ODA

DAY , JAMES & TERESA
AMANDA , JALIAH

DAY, LANA
SHANNON , CHANDA ,
ROBBIE

DAY , RANDY & GINA
ADAM, RANDA ;
DIANNE LYKINS

DAY , RONNIE & KEELY

DEHARTE , LUCILLE
JOHN

EARLEY, GARLAND
& ROBERTA
MICHELLE, DANA

EARLY , KAREN
KRISTI

ELLINGTON , GEORGE

ELLINGTON , HAROLD
& PAULINE

ERWIN , PAUL & BESSIE
CHRIS ;
GINA GOODPASTOR

FOUCH , PRISCILLA
HEATHER

FULTZ, EDDIE & PAMELA
MATTHEW, ELISHA, BRANDI

FULTZ , FRANK & HELEN

FULTZ , JERI

GEVEDON , LORETTA
APRIL STATON

HUTCHINSON, EMMA

HOLBROOK, PAUL
& OENISE
MATT HEW , JOSEPH , BRANDON

HOPPER, MIKE & BECKY
AARON , ISAAC

HUTCHINSON, CARL
& PLURA

KELSEY , RUBY

LACY , HOBART

IGO, LORENE

JACOBS, CLARA

JENNINGS, MARVIN
& GLASPIE
CHRISTOPHER

LEWIS , MARK & KAY
RYAN

LEWIS , PHILIP & SHIRLEY
ROXANNE
KIM (ALLEN)

LEWIS , ROGER & BETTY

LEWIS , STEVE & JAN
REBECCA , SARAH

LITTON , ART & SHELBY
KEVIN , ANITA

McBRAYER, JACK
& GEORGE ANN
LESLIE

McCLURG, WENDELL & SUE
TODD, CHRIS

McKENZIE, TIM & CAROL

McKINNEY , TONY & TONI
KRISTA , BLAIR

MARSHALL, OLETA

MARTIN , EUGENE & HAZEL

NICKELL, JIM & DONNA
DAVID , AMY , GABE
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LEWIS , GARY & WILMA
GINNY , THOMAS

LEWIS , JOSEPH D.
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JESSEE, MARY JO

JOHNSON , ERICK
& GINA
BRIAN

JOHNSON , KENNY & JODY
TIFFANY , ANNIE

JONES, DON & SHELBY
DONNA

JONES, RON & JO ANN
ANN MARIE , JENNIFER

JONES, THOMAS

KAUTZ , AUBREY JR.
& DONNA

KEETON , NELLIE

MILES, RICHARD
& MELANIE
LAURA

MOORE, BILL & MARIE
JULIE

MOOREFIELD, MOE
& AILEEN

MOREHOUSE, HERB
& ALICE

MURRAY, BILLY & LINDA
NATHAN

NICHOLS, CALVIN
& MILDRED

NORRIS, SEAN

PATRICK, BILL & DONNA
LESLIE

PERKINS, FYRL B .

PICAZO, DANIEL & CELIA
SIMON , ESTHER

POLLITTE, DAVID & ROBIN

RAMEY , ROB
& LEIGH ANN
JORDAN

REYNOLDS , DELMAR
&IRENE

RICE , MICHAEL
& SAMMYE
CASSIE

RICHARDSON , BILL
& LOVENA

RICHARDSON , PAUL
& KATHY
MATTHEW OSBORNE

ROBERTS , NORMAN N.
& MARGIE S.
PAUL, WILLIAM

SHARP, BILL & BETTY
DANNY, DEBBIE

SPURLOCK, BILLY & LOIS
MICHAEL, LISA , LORI-BETH,
SANORA (MEADOWS) & LINDSAY

STEVENS, LUCILLE

SARGENT, EVA
JOHN , CORY

SARGENT, OLA

SCHULER, PAM
BEAU , ALAINA

SLIKER, PRISCILLA
JOSH

SLONE, KAREN
TRACI

SMITH , DWIGHT
& NELLIE
BUDDY , SHERI

ST AFFORD , DENNIS
& JEANNIE

STEVENS, DALE
& JEANNINE
ADAM, ALICIA

STEPHENS, GLORIA
GINA

STEWART, EVELYN

STONE, DON & BESSIE

STONE, JEANETTE

STONE, STEVE & DEBBIE
TABITHA

TACKETT , BEN & SUE
MELODY, JULIE, BENNY

TAYLOR , STEVE & SUSIE
STEPHEN , CARIE

TRENT , BOBBY & DEBI
KELLI

WINKLEMAN , BILLY
& JACKIE
JOSEPH

NEW MEMBERS
NAME

WALKER , STEVE
& CHARLOTTE
AMY , CARRIE

WELLS , DAVID & JO
JAMES , GREG , MICHELLE

WELLS , GREG & LESLIE

WELLS , MICKEY & DORIS
KELLY , SHELLY

WHITE , BRYAN & KARYL

WHITE , DAVID & JENNY
LAUREN

WHITT , ELSIE

WHITE , FRED & HANNAH
FREDDY

WHITE, RAYMOND
& PAULINE

WILHOIT , JAMES & LUCILLE

WILLIAMS , BEVERLY
AMBER

WILLIAMS , BURL & SANDY
DANAH , JEFF

PHONE

ADDR ESS

IN DEDICATION
This directory is dedicated to the very special people presented on these two pages . .. our shutins. The Church acknowledges their faithfulness over the years and is pleased to present to
them , this place of honor in our directory .

Leafie Hall

Ada Fannin

Inez Kegley

Elbert Blair

Stella Bristow

Holley & Vada
Crosthwaite

Lorraine Kegley

Ona Dickens

Davis & Corzella
Ellis

Hester Roberts

Mary Lee Mauk

Minnie Wells

Myrtle McDaniel

A pictorial directory can never be complete because people have
a way of moving , growing up , marrying , giving birth to new family
members ; and new families move in . And , no matter how hard
you try, someone is always out of town or sick on the day pictures
are taken!
Certainly , this directory wouldn 't be complete if we didn't include
these remaining pictures of our church families ...

Kerry & Kimberly
Alderman

Mabel Alfrey

Linda & Jessica Brown

Arnold & Nancy
Garrett

Joanne Erwin

Sue Byron
Charles & Winona
Jennings

•
Valerie & Renee Collins
& Travis McCleese

Irene & Margie Cornett

Mvrtie Hamm

Aubrey Sr. & Julia
Kautz

Louie Johnson

Lon & "Dott" Ellis
Bill & Ezelle Lane

Cheryl Pollitte

ROSTER LISTING FOR
MOREHEAD FIRST CHURCH OF GOD
MOREHEAD , KY
All addresses are Morehead , KY 40351 unless otherwise indicated .

A

Greg & Wanda Ramey

Russell & Ollie Sexton

Earl & Thelma Ska!'.ms

Don & Brenda Woodall
Roy & lnita Sparkman

Eddie Ray Thomas, Jr .

ADKINS, Jeanetta
Rt. 4, Box 9 ...... ... 784-9531
ADKINS, Sarni Jo
Rt. 4, Pleasant Valley
.... .. . ... ......... 784-7155
ALDERMAN , Bobby & Rhonda
Kelli, Kimberly , Wes
Rt. 5, Box 539-A
ALDERMAN , Darrell & Penny
Dara, Chase , M'Shea
Rt. 5, Box 538-C
ALDERMAN , Earl & Betty
Mike
414 Water St ........ 784-487 4
ALDERMAN , Earl Jr. " Buster"
& Janet
Kerry, Kimberly, Amanda, Abby
945 Piedmont St .. . .. 784-8019
ALDERMAN, Jerry & Brenda
821 W. 1st St ... ... .. 784-4931
ALFREY, Jody
936 Green St ........ 784-9134
ALFREY, Mabel
733 W . Sun St ....... 784-2881
ALLEN , Dwayne & Kim
PO Box 156 ... ...... 784-2708
ANDERSON , Dallas & Ann
PO Box 365
Clearfield , KY 40313 .. 784-5581
ANDERSON , Roy & Sue
Kevin
249 Sherwood Forest
... ... ...... ..... . . 784-7100
ARMSTRONG , Wathan & Juanita
Rt. 4, Box 799-B ... . . 784-8169
B

Donna Woodall

Houshang, Rhonda ,
Jesse , Amir & Andrew
Zaheri

BALDRIDGE, Clarence & Bethel
Rt. 4, Box 748 . . .... .784-4718
BALDRIDGE, Jack & Erna Gay
Craig
Rt. 4, Box 744 .. .. ... 784-7764
BALDRIDGE, Clifton & Shirley
Star Rt., Box 131C1
Clearfield , KY 40313 .. 784-5006
BARKER , Gene & Alberta
PO Box 163 ....... .. 784-4090
BARKER , Ollie & Wanda
Rt. 1 . ..... ..... .... 784-4286
BELLAMY, Harold & Alma
PO Box 718 .. ... . .. .784-4610
BINION , Marge
733 Old Flemingsburg Rd .
...... ....... . .... . 784-7184
BISHOP , L.G. & Pauline
35 Meadowbrook Dr .. 784-5466

BLACK, Billy & Tammy
Leslie , Rebekah
510 Knapp Ave .
BLACK, Billy Ray & Lois
Amy & Allen Scott
RR 5, Box 558 ....... 784-7902
BLAIR, Dr/M Don
Forest Hills ........ . . 783-1314
BLAIR , Elbert & Mae (shut-in)
816 Willow Dr ....... 784-7975
BLAKEMAN , Jeff & Vicki
Rt. 5, Box 520-A ..... 783-1105
BLAND, Kenny & Nell
Becky & John Prather
411 Bishop Ct .. ..... 784-8928
BLODGETT, Howard & Irene
PO Box 416
Clearfield , KY 40313 .. 784-6120
BOTTS , James & Ada
518 W. Sun St .. ..... 784-4580
BOWLING , Diane
Krystal , Karla , Keith
Rt. 3, Box 453-A .. ... 784-5176
BRADT, Glen & Rita
Jason , Jessica
548 Whitaker .... . ... 784-6036
BRANHAM , Janie
226-B Bays Ave ...... 783-7002
BRISTOW, Stella (shut-in)
c/o Betty Warren 's Home
118 Daniels Ave .
BROCK, Bill & Brigette
Jonathan
Green Valley Acres .. . 784-6162
BROWN , Herman & Irene
219 Bays Ave .... .. . . 784-5163
BROWN , Jamie & Lisa
Gabe, Ashley , Emily
632 Knapp Ave ...... 784-7141
BROWN , Linda
Jessica
PO Box 152
Clearfield, KY 40313
BROWN , Pearl
243 W. Main St . .... . 784-4228
BURCH , Rev. Mitchell & Shelly
Andrew
14 Meadowbrook Dr . . 784-5365
BURTON , Ernie & Brenda
Rt. 4, Pleasant Valley
..... ..... ...... .. . 784-8562
BUSBY, Betty
413 Mabry Subd .... . 784-7409
BUTLER , Mike & Pam
Michael Todd , Jason Jones
Rt. 4, Pleasant Valley
.. 784-4793
BYRON , Sue
674 Heritage Pl ...... 784-5050

C

CALVERT, Bill & Frankie
Rt. 6, Box 1122 . . .... 784-4629
CARROLL, Marion " Mimi "
Krisi
PO Box 6 ....... . ... 784-5078
CASKEY, L.J .
Box 171A5
Clearfield , KY 40313 .. 784-8407
CASSITY , Cindy , Jessica,
Yvonnie, Sally
Rt. 5, Box 645-C . . . .. 784-7996
CAUDILL, Nola
422 Mabry Dr .. ... ... 784-8815
CHAPMAN , Randy & Saundra
20-B Pretty Valley
Clearfield , KY 40313 .. 784-3931
CHRISTY, Chester
CLAY , Della
Jamie
319 Knapp Ave ... ... 784-7831
CLAYTON , Tom & Sandy
Kristen & Jill Kluesing
PO Box 264 ... ..... . 784-6130
CLINE, Ora & Edith
236 Allen Dr ......... 784-6107
COFFEY, Twila
227 Lyons /S.ve ....... 784-4436
COLLINS, Brad & Linda
Brad Jr., Shawn , Todd , Kim ;
Kearston Coyle
201 Lyons Ave ....... 784-6204
COLLINS , Jerry & Valerie
Renee ; Marcus
& Travis McCleese
PO Box 270
Clearfield , Ky 40313 .. 784-4606
COLLINS, Z~ e & Carolyn
Missy, Scott
540 Crestview Ln . ... . 784-4731
CONN, Ray & Wanda
PO Box 355 .. ...... . 784-7408
COOPER , Lydia
c/o Jamie Brown
632 Knapp Ave. .
. 784-7141
COOPER, Warren & Lake
134 College View Ct . . 784-4295
CORNETT, Irene
Danny, Margie
21 Meadowbrook Dr .. 784-5440
CROSTHWAITE , Anna Lois
557 Heritage Pl ...... 784-2337
CROSTHWAITE, Clemmons
829 W. 1st St ........ 784-4637
CROSTHWAITE , Grace
833 W. 1st St . ....... 784-9514
CROSTHWAITE, Holley
& Vada (shut-in)
431 N. Wilson . . .... 784-5278

)

D

DAILEY , Bill & Alma " Polly"
Dennis
413 Knapp Ave .. . ... 784-7274
DAVIS , Oda
150 W. Raine St ... .. 784-4322
DAY , Bobby & Lana
Shannon , Chanda , Robbie
Rt. 6, Box 1175 . . .... 784-6104
DAY , James "Jay" & Teresa
Jaliah , Amanda
PO Box 14 .. .... .... 784-3524
DAY, Randy & Gina
Randa, Adam
1391 Knapp Ave .. . .. 784-9889
DAY, Ron & Keely
Rt. 5, Box 518-C .... . 784-8621
DEHART, Larry & Bonnie
Larry
Bluestone Hill .. . ..... 784-7424
DEHARTE, John
215 Lyons Ave . .. .... 784-9668
DEHARTE, Lucille
203-R Lyons Ave .. .. . 784-5631
DICKENS , Ona (shut-in)
547 Crestview Ln ., Apt. A
.... ... .... .. .. .... 784-4642
DILLON , Matt & Linda
Matthew, Nathaniel
609 Crestview Ln . . . . 783-1792
E

EARLEY, Garland & Roberta
Michelle, Dana
Rt. 6, Box 1160 . . . .. . 784-7671
EARLY, Carl & Karen
Larry , Kristi
17 Pleasant Val ley .... 784-7957
EDWARDS, Ina
Rt . 2, Box 49 . .. ..... 784-5888
ELAM , Herb & Thelma
127 Second St .. ... . . 784-4620
ELLINGTON, George
Rt. 4, Box 723 ....... 784-7649
ELLINGTON , Harold & Pauline
135 E. Main St .. .. ... 784-4986
ELLIS , Davis & Corzella (shut-in)
Rt. 4, Box 758 ... .... 784-8530
ELLIS , Lon & Dorothy " Dot "
552 W. Sun St ....... 783-1770
ELLIS , Nancy
Rt. 5, Box 394 . ...... 784-4967
ERWIN , Paul & Bessie
Chris , JoAnn
Rt. 1, Box 190
Salt Lick , KY 40371 . . . 683-6701

F
FANNIN , Ada (shut-in)
408 Mabry Dr .... . ... 784-5219
FELTY, Stephanie & Stacie
Rt. 6, Box 205 . .... .. 784-9232
FERGUSON , Joan
721 Jason Way

FORD, Mike & Reva
FOUCH, Gary & Priscilla
R_odney, Heather
Rt. 3, Box 467-B ..... 784-4615
FULTZ, Eddie & Pam
Brandi , Elisha, Matthew
Rt. 1 , Box 588-F .. . . . 784-9445
FULTZ, Rev. Frank & Helen
RR 3, Box 772-C .. ... 784-7894
FULTZ, Geraldine "Jeri".'
719 Willow Dr .. . . ... 784-4611
G
GARRETT, Arnold & Nancy
Rt. 1, Box 21 LVH .. . . 784-9883
GEVEDON , Loretta
April Staton
125 College View Ct .. 784-5141
GREGORY, Betty Jean
PO Box 16
Clearfield , KY 40313
GREGORY, Homer & Ada
417 Allen Ave .. ... .. 784-5113
GULLEY, Bernice
1028 N. Tolliver ...... 784-5697
GULLEY , Marie
PO Box 322
H

HALL, Howard & Gertrude
PO Box 53
Clearfield , KY 40313 .. 784-4483
HALL, Leafie (shut-in)
c/o Box 194G ........ 784-5196
HAMM , Myrtie
676 Heritage Pl .. .... 784-444 7
HARDIN , Phil
.
Casey , Brooke
PO Box 490 .. .... . . . 784-8820
HENSON , Penny
Star Rt. , Box 169
Clearfield , KY 40313 .. 784-3825
HOLBROOK, Paul & Denise
Matthew, Joseph, Brandon
Rt. 4, Box 751 ....... 783-1565
HOPPER , Mike & Becky
Aaron , Isaac
171 Oakdale Subd .
Clearfield , KY 40313 . . 784-1083
HOWARD , Orville & Marie
308 Flemingsburg Rd .
.. ... .. ..... .... ... 784-5640
HUTCHINSON , Carl & Plura
Rt. 2, Box 274 . .
. . 784-9594
HUTCHINSON , Emma
429 Knapp Ave ...... 784-4609

IGO, Lorene
1453 Divide Hill. . .. .. 783-1351

J
JACOBS , Clara
323 Heritage Pl ...... 784-4313
JACKSON , Beulah
Rt. 5, Box 3 .. ...... . 783-1338
JEFFERSON , Jamie
PO Box 218
Clearfield , KY 40313 .. 784-4541
JENNINGS, Charles & Winona
RR 5, Box 552 .. . .... 784-5836
JENNINGS, Gary & Brenda
Christopher
1595 Flemingsburg Rd .
... . . ............. . 784-6656
JENNINGS, Marvin & Glaspie
Rt. 4, Box 718 .. ..... 784-5455
JESSEE , Mary Jo
226-R Lyons Ave ..... 784-9161
JOHNSON, M/M Clint
Louie
668 Whitaker St .... .. 784-5393
JOHNSON, Deron I
Skaggs Rd .
JOHNSON , Erick & Gina
Brian
DeHarte Trlr. Pk.
Clearfield, KY 40313 .. 784-6327
JOHNSON, Kenny & Jody
Tiffany, Annie
679 Whitaker St ..... . 784-4751
JONES , Chilma
124 Flemingsburg Rd .
. .. .. .. ............ 784-8256
JONES, Dile
941 Christian St . .. ... 784-5944
JONES , Don & Shelby
Donna
Rt. 4, Box 766 ..... .. 784-5231
JONES , Ron & JoAnn
Ann Marie, Jenny
:i I" r "'fb-e
Box 187
~ - < - A q1
Clearfield, KY 40313 .. 784-5560
JONES, Tom
PO Box 61
Farmers, KY 40319 .. . 784-9446

_J

K
KAUTZ , Aubrey Sr. & Julia
Box 190 . .. .. ...... . 784-5893
KAUTZ, Aubrey Jr. & Donna
106 Sherwood Forest
.. .. ..... ... .. .. .. . 784-5723
KEETON , Nellie
Oakdale Subd .
Clearfield , KY 40313 .. 784-8555
KEGLEY , Inez (shut-in)
439 Heritage Pl . ..... 784-6365
KEGLEY , Lourraine (shut-in)
126 Daniels Ave.
KELSEY , Tim & Ruby
105 Main St. , Apt. #4
.... .. ...... .. .... 784-6997

L
LACY , Hobart
450 N. Wilson .... . . . 784-5750
LAMBERT, Gordon & Jenny
c/o Cont. Communications
.... . .......... . . 784-9254
LAMBERT, Laura
Box 65
Clearfield, KY 40313 .. 784-4936
LANE, William " Bill "
& Ezelle
Rt. 5, Box 10 . . .. . ... 784-4458
LEACH , Barbi
Rt. 6, Box 164 . .... .. 784-5954
LEIGH , Bob & Paulette
Mike, Christie
Rt . 5, Box 220 . . ..... 784-3670
LEWIS, C. Roger & Betty
129 E. Main St . . ... . . 784-5333
LEWIS, Dairus & Patricia
Christa & Angela Lanham
Rt. 5 Box 629-E . .. . . 784-424 7
LEWIS,' Gary & Wilma " Sissy "
Gary Thomas , Ginny
Box 10
Clearfield, KY 40313 .. 784-6341
LEWIS, Joe
Rt. 5, Divide Hill #A-8
. ...... . ... . .. . . .. . 784-6341
LEWIS, Mark & Kay
Ryan
404 Univ. Blvd .
. . . 784-8613
LEWIS, Phillip & Shirley
Roxanne
212 N. Wilson .... . . . 784-5540
LEWIS, Steve & Jan
Sarah, Rebecca
129 E. Main St .. .. . .. 784-9591
LITTON, Art & Shelby
Kevin, An ita
Rt. 4, Box 725 .
. 784-5635
LYKINS, Dianne
Matt
PO Box 69 ...... .. .. 784-8026
M

MABRY , Kim
Box 150-A
Clearfield , KY 40313 . . 784-9190
MARCUS, Audra
440 Heritage Pl . ..... 784-5988
MARSHALL, Oleta
Box 194-G
Clearfield , KY 40313 .. 784-5196
MARTIN , Eugene & Hazel
PO Box 516 ... .. .... 784-6509
MARTIN , Pam
Chris
East Main St.
MAUK, Mary Lee (shut-in)
113 Fleming Ave ..... 784-4303
McBRA YER , Earl & Helen
Rt . 5, Box 306 . .... .. 784-7974
McBRAYER, Jack & George Ann
620 Hillcrest ......... 784-7387

McCLURG , Wendel l & Sue
Todd , Chris
Rt. 4, Box 1115 .... . . 784-8805
McDANIEL, Myrtle (shut-in)
206 Heritage Pl .. . ... 784-6552
McKENZIE , Tim & Carol
Box 131
Clearfield , KY 40313 .. 784-4561
McKINNEY , Mattye
201 Fleming Ave .. ... 784-8279
McKINNEY, Tony & Toni
Blair, Krista
1132 Knapp Ave . ... . 783-1883
MEADOWS , Matthew & Sandy
Lindsay
Whispering Pines #4
Old Flemingsburg Rd.
. . .. ...... .. .... .. . 784-6420
MESSER , Claude & Oveda
PO Box 296 . .. .. ... . 784-4268
MESSER , Joyce
Nellie
Rt. 5, Box 22 ........ 784-8881
MILES , Richard & Melanie
Laura
Rt . 5, Box 643-B
MOORE , Bill & Marie
Julie
Rt. 1, Box 134-B
Flemingsburg , KY 41041
MOOREFIELD, F.E. " Moe "
& Aileen
Rt. 1, Box 735 .. .. ... 784-7186
MOREHOUSE, Herb & Alice
RR 2, Box 118
MURRAY, Billy & Linda
Nathan
Rt. 5, Box 565-C . . . 784-7487

N
NETHERLY, Vicki
1012 Christian St .... . 784-8662
NICHOLS, Rev . Calvin & Mildred
778 Heritage Pl .. .... 784-8144
NICKELL, Jim & Donna
David , Amy , Gabe
Star Rt. , Box 176-C
Clearfield, KY 40313 .. 784-6188
NICKELL, R.D .
227 Tippett Ave . ..... 784-5102
NORRIS , Patty
Sean
740-R E. Main #10 ... 784-7054

0
OWENS , Jack & Babetta
Rt. 3, Box 922 .... ... 784-7762

p
PATRICK, Bill & Donna
Leslie , Jeff
319 Sherwood Forest
.... .. ... . 784-9260

PERKINS , Clayton & fyrl
313 Knapp Ave . . . .. . 784-5233
PERRY, Donnie
PO Box 255
PICAZO , Daniel & Celia
Simon , Esther
Rt. 6, Box 418 ... . ... 784-3210
POLLITTE, Cheryl
Rt. 5, Box 733
POLLITTE, David & Robin
Rt. 3, Mabry Trlr. Pk. #9
..... . ... .. .... .. . . 784-6844
PRATHER, Charles & Donna
Brandon
Pretty Valley
,
Clearfield , KY 40313 . . 784-8667

R
RAMEY , Greg & Wanda
320 Bridge St ....... . 783-2471
RAMEY , Rob & Leigh Ann
Jordan
PO Box 193 ........ . 784-3173
REYNOLDS, Delmar & Irene
Box 72
Farmers , KY 40319 ... 784-4755
RICE , Michael & Sammye
Cassie
Rt. 2, Box 407-A .... . 784-6619
RICHARDSON, Paul & Kathy
Matthew Osborne
101-12 Freddy Dr . .. . 783-1433
RICHARDSON , William " Bill "
& Lovena
PO Box 65 ..... . ... . 784-3211
ROBERTS, Hester (shut-in)
235 Lyons Ave ....... 784-5310
ROBERTS, Norman & Margie
Paul , William
RR 1, Box 692 . ...... 784-5116

s
SARGENT, Eva
John, Cory
HC 63 , Box 181
Clearfield, KY 40313 .. 784-8874
SARGENT, Melva
781 Heritage Pl . .. . .. 784-8247
SARGENT, Ola
228 Center St . .. ... . 784-7398
SCHULER, Pam
Alaina , Beau
c/o Glenn Vencill
405 Allen Ave .. . .... 784-5860
SEXTON , Russell & Ollie
202 Main St .. ..... . . 784-7102
SHARP, Bill & Betty
Danny, Debbie
201 Circle Dr ... ..... 784-4387
SHROUT, Harry Robert Jr.
Lakeview Heights .... 784-2419
SKAGGS, Earl & Thelma
Rt. 5, Box 788-D . .. .. 784-4200
SKAGGS , Esther
Box 1311
Clearfield , KY 40313

SLIKER , Priscilla
Josh
Rt. 5, Box 544-B ... .. 784-8347
SLONE, Karen
Traci
Star Rt., Box 171 A9
Clearfield, KY 40313 .. 784-6928
SMITH , Dwight & Nellie
Buddy, Sheri
PO Box 518 .... . .... 784-9770
SMITH, Nadine
628 White St.
SPARKMAN, Roy & lnita
1054 N. Tolliver Rd ... 784-5128
SPURLOCK, Anne
Rt. 4, Box 684
SPURLOCK, Bill & Lois
Lisa, Lori Beth
353 Circle Dr .. .. .... 784-4697
SPURLOCK, Tammy
RR 6, Box 350 . ...... 784-6997
STAFFORD, Dennis & Jeannie
Rt. 1, Box 4 71-S . . ... 784-9512
STEPHENS, Gloria
Gina
#1 Normal Hall, MSU
STEVENS, Dale & Jeannine
Adam, Alicia
Rt. 5, Box 608 . . ... . . 783-1366
STEVENS, Don & Betty
Heights Ave .... .. . . . 784-6716
STEVENS, Lucille
547 Crestview Ln ... .. 783-1842
STEWART, Cecil
414 Water St .. ... ... 784-6257
STEWART, Evelyn
805 Old Flemingsburg Rd .
......... . ......... 784-7105
STONE, Don & Bessie
Rt. 1, Box 75 ... ..... 784-5312
STONE, Jeannette
1001 Christian St. #3
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 784-8432
STONE , Steve & Debbie
Tabitha
Pretty Valley #22-8
Clearfield, KY 40313 .. 783-1710
STORY, Grace
PO Box 434 ... .. .... 784-4991

STUCKY, Betty
812 Willow Dr .. ..... 784-5960
STURGILL, Diane
Richie
Rt. 4, Box 22 ........ 784-8071
SWITZER , Roy & Frieda
U.S. 60 W.
T

TACKETT, Ben & Sue
Melody, Julie, Benny
Rt. 5, Box 534 ....... 784-9759
TAYLOR , H.K. & Audra
1129 Tolliver Rd ..... 784-5110
TAYLOR , Steve & Susie
Carie , Steven
712 W. Main St ...... 784-8066
THOMAS , Eddie Ray Jr.
Rt. 6 .. ..... ........ 784-4526
THOMAS , John Paul & Jo
PO Box 241 . ... ... . . 784-5370
TRENT, Bobby & Debi
Kelli
PO Box 306 . ....... . 784-6889
V

VENCILL, Ruby
341 Bays Ave .. ... ... 784-4397

w
WAGES , Diana
Farmers, KY 40319 .. . 784-7037
WALKER , Steve & Charlotte
Amy, Carrie
Box 563 ..... ...... . 784-8089
WELLS , David & Jo
James , Michelle
151 Wells Ln ........ 784-4450
WELLS , Greg & Leslie
Rt. 2, Box 212 X
Salt Lick, KY 40371
WELLS , J.C. & Celia
RR 5. . . . . . .
. .784-5395

WELLS , Mickey & Doris
Shelly, Kelly
UPO Box 729 .. . ..... 784-7007
WELLS , Minnie & Jean (shut-in)
195 Thomas Add n ... . 784-5018
WHEELER , Rebecca
Billy
Box 197 .... .. ... .. . 784-5006
WHITE , Bryan & Karyl
Rt. 4, Box 700-8 . ... . 784-1025
WHITE , Fred & Hannah
Freddy
PO Box 301 .. .. .... . 784-7209
WHITE , James David & Jenny
Lauren
339 Bays Ave .. ... .. . 784-2633
WHITE , Jim & Betty
U.S. 60 W . ... .. .... 784-4803
WHITE , Raymond & Pauline
RR 2, Box 176
Hillsboro, KY 41049 .. 876-4291
WHITT, Elsie
PO Box 163 .. .. . . ... 784-9324
WHITT, Louie
235 Mabry Pl ...... .. 784-8196
WILHOIT , Jim & Lucille
RR 1, Box 734 .. .. . . . 784-8698
WILLIAMS , Burl & Sandy
Danah , Jeff
Rt. 4, Box 756 .. .... . 784-8637
WILLIAMS , Duke & Beverly
Amber
Rt. 1, Box 501 ... .. . . 784-6802
WINKLEMAN , Billy & Jackie
Joseph
Rt. 1, Box 676 ... .. .. 783-11 03
WOODALL , Don & Brenda
Donna
Rt. 4, Box 799-8 .. .. . 784-8169

z
ZAHERI , Houshang & Rhonda
Jesse, Amir , Andrew
810 Knapp Ave .. . ... 784-7467

j

NEW MEMBERS
NAME

PHONE

ADDRESS

· FIRST CHURCH OF GOD TABERNACLE

"WHERE SALVATION MAKES YOU AMEMBER"
SCOTT M. GRIFFITH, PASTOR CLEARFIELD, KY.

June 1979

!

GREETINGS FROM THE PASTOR

It is a real joy to Greet you through our
Church Directory again . As we view the pictures of
our friends and Brothers and Sisters in God's
Family, may we be more aware of the love that
binds us together as God's Big Church Family.

It is my prayer that we will always feel and sense the oneness of Christ, and that we may never lose our
zeal and compassion for the lost. Also may we always be so dedicated and devoted to God and the Church that the
influence of our lives will be felt by the Generations to come.

Among all the things that happen to us in our earthly pilgrimage, there will be great, rich precious and lasting
memories of the Clearfield Tabernacle Church Family , that we will cherish and hold dear throughout our life time.
When we have gone on to our Reward, may those that knew us best be able to say, "Brother and Sister Griffith
truly loved us. As Apostle Paul said, 1 Car. 13 : 1 "Tho I speak with the tongues of men and of angels, and have
not charity, (love) . I am become as sounding brass, or a tinkling symbol." I Pray that Clearfield Tabernacle Church
of God will always live by the thirteenth chapter of First Corinthians and have that LOVE one to another.

Pray for me that I will always follow the Leadership of the Holy Spirit.

IN SHEPHERD L

)u;trJ/l.
SCOTT M. GRIFFITH

~
'

WORKING
FOR OUR
LORD ...

Pastor & Board of Trustees

Bus Ministry

Bldg. Fund Treas.

Men Of The
Church Of God

Custodian

Church Treasurer

Jn
f' ~

Women Of The
Church Of God

Church Secretaries

Ushers

... THRU MUSIC

Director

Focht's Folks
Church Choir

Song Director

Musicians

Tabernacle Four
Soloist
Soloist

Tabernacle Quartet

Soloists

Song Director
and Associate

Youth Pianist

Sunday School
Superintendents
Sunday School Teachers

LEARNING ABOUT THE LORD!

ENTERING THE MINISTRY ..

YOUTH FOR CHRIST
.

J.

I

IN LOVING

MEMORY

Russell Gulley

Ray Walters

OUR CHURCH FAMILY

-

- - --

ANDERSON
Opal

BARBER
Jack Lee, Jr. &
Susan
Tracy
Shannon

ARMSTRONG
Maggie

BARKER
Gene & Alberta
Belinda
Rhonda
Robin
Brigette
Chris

ARMSTRONG
Pete & Audrey

BENTLEY
Janie

BABER
Stanley & Louise
David
Joe

BLACK
Allie & Ethel

BALDRIDGE
Zallia

BLACK
James & Marie
GAMMON
Sean

BARBER
Jack & Marion
Jackie
Larry Gene

BLAIR
Elbert

BOTTS
James 0. & Ada

BROWN Lloyd & Hildreth

BOWMAN
David

BROWN
Russell & Maxine
Almeda

BRAMMER
Dettie

BUMGARDNER
Elwood & Thelma
Marquetta
Dwain

BREWER
Donald & Jo

BURTON
Floyd
Woody
Richard
Roseanna

BROWN
Jean
Gina
Angela

CARPENTER
Floyd & Betty
Dale

BROWN
Len & Janis
Johnathan
Derek

CASKEY
L. J. Judy
Lesley

CAUDILL
Ada

CHARLES
Worley & Kathy
Lana

CONN
Roy & Delores Ann
Tiffany Ann

ELLINGTON
Chester & Ruth

CAUDILL
Anna

COLDIRON
Eliza

CORNETT
Brenda

ERWIN
Paul & Bessie
Joanne
Chris

J

CAUDILL
Laura

COLLINS
Harold & Naxine

CRISP
Jeff & Christine

ERWIN
Walter & Dolly

CAUDILL
Nola

COLLINS
Lela

EASTERLING
Jesse & Mary

EVANS
Clara

CAUDILL
Oscar & Mae

COMBS
Janet
Jennifer

EDEN
Vanessa
Alicia

EVANS
Daisy

ELAM
Margie
Joe
Ricky
Nicky

FOCHT
Dean & Cheryl
Ricky
Wendy
Mikey

r
I
CHARLES
Pink & Alice

CONN
Galen & Jean

FORMAN
Walter & Mabel
Jean
Lisa
Eric

GREGORY
Lella

HALL
James & Peggy
James Darrel I 11

HARDIN
Lindsay

FOUCH
Steven

GRIFFITH
Scott & Edith

HALL
Sammy & Wyoma
Dean

HARMON
Geraldine

FRENCH
Lucy

HALL
Anna

HALL
Woodrow & Rose

HARPER
Clara M.

GARDNER
P. Rex & Connie
Melissa
Cassondra

HALL
Etta

HAMM
Flora

HESTERBERG
Rick & Linda

GASTINEAU
Everett

HALL
Glenn & Charlotte

HARDIN
Bertha I

HOGGE
Ermine
Laytonya
Troy

GASTINEAU
Sweeter

HALL
lcey

HARDIN
Joa nn
HAMPTON
Jessi ca
MC COY
A aron

HUTCHINSON
Carl & Plura

CAUDILL
Ada

CHARLES
Worley & Kathy
Lana

CONN
Roy & Delores Ann
Tiffany Ann

ELLINGTON
Chester & Ruth

CAUDILL
Anna

COLDIRON
Eliza

CORNETT
Brenda

ERWIN
Paul & Bessie
Joanne
Chris

CAUDILL
Laura

COLLINS
Harold & Naxine

CRISP
Jeff & Christine

ERWIN
Walter & Dolly

CAUDILL
Nola

COLLINS
Lela

EASTERLING
Jesse & Mary

EVANS
Clara

CAUDILL
Oscar & Mae

COMBS
Janet
Jennifer

EDEN
Vanessa
Alicia

EVANS
Daisy

CHARLES
Pink & Alice

CONN
Galen & Jean

ELAM
Margie
Joe
Ricky
Nicky

FOCHT
Dean & Cheryl
Ricky
Wendy
Mikey

FORMAN
Walter & Mabel
Jean
Lisa
Eric

GREGORY
Lella

HALL
James & Peggy
James Darrel I 11

HARDIN
Lindsay

FOUCH
Steven

GRIFFITH
Scott & Edith

HALL
Sammy & Wyoma
Dean

HARMON
Geraldine

FRENCH
Lucy

HALL
Anna

HALL
Woodrow & Rose

HARPER
Clara M.

GARDNER
P. Rex & Connie
Melissa
Cassondra

HALL
Etta

HAMM
Flora

HESTERBERG
Rick & Linda

GASTINEAU
Everett

HALL
Glenn & Charlotte

HARDIN
Bertha I

HOGGE
Ermine
Laytonya
Troy

HARDIN
Joann
HAMPTON
Jessica
MC COY
Aaron

HUTCHINSON
Carl & Plura

'

GASTINEAU
Sweeter

HALL
lcey

.

HUTCHINSON
Curt & Emma

JOHNSON
Libby

JONES
Carl & Anabelle

KEGLEY .
Jack J. & Jean

HUTCHINSON
Roscoe

JOHNSON
Ovel & Pauline

JONES
Charles & Anne

KEGLEY
Martha

JAMES
Sheila

JOLLEY
J.C. & Marcy

JONES
Daisy

KISER
Chester & Anna Mae

JENKINS
Mrs. Rosa

JONES
Alfred & Ida

JONES
Don & Shelby
Eddie
Donna

KISSINGER
Anna

JOHNSON
Bridges & Venice

JONES
Anna Jane

JONES
Gary & Rosemary

KISSINGER
Barbara
Chris
Kimberly
Darren

JOHNSON
Jim & Frances

JONES
Buck & Josephine

JONES
Pam
Jason

LAMBERT
Luster & Martha

LEWIS
Rita
Connie
Kathy

LAMBERT
Michael & Linda
Todd

MC CLAIN
Alice

MYNHIER
Myrtle

MCGLOTHIN
Dewey

MYNHIER
Nettie
ESTES
Gladys
HARDIN
Genevieve

MILES
Robert & Brenda

MYNHIER
Russell & Delphia
Arvanell
Eula
Mary
La Vaughn
Paulette
Darrell

MURPHY
Sherman & Beulah

PACK
Lorie

MURRAY
Billy Joe & Linda
Nathan

PARKER
Jeffrey

MY NHIER
De lphia

PAYNE
Joe

i~
LEWIS
Sidney C. & Elva

LAMBERT
Ollie & Jewel

-

.

LAW
Larry & Debbie

LITTON
Art & Shelby
Kevin
Anita

LEMASTER
Delbert & Gladys
Debbie

MARTIN
Chris

LEWIS
Dave & Deedie

MC BRAYER
Tammy

LEWIS
Lyda
Tammy

MC BRAYER
Viola

PELPHREY
Connie

POSTON
Lennie

RICHARDSON
Virgil & Nola

SMEDLEY
Ronnie & Tamme

PELFREY
Paul

RAVENSCRAFT
Allen

RIGSBY
Joyce
Tammy
Karen

SMEDLEY
Wilburn & Mary
Michael
Steven
Timothy

PETTIT
David & Fayola
Donald Earl
Donna Michelle

REEVES
Paulina

ROBERTS
Damie

SPARKS
Sue

PLANCK
Clifford & Sandra
Valerie
Angela
Eugene

REYNOLDS
Delmar & Irene

SHELTON
lvalee

STAMM
Charlie & Brenda

PORTER
Norma

REYNOLDS
Ivan, Jr. &
Virgin ia
Terry
Donna

SKAGGS
Donald

SWITZER
Carl & Bessie

POSTON
Glenn & Maxine
Mark
Randy

REYNOLDS
Vivian

SL USS
Phy illis
Kat hy
Jan ie
Li sa
Mil lie

TAYLOR
Willis

THOMAS
David & Edith

TRENT
Christine

THOMPSON
Daryl & Vicki

TRENT
Ted & Sue
Jim Tom
Michael David

THOMPSON
Pam
Gavin

VANHOOSE
Lawrence & Virginia

THORNBERY
John C. & Odel I

WALTERS
Michael & Diane
Steven
Kimi

TILLER
Dean & Josephine
Tammy

WALTERS
Ray & Lucille
(Ray Deceased)

TRENT
Cathy

WHITE
Joe & Patty
Joey
Allison

WHITT
Doris
Susan
Randy

WITAKER
Gene

WHITT
Elsie

WORKMAN
Virgil & Christine

WI LLIAMS
Dora

WRIGHT
Geneva

WI LLIAMS
Lori

F IRST CHURCH O F GOD TAB ER NAClE
Post O ffice Box 31
Cl earfield, Kentucky 40313
Ju ne, 1979
784-6072
784-5 732
784-5263
784-540 7
784-79 85
784-4 562
784-9 574
784-9294
784-4090
784 -8152
784 -7159
784 -5302
784-7080
784-79 75
784-4580
784-440 1
784-6967
784 -6006

784-5606
784-7 6 12
784-9664
784 -5648
784-7 641
784-549 8
784 -840 7
784-8380
784-8 193
784-9 188
784-8815
784-5234
784-7286
739 -67 32
784-44 34
784-5239
784-9 405
784-4731
784-77 33
784 -584 8
784-9 175
784- 5866
784-8439
784 -538 5
784-5376
784 -9 247
784-52 51
784-8808
784-5293
683 -67 0 1
784 -609 1
784 -6232
783- 1237
784-4335
784-9261
784-9 873
784-8462
784-7053
784-7091
784-7080
784-6255
784-5515
784-7464
784-5639

A ND ERSON , O pal
AR MSTR ONG, Mr. & Mrs . Pete (A udrey)
ARMSTRO NG, Mr . & Mrs . Richard (Maggie)
BAKER, Edna King
BABE R , Mr . & Mrs. Stan ley ( Lo uise); D avid, Joe
BALDRID GE, Zallia
BA RB ER , Mr. & M rs. Jack L . (Susan); T racy, Shannon
BAR B ER , Mr . & M rs. Larry (Jack) (Marion); Jackie, Larry G.
BARBE R , Mr. & Mrs. Darre l (Rita)
BAR KE R , M r. & Mrs . Gene (A lberta); Rhond a, Roibn, Brigette, Chris
BEE R , A lfred
BENTL EY, Janie
BLACK , Mr. & Mrs. Allie J . (Ethel)
BLA CK, M r. & Mrs . James (Marie )
BL AIR , Elbert
BOT TS , Mr. & M rs . James 0 . (Ada)
BOW MAN , D avid
BO Y D , M r . & M rs. Ralph (Alma )
BREWER, M r. & Mrs . D o nald (Jo)
BROW N, M r. & M rs . Bob ( Patty); Mi ndi, Josh
BROWN, Mr. & Mrs . Co urtney (Vada)
BROWN , Mr. & Mrs . Len (Janis); Jonat han, Derek
BROW N, Mr. & M rs. Lloyd ( Hildreth)
BROW N, Mr . & Mrs . Luster (Jean); Gina, Ange la
BROWN , Mr. & Mrs . Russell (Maxine); A lmeda
BU MG A RD NER , Mr. & Mrs . Elwood (T helma); Dwayne, Marquetta
BURT ON, Floyd, Woody , R ichard, Rosanna
CA RPENT ER, Mr. & Mrs. Floyd (Pat) (Betty) ; D ale
CASK EY , Mr. & Mrs . James E. ( Phyllis) ; T err i
CA SKEY, Mr. & Mrs . L. J. (Judy); Leslie
CA SKEY, Mr . & Mrs. Sonny (Ann) ; San chia
CASK EY , Zada
GA UD I LL, Ada
GA UD I L L , Anna
GA UD I LL, La ura
CAUDILL, Nola
CA U D ILL, Mr . & Mrs. Oscar ( Mae)
CHAR LES, Mr . & Mrs. Pink (Alice)
CHA R LES, Mr . & Mrs. Worley (Kat hy); Lana
CO LD IRON, El iza
CO LLI NS, Lela
COLLI NS, Mr . & Mrs. Harold (Maxine)
COL LI NS, Mr. & Mrs. Zane (Carolyn) ; V icki, Melissa, Scott
CO MBS, Janet; Jennifer
CONN, Mr. & Mrs . Galen (Jea n)
CO N N, M r. & Mrs . Roy ! Ann)
COR NETT , Brenda
CR ISP, Mr. & Mrs. Jeff (Christin e)
DAILE Y, Mr. & Mrs. Carl (Lucille); Mark, Carl, Bob, Paul
DYER, M r. & Mrs. Elwood; Denton
EA ST ER LI NG, Mr. & Mrs . Jesse (Mary)
EDE N, V anessa; A licia
EGAN, M rs. D ettie Brammer
ELAM, M r. & Mrs. Ray (Margie); Joe, Ricky , Nicky
EL LINGTO N, Mr. & Mrs . Chester ( R uth)
ERW IN, Mr . & Mrs. Paul (Bessie); Joanne, Ch ris
ERW IN , Mr . & Mrs . Walter (Dolly)
EST ES, Mrs. Gladys
EVANS, Clara
EVA NS, Mrs . D aisy
FO CHT , Mr. & Mrs. D ean (Cheryl) ; Ricky, Wendy, Mikey
FORMAN, Mr. & Mrs . Walter (Mabel) ; Jean , Lisa, Eric
FO UCH , Mr. & Mrs. John Paul ( Loreda ); Steven
FRENCH , Lucy
FULTZ, M r. & M rs. Orville ( Elizab eth )
GAMMON, Sean
GARDNER , Mr. & Mrs . Re x (Connie); Melissa, Cassondra
GASTINEAU, Beatrice (Sweete r)
GASTINEAU , Everett
GILKISON , Mr . & Mrs. Robert (Jean) ; Roberta, Saundra

442 Heritage Pl., Morehead , KY
Clearfield, KY
R. 4, Box 780 , Morehead, KY
Green St., Morehead, KY
Rt. 5 , Box 59 1, More head, KY
Clea rfield, KY
Rt . 3 , Box 877 , Morehead, KY
P. 0. Box 172 , Cl earfie ld, KY
Rt . 4 , Sunshine Rd., Morehead, KY
P. 0 . Box 163, Morehead , KY
434 Heritage Pl., Morehead, KY
Star Rt., Clearfie ld, KY
Rt. 4, Morehead, KY
P. 0. Box 176, Morehead, KY
Rt. 5 , Morehead, KY
5 18W . Sun St., Morehead, KY
Morehead State Univ., Morehead , KY
242 Center St., Morehead, KY
Rt. 4, Hi ll n Dale, Morehead, KY
Rt . 3, Box 79, Morehead, KY
Heritage Pl., Morehead, KY
Rt. 5 , Box 763 F, Morehead, KY
117 Swift St ., Morehead, KY
McBrayer Rd ., Cl earfield, KY
Rt . 4 , Box 50, Morehead, KY
Box 134, Clearfie ld, KY
Clearfield, KY
Box 190 B, Clearfield, KY
Rt. 4, Green Valley Acres, Morehead, KY
Box 17 1 A5, Clearfie ld, KY
Rt . 6, Morehead, KY
Rt. 6, Morehead, KY
7 16 Knapp Ave., Morehead , KY
Star Rt. , Clearfield, KY
St ar Rt ., Box 194D, Cl earf ield, KY
Rt . 5 , Bo x 24, Morehead, KY
Rt. 4, Morehead, KY
Rt. 4, Box 21 , Morehead, KY
Box 209, 11th St ., Catlettsburg, KY
Rt. 4, Box 36 , Morehead, KY
Box 197 , Clearfield, KY
Box 197, Cl earfield, KY
540 Crest vi ew Ln ., Morehead, KY
P. 0 . Box 520 , Morehead, KY
Clearf ield, KY
Box 167 , Clearfield, KY
Rt. 3, Box 5558G, Morehead, KY
Rt. 5, Box 184, Morehead, KY
Parkside Est., Morehead, KY
Cad t h T r. Pk ., Moreh ead, KY
Rt. 5, Box 50 , Morehead, KY
Rt. 2, Box 929, Morehead, KY
102 Sun St ., Morehead , KY
Rt. 1, Box 408 , Morehead, KY
Box 163, Clearfi eld, KY
Rt. 1, Bo x 367 , Salt Lick, KY
Rt. 6, Box 240, Morehead , KY
Rt. 4, Box 7 50, Morehead, KY
32 7 Heritage Pl., Morehead, KY
Star Rt., Clearf ield, KY
Rt. 5, Box 763 F, Morehead, KY
Box 150, Clearfield, KY
Rt. 3 , Box 466, Morehead, KY
320 Her itage Pl. , Morehead, K Y
Rt . 3, Box 58, Morehead , KY
P. 0 . Bo x 176, Morehead , KY
Star Rt., Bo x 60, Oearfi eld, KY
P. 0 . Bo x 183, Morehead, K Y
Box 342, Morehead, K Y
Forest Hgts. Subdivision, Morehead, K Y

40 35 1
40313
40 351
40 351
40 351
40 3 13
40 351
40 313
40 351
40 351
40 351
40313
40 35 1
40351
40351
40351
40351
4035 1
40 35 1
40351
40351
40351
4035 1
40313
40351
40 351
40 313
40313
40351
40313
403 51
40 351
40 351
40 313
40313
40351
40351
40351
41129
40 351
40 313
40 313
40351
40 351
40313
403 13
403 5 1
40 351
40351
40351
40351
40 351
40351
40351
403 13
40 371
403 51
40 351
40 35 1
403 13
40 351
40 313
40351
40351
40351
40 351
403 13
4035 1
40351
40351

784-5282
784-44 10
784-9267
783-1276
784 -5253
784-7073
784 -7370
784-5524
784 -5238
784-5896
784-4312
784-429 7
784-9814
784-6232
784-4964
784-8358
784-6869
784 -8130
784-4210
784-9594
784-4609
784-5474
783-1338
784-9821
784-5360
784- 5043
784-6177
784-4751
784-7872
784 -8170
784 -7138
784-5505
784 -5721
784-7195
784 -4980
784- 5231
784-6360
784-4664
784 -6290
784-8872
784 -4246
784 -4725
784-4738
784 -5442
784 -4970

78 4-4407
784 -7306
784-4060
784 -7608
784-8 732
784- 6250
784 -9798
784-8304
784-432 4
784-8478
784-5635
784-4866
784 -822 7
784-9377
784 -5700
784 -6825
784-6552
784-4738
784-9624
784 -5847
784-7481
784-4448
784-6232
784- 77 61

GREGO R Y, Lella
GR IFF ITH, Rev. & Mrs. Scott (Edith)
GU L LE Y, Eva Lee
HA LL , A nna
HA LL, Etta B .
HA L L, Mr. & Mrs. Glenn (Char lotte)
HA LL, lcey
HA L L , Mr . & Mrs. James ( Peggy); Jimmy Dean
HA LL, Mr. & Mrs . Sammy (Wyoma)
HA LL, Mr . & Mrs . Woodrow (Rose)
HAMM , Flora
HAN EY, Mr. & Mrs. Ray (Grace)
HARD I N, Berthal
HARD I N, Mrs. Bobby (Sue); Tommy, Tony, Kim
HARD IN, Mrs . Genevieve
HAR D IN, Mr. & Mrs . Lindsey (Margaret)
HA RDI N, Mr. & Mrs . V ernon (Joan n)
HARMON , Geraldine
HARP ER , Clara Marie
HEST ERB ER G, Mr . & Mrs . Rick (Linda)
HOGGE, Mrs. Ermine; Latonya , Troy
HUTCHIN SON, Mr. & Mrs. Carl (Pl ural
HUTCHIN SON, Mr. & Mrs. Curt (Emma)
HUTC HI NSON, Roscoe
JACKSON, Ms. Beu lah
JAMES , Shei la
JENK INS, Mrs. Rosa
JOHNSON, Mr. & Mrs . Bridg es (Venice)
JOHNSON, Mr. & Mrs. J . H. (Francis)
JO H NSON , Mr. & Mrs . Kenny (Jody) ; Tiffany
JO HNSON, L ibby
JOHNSON, Mr . & Mrs . Ovel ( Paulin e)
JOLLEY, Mr . & Mrs . J . C. (Marce lla)
JON ES, Mrs. Anna Jane
JONES, Mr. & Mrs. Buck (Josephine)
JONES, Mr . & Mrs. Carl (AnnaBe lle)
JONES, Mrs. Daisy
JONES, Mr. & Mrs. Don (Shelby) ; Eddie, Donna
JONES, Mr . & Mrs . Gary !Rosemary)
JONES, Mrs. Ida
JONES, Mr. & Mrs . Lig e ( Edith )
JONES, Mr . & Mr s. Wend ell (Pam ); Jason
KEETON, Mr. & Mrs . Clyd e (Nellie)
KEGLEY, Mr . & Mrs. Jack (Jean )
KEG L EY , Mrs . Martha
KENDALL, Mr. & Mrs. Gary (B elinda)
KISER, Mr. & Mrs. Chest er (Anna Mae)
KISER, Mr . & Mrs . Earl (Wanda)
KISS INGER, Mrs . Anna
KISS INGER, Mrs. Barbara; Chris, Kimber ly , Darren
LAMBER T . Mr . & Mrs. Luster I Martha)
LAMBERT, Mr. & Mrs . Mike I Linda); Todd
LAMBER T , Mr . & Mrs. O lli e (Jewe l l)
LANE , Mr. & Mrs . Asa (Jo)
LAW , Mr . & Mrs. Larr y (D ebbie)
LEMASTERS, Mr. & Mrs. Delb ert (Gladys) ; Debbi e
LEW IS, Mr . & Mr s. Clay I Lorene)
LEWIS , Mr. & Mrs . Dave (Deed ie)
LEWIS, Mrs. Lyda ; Tammy
LEW IS, Mrs. Rita; Conn ie , Kathy
LITTON, Mr . & Mrs . A rt (Sh elb y); Kevi n, Anita
MABRY, Mr. & Mrs. Elb ert (Sue); L isa
MART IN , Ch ris
MC BRAYER, Mrs . Viola
MC CAR T Y, Mr . & Mrs. Winfred ( Lo uis e)
MC CLA IN, Mrs . Alic e
MC DANIEL, Mr s. Myrtl e
MCGLO T HIN, Ms. D ewey
MILES, Mr. & M rs. Ro bert (Brenda)
MURPHY, Mr . & Mrs. Sh er man (Beulah)
MURRAY, Mr . & Mrs . Bi lly Jo e (Linda); Nathan
MYNHIER , Mrs. Myrtle
MYNH IE R. Mr. & M rs. Omer (Nettie )
MY N H IER , Mr. & Mrs . Russell ( Delp hia)
OWENS, Mr. & Mrs . Budd y (Ruth)

Rt . 4, Box 62, Morehead, KY
P. 0 . Box 31, Clearfield, KY
U. S. 60 E., Morehead, KY
31 4 ½ Flemingsburg Rd ., Morehead, KY
Box 19 5, Clearfield, KY
Box 43, Clearfield, KY
Morgan Fork, O earfield , KY
730 Boone Pl., More head, KY
Rt. 4, Box 36, Mo rehead, KY
Rt. 4, Box 3 6, Morehead, KY
Clearfie ld, KY
P. 0 . Box 145, Morehead, KY
Box 11 2 , Clearfie ld, KY
P. 0 . Box 22, Clearfield, KY
Rt. 4, Box 750, Morehead , KY
Box 6, Clearfield, KY
General Delivery, O earfield, KY
Box 198B, Clearfie ld , KY
30 7 Flemi ngsburg Rd ., Morehead, KY
Rt . 32, MS U Trailer Pk ., #113, Morehead, KY
Star Rt. , Box 161, Clearfield, KY
Rt. 2, Box 274, Morehead, KY
429 Knapp Ave ., Morehead, KY
307 A ll en Dr ., Morehead, KY
Flemingsburg Rd ., Morehead, KY
Rt. 3, Box 4 78, Morehead , KY
Star Rt. , Oearfield, KY
McBrayer Rd ., Clearfi el d, KY
P. 0. Box 135, Clearfield, KY
Rt.5,Box123,Moreh~d,KY
Lot 3, Ow ens Trailer Pk ., Clearfield, KY
Rt. 4 , Bo x 312A , Morehead, KY
Clearf ield, KY
121 N. Blair Ave ., Morehead, KY
915 Sherwood Forest, Morehead, KY
Rt . 4, Morehead, KY
210 Center St., Morehead, KY
Rt . 4, Box 765, Morehead, KY
819 Short St ., Morehead, KY
930 W. Main St., Morehead, KY
926 Green St ., Moreh ead , KY
Rt . 4, Moreh ead , KY
32 1 W. Main St. , Morehead, KY
Rt. 6, Bo x 1200, Morehead, KY
Rt . 6 , Box 1200 , Morehead , KY
6504 Reeder, Apt. 203, Shawnee , KS
Rt. 2, Box 38, Morehead , KY
Christy Creek, Morehead, K Y
Rt . 3 , Box 178, Morehead, KY
Pine Ridge Apt . 36, Morehead, KY
Bo x 45, Clea rfield, KY
Pack Ests ., Clearfield, KY
Rt . 4 , A & W Trai ler Pk ., Morehead, KY
Cl ea rfield, K Y
P. 0. Bo x 337, Clearfi eld, KY
Rt . 1, Bo x B , Clearfield, K Y
Box 197B, Cl ea rfi eld , KY
Bo x 375, Morehead, KY
Box 144, Clearfield, KY
DeHart Tra iler Pk. , Clearfield, KY
Rt . 4, Bo x 725, Mor ehead , KY
Gree n Valley Acres, Rt . 4, Morehead, KY
P. 0 . Box 381, Morehead , KY
Rt. 3, Box 358B, Morehead, KY
Rt . 5, Box 20 , Morehead, KY
128 Rawcel Hgts ., Morehead, KY
553 Heritage Pl., Morehead, KY
Rt . 6, Box 1200, Mor ehead, KY
Rt. 2, Box 1065, Morehead, KY
Box 182, Morehead, KY
Box 82 , O ea rfield, KY
79 1 Herit age Pl. , Morehead, KY
Rt . 4, Box 750, Morehead , KY
779 Heritage Pl. , Morehead, KY
Rt. 4 , Morgan Fork, Mor ehead, KY

40351
40313
40351
403 51
40 3 13
403 13
40313
40351
40351
40351
40313
40351
40313
403 13
4035 1
40313
403 13
403 13
40351
40351
40313
40351
4035 1
4035 1
40351
40351
40313
40313
40313
4035 1
40313
40351
40313
40351
40 35 1
40351
40351
40351
40351
40351
40351
40351
40351
40351
40 35 1
66203
40351
40351
40351
40351
48313
403 13
40351
40313
40313
40313
40313
40351
40313
40313
40351
40351
4035 1
40351
40351
40351
4035 1
4035 1
40351
40351
40313
40351
40351
40351
40351

784-4369
784-6449
784-8061
784-8489
784-5919
784-5919
784-6869
784-4334
784-4982
784-5696
784-5382
784-5482
784-7427
784-9696
784-8754
784-7860
784-7480
784-4755
784-4216
784-6780
784-4884
784-7114
784-7451
784-4408

784-5143
784-7272
783-1092
784-9749
784-5176
784-5583
784-7791
784-7972
784-6391
784-4808
784-5370
784-8856
784-9381
784-5718
784-5336
784-7203
784-7377
784-5645
784-7277
784-8634
784-4414
784-9140
784-7836
784-4090
784-6277
783-1212
784-5474
784-5148
784-9570

OWENS, Mr. & Mrs. Grant (Lizzie)
PACK , Lori
PARKER, Jeff
PAYNE, Joe
PELPHREY, Connie
PELPHREY, Paul
PETTIT, Mr. & Mrs. David , Jr . (Fayola); Donnie, Donna
PLANCK, Mr. & Mrs. Clifford (Sandra); Valerie, Angela, Eugene
PLANCK, Mr. & Mrs . Ralph (Grace)
POLLITTE, David
PORTER, Norma
PORTER, Mr. & Mrs. Ross (Ruth)
POSTON, Mr. & Mrs. Glenn (Maxine); Mark, Randy
POSTON, Ms. Lennie
RAMEY, Mr. & Mrs. Marrow (Myrtle)
RAVENSCRAFT, Allen
REEVES, Mrs. Warner (Paulina)
REYNOLDS, Mr. & Mrs . Delmar (Irene)
REYNOLDS, Mr. & Mrs. Ivan, Jr . (Virginia); T erri Sue, Donna
REYNOLDS, Mrs. Vivian
RICHARDSON , Mr. & Mrs . Virgil (Nola)
RIGSBY, Mrs. Joyce;Ta mmy, Karen
RIGSBY, Mr. & Mrs. Auti (Maude)
ROBERTS, Mrs. Damie
ROGERS, Mrs . Cora J .
SHEL TON, Mr. & Mrs. Cass ( lval ee); Tim
SKAGGS, Donald
SKEENS, Mr. & Mrs. Owen (Kathleen)
SLUSS, Mr. & Mrs. Clyde (Phyllis); Kathy, Janie, Lisa, Millie
SMEDLEY, Mr. & Mrs . Ronnie (Tamme)
SMEDLEY, Mr. & Mrs. Wilburn (Mary); Michael, Steven, Timothy
SPARKS, Sue
STAMM, Mr . & Mrs. Charles (Brenda)
STATON, M rs. Georgia
SWITZER, Mr. & Mrs. Carl (Bessie)
TAY LOR, Willis
THOMAS, Mr. & Mrs. Dave (Edith)
THOMAS, Mr. & Mrs. John Paul (Jo)
THOMPSON, Mr. & Mrs . Darryl (Vicki)
THOMPSON , Mrs. Jesse (Judy)
THOMPSON, Mrs. Pam; Gavin
THOMPSON, Mr. & Mrs. William A . (Aileen); Suzanne, Randy
THORNBERRY, Mr. & Mrs. John (Odell)
Tl LLER , Mr. & Mrs. Dean (Josephine); T ammy
TRENT , Mr. & Mrs. Beauford (Christine)
TRENT, Cathy
TRENT, Mr. & Mrs. Ted (Sue); James Thomas, Michael D.
VAN HOOSE, Mr. & Mrs. Lawrence (Virginia)
WALTERS, Mrs. Lucille
WALTERS, Mr. & Mrs. Michael R. (Diane); Steven, Kimi
WHITE, Mrs. Corda
WHITE, Mr. & Mrs. R. Joe (Patty); Joey, Allison
WHITT, Mrs. Elsie
WHITT , Mrs. Richard (Doris); Susan, Randy
WHITTAKER, Gene
WILLIAMS, Mrs. Dora
WORKMAN, Mr. & Mrs . Virgil (Christine)
WRIGHT , Mrs. Geneva; Ronnie

Rt. 4, Morgan Pk., Morehead, KY
Paci<: Ests., Clearfield , KY
939 W. Main St ., Morehead, KY
Box 64, Clearfield, KY
P. 0. Box 45B, Clearfield, KY
P. 0 . Box 601, Morehead, KY
Box 198B, Clearfield, KY
814 W. First St., Morehead, KY
150 Lee Ave ., Morehead, KY
Flemingsburg Rd., Morehead, KY
Rt . 6, Box 401, Morehead, KY
Rt. 4, U . S. 60 W., Morehead, KY
522 W. Sun St., Morehead, KY
664 Heritage Pl., Morehead, KY
Clearfield Hill, Clearfield, KY
P. 0. Box 486, Morehead, KY
Rt . 2, Box 140, Morehead, KY
Box 72, Farmers, KY
Star Rt., Box 155, Clearfield, KY
208 Heritage Pl ., Morehead, KY
729 White St ., Morehead, KY
Rt. 4, Box 196A, Morehead , KY
Clearfield, KY
439 Knapp Ave., Morehead, KY
Mill Branch Rd., Clearfield, KY
General Delivery, Clearfield, KY
Box 15, Clearfield, KY
Rt . 1, Morehead, KY
Rt. 2, Box 188, Morehead, KY
Star Rt. , Box 63D, Clearfield, KY
Star Rt., Box 63D , Clearfield, KY
Rt. 6, Box 556, Moreh ead, KY
McBrayer Rd ., Clearfield, KY
130 E. Raine, Morehead, KY
Box 32, Clearfield, KY
Box 197B, Clearfield Hill, Clearfield, KY
1032 Gregory Ct., Morehead, KY
Hill-n-Dale Ests., Morehead, KY
P. 0. Box 477, Morehead, KY
Rt. 6, Box 316, Morehead, KY
Pine Ridge Apts. B30, Morehead, KY
Rt. 4, Gre en Valley Acres , Morehead, KY
Box 190C, Oearfield, KY
Rt . 4, Green Valley Acres, Morehead, KY
Rt. 3, Box 558B, Morehead, KY
Rt. 3, Box 880, Morehead, KY
P. 0. Box 12, Clearfield, KY
202 S. Blair, Morehead, KY
709 W. Sun, Morehead, KY
Jackson Hgts., Morehead, KY
Clearfield H ii I, Clearfield, KY
929 W. Main St., Morehead, KY
P. 0. Box 163, Morehead, KY
Clearfield, KY
729 Hollan Way, Morehead, KY
307 Allen Dr., Morehead, KY
Box 43, Clearfield, KY
847 Green St., Morehead, KY

40351
40313
40351
40313
40313
40351
40313
40351
40351
40351
40351
40351
40351
40351
40313
40351
40351
40319
40313
40351
40351
40351
40313
40351
40313
40313
40313
40351
40351
40313
40313
40351
40313
40351
40313
40313
40351
40351
40351
40351
40351
40351
40313
40351
40351
40351
40313
40351
40351
40351
40313
40351
40351
40313
40351
40351
40313
40351
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FIRST CHURCH OF GOD
MOREHEAD,KENTUCKY
1993

THE FAMILY

OF GOD

SCHEDULE OF SUNDAY SERVICES
Sunday
9 :45 AM . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . .. . . . . Sunday School
10:45 AM . . . . . . .. . . .. . .. . . . .. . . . Morning Worsh ip
(Broadcast on WMOR AM and FM)
6 :00 PM .. . . . . . . . ... . . . ..... Preaching and Praise
(7 :00 PM during E.D .S .T .)
Wednesday - 7 :00 PM
Children ' s Ministry
Youth Groups (Junior High and Senior High)
Advanced Junior High (WHY?) study
Parenting Groups
Sanctuary Bible Study

Dr. John W. Conley - Pastor

Other Ministries
Widow ' s Fellowship
Ladies ' Sports
Men ' s Basketball and Softball
Quilting Bees
Women of the Church of God
Men ' s Brotherhood
Daycare
Happy Timers (55 and over)
Single Parents Ministry
Saturday Family Night

Within the pages of this directory is the Family of God ...
Studying . .. Loving . . .Supporting ... Feeding ... Learning ... Healing ...
Worshiping ... Praying ... Reaching Out ... and Celebrating. Hurting with those that are hurting, and re joicing with those who are rejoicing. Doing all of these things .. . together . .. with God's love .
We are a committed people, going to the highways and hedges ... working ... wanting the annointing
of the Spirit, Himself. Singing hymns of ... contemporary ... country gospel and bluegrass ... while praising .. . blessing ... and reaching.
This is the Fam ily of God at work. It is always an unfinished work . .. It is always welcoming the direction of the Holy Spirit ... It is always the 99 seeking the ONE PERSON .. . together . .. always seeking ... God's mandate .

WHAT A WONDERFUL THING IT IS AND HOW GLAD WE ARE THAT YOU ARE A PART OF
THE FAMILY OF GOD.

MEET OUR STAFF

Youth Ministry Serving Others

FUN IN HIS LOVE

Rev . Dale Fair
Associate and Youth Minister

Todd Bowman
Minister of Music

Our Drama Ministry

Steve Stone
Tape Ministry and Maintenance Director

Do You Recognize Me?
Mary Middleton
Secretary

Softball Team Ministry

TOGETHER WE ...

Support Each Other

Singing His Praise

Celebrating 100th birthday of Mary Lee Mauk

CONTINUING
TO GROW

JESUS
YOU AIE SPECIAL

"Super Sunday" Fellowship

Quilt Ministry

Children's Church

■

♦-

W .C .G. Ministry
Andrew Crum
becomes self sufficient
Strings and Things
Day Care Ministry

OPENING DOORS TO

•••

FELLOWSHIP ••• PRAISE
••• LOVE •••

ADKINS, Peggy
Joanie

ALDERSON, Albert & Roxanne

ALLEN , Kimberly
Kenna Marie, Dwayne Edward

BAKER, Cleo

BALDRIDGE, Clarence & Bethel

BALDRIDGE, Erna Gay

BALDRIDGE, Shirley

BARNHILL, Klinton

BLACK, Billy & Lois
Scott, Amy, Kristi

BLACK, Wales & Eunice

BLAIR, Larry & June
Scott

BLAND, Kenny & Nell

BOWMAN, Todd & Leslie
Benjamin, Hannah

BRADWAY, Edna

BRANDENBURG, Jim & Tami
Nathan, Kyle

BROCK, Bill & Bridgette
Jonathan, Brandon

•••

BROCKMAN, Jim & Lisa
Michael, Jason, Jennifer

BRODLEY, John & Margaret
Natalie, Maria, Edwin, Jamon

BROWN , Irene

BYRON , Sue

COX, John & Shawna
Corey, Kara

COX, Juanita

DAY, James & Teresa
Jaliah, Amanda

DAY, Robert & Lana
Chanda, Robbie

CALVERT, Joe & Donna
Kelli

CAREY, J.D. & Melissa

CASKEY, L.J. & Judy
Scott

CASKEY, Zada

DE HARTE, Mary Lou
Laken

DE HOFF, Dean

DILLON , Linda
Matthew, Nathan

EARLY, Karen
Kristi

CAUDILL, Nola

CLINE, Edith

COFFEY, Twila

COLDIRON, Larry & Sandy
Larry Jr., Terry, Melissa

ELLINGOTN, Harold & Pauline

ELLIS, Dorothy

ENSOR, Terry
Devon, Luke

ERWIN, Paul & Bessie

COLLINS, Brad & Linda
Kearston Coyle

CONLEY, Pastor John W. & Dolores

COOPER, Lyda

CORNETT, Irene

FACKLER, Dan & Sharon

FAIR. Dale & Sheila
Tyler, Brandon

FERGUSON , Frankie & Joan

FRANKLIN, Paul & Cindy
Matthew

HALL, James & Peggy
Jimmy Darell, Travis

HANLON, James & Rachel
Nathan. Jerielle

HARRIS, Charlie & Thelma

HOLBROOK, Paul & Denise
Matthew, Joseph, Brandon

JOHNSON, Larry & Barbara

KAUTZ, Aubrey Jr. & Georgiann

KAUTZ, Julia

KEETON, Nellie

HORN, Carolyn

HOWARD, Carolyn

HUGHES, Sam & Connie
Erin, Brian

HUNTER, Richard & Margie
Cody, Corey

KELSEY, Tammy
John Aaron, Andriea

LEWIS, C. Roger & Betty

LEWIS, Gary & Wilma
Ginny, Gary Thomas

LEWIS, Philip & Shirley

HUTCHINSON, Carl & Plura

HUTCHINSON. Emma

JENNINGS, Brenda
Christopher Marvin

JENNINGS, Glaspie

LEWIS, Steve & Jan
Sarah, Rebecca

LITTLETON, Gabriel

LITTON, Art & Shelby

LITTON, Ruth

JOHNSON, Louis

JONES, Donald & Shelby

JONES, Doug & Melody

JONES, Ron & JoAnne
Ann Marie, Jenny

LYTLE, Tom & Angie
Tommy Ray, Becky

MABRY, Homer & Betty

MARKWELL. Raymond

MC BRAYER, Earl & Helen

Kim

MIDDLETON, Kelly & Mary
Russ, Erienne

MOORE, Marvin & Lucy
Dwayne, Carey, John

MOOREFIELD, F.E. 'Moe' & Aileen

RODGERS, Chris
Patsy Harris

SHARP. Bill & Betty
Danny, Debby

SHROUT, Harry & Regeina
Eva Lee Gulley, Robert

SKAGGS, Earl & Thelma

MC KINNEY, Tony & Tammy

OWENS, Greg & Rebecca
Chris, Stephanie

PERKINS, Fyrl

SMITH, Lynette

SMOOT, Joseph & Diana
Joseph Jr., Jason Robertson

SPARKMAN, lnita

NORTHCUTT, John & Tina

SKAGGS, Esther

NICHOLS, Calvin

RAISOR, Joy
Coleman, Angel

RAVENSCRAFT, Allen & Kim

STAFFORD, Dennis & Jeanie
Bradley, Jared

STEVENSON, M . Bush & Dyan
Monica

STONE, Don & Bessie

PRATHER, Becky

STEVENS, Lucille

POLLITTE, David & Robin
Kayli, Brianna

RICHARDSON , Paul & Kathy
Matthew, Whitney

ROBERTS, Margie

STONE, Steve & Debbie
Tabitha, Trevor

TACKETT, Ben & Sue

TAYLOR, H.K. & Audrey

RICHARDSON, Bill & Lovena

STONE, Jeanette

RICE, Ward & Joyce

TAYLOR, Steve & Susie
Carie, Stevie

THOMAS, John Paul & Jo
Alicia Rowe

THOMPSON. Jo
Sheena, Christopher, Laura

TRENT. Bobby & Debi
Kelli

VICE, Mike & Michelle

WALTON, Jimmie & Jeanette
Ann Marie

WELLS, David & Jo

WELLS, Greg & Leslie

WELLS, James David & Delrita
Lauren

WELLS. Mickey & Doris

WHITE, Fred & Hannah
Freddy

WHITE, Raymond & Pauline

WILHOIT, Jim & Lucille

WILLIAMS, Virginia

WOFORD, J im & Shelly
Tyler

:!:ALFREY, Mabel

:!: ARMSTONG, Richmond & Maggie

tBROWN, Katherine

:!: CRISP. Jeff & Christine

:!:CROSTHWAITE, Vada

t CRUM, Butch & Jenny
Andrew

tDAVIS, Oda

t DAY. Shannon & Sandy
Tyler

:!: ELLIS, Corzella
Joan Bumgardner

:!:ENDERLE. Wayne & Evangeline

tGARRETT. Arnold & Nancy

:!:GREGORY. Homer & Ada

:!: HENSON , Scott

:!: JOHNSON , Ovel & Pauline

:!: KEGLEY. Inez

:!: KEGLEY, Lorraine

FIRST CHURCH OF GOD

576 Sunset Drive
Morehead, Kentucky 40351
606-784-6624
March, 1993

-A-

tMAUK. Mary Lee

tREYNOLDS. Delmar

tTRUE. Danny & Karen
Adam

tWALTON. Paul & Marie

tSCUNZIANO. Mike & Alvena

HOY. John & Eula

784-5511... ADKINS, Peggy
1925 U.S. 60 E.,
Morehead, KY 40351
783-1786 .. . ADKINS, Jeanetta
Box 500, Morehead, KY 40351
784-4931... ALDERMAN, Jerry & Brenda; Matthew
P.O. Box 245, Morehead, KY 40351
784-7980 .. . ALDERSON, Albert & Roxanne
23 Kimberly Ln .,
Clearfield, KY 40313
784-2881... ALFREY, Mabel
733 W. Sun St., Morehead, KY 40351
784-2708 ... ALLEN, Dwayne & Kim; Kenna,
Dwayne Edward
901 N. Wilson , Morehead, KY 40351
784-7100 ... ANDERSON, Kevin
249 Sherwood Forest,
Morehead, KY 40351
784-3655 ... ARMSTRONG, Richmond & Maggie
1750 U.S. 60 W.,
Morehead, KY 40351
784-8169 ... ARMSTRONG, Wathan & Juanita
U.S . 60 W. , Morehead, KY 40351

-BBAKER, Cleo
439 Heritage Pl. ,
Morehead, KY 40351
784-4718 .. . BALDRIDGE, Clarence & Bethel
2065 U.S. 60 W.,
Morehead, KY 40351
784-5006 ... BALDRIDGE, Clifton & Shirley
St. Rt. 1331 C1,
Clearfield , KY 40313
784-3649 ... BALDRIDGE, Erna Gay
P.O. Box 75,
Clearfield, KY 40313
784-7764 ... BALDRIDGE, Jack & Joy; Craig,
Beverly
2085 U.S. 60 West,
Morehead, KY 40351
784-6709 .. . BARKER, Gene & Alberta; Chris
P. 0. Box 163, Morehead, KY 40351
784-4286 ... BARKER, Ollie & Wanda
Circle Dr., Lakeview Hts.,
Morehead , KY 40351
784-6313 .. . BARNHILL, Klinton
85 Shady Ln ., Morehead , KY 40351
784-3864 .. . BARRETT, Donna
100 Rod burn Rd .,
Morehead, KY 40351
BENNETT, John S.
144 E. Main St., Apt. #5,
Morehead , KY 40351

tDenotes submitted photograph

784-7184 .. . BINION, Marge
733 Old Flemingsburg Rd .,
Morehead , KY 40351
784-5466 .. . BISHOP, L.G. & Pauline
P.O . Box 1034, Morehead , KY 40351
784-3684 ... BLACK, Billy & Lois ; Amy
1105 Jackson Dr.,
Morehead, KY 40351
784-7902 ... BLACK, Scott & Kristi
Pine Hills, Morehead , KY 40351
BLACK, Wales & Eunice
120 Heights Ave .,
Morehead, KY 40351
784-5202 ... BLAIR, Larry & June; Scott
477 N. Wilson ,, Morehead , KY 40351
783-2309 ... BLAND, Kenny & Nell
411 Bishop Ct ., Morehead , KY 40351
784-4580 ... BOTTS, Ada
518 W. Sun St ., Morehead , KY 40351
783-1007 ... BOWMAN, Todd & Leslie; Benjamin ,
Hannah
305 Whispering Oaks,
Morehead , KY 40351
784-8412 .. . BRADWAY, Edna
190 Woodland Dr., LVH ,
Morehead, KY 40351
784-7681... BRANDENBURG, Jim & Tami; Nathan,
Kyle
1080 Blue stone Rd. ,
Morehead, KY 40351
784-6162 .. . BROCK, Bill & Bridgett; Jonathan,
Brandon
582 Forest Hills Dr. ,
Morehead , KY 40351
784-8455 ... BROCKMAN, Jim & Lisa ; Michael ,
Jason, Jennifer
10 Hyatt Ln. , Morehead , KY 40351
784-2793 ... BRODLEY, John & Margaret; Natalie,
Maria , Edwin, Ja'mon
930 W. Main, Morehead, KY 40351
784-5163 ... BROWN, Irene
219 Bays Ave., Morehead, KY 40351
784-2151... BROWN, Kathryn
788 Heritage Pl. ,
Morehead , KY 40351
784-7409 ... BUSBY, Paul & Betty
413 Mabry Dr., Morehead, KY 40351
784-5237... BUTCHER, James & Janet
106 Clearfield Hill ,
Clearfield, KY 40313
876-2004 ... BUTLER, Larry
Rt. #2, Box 142,
Hillsboro, KY 41049
784-5050 ... BYRON, Sue
674 Heritage Pl. ,
Morehead , KY 40351

-C784-4629 .. . CALVERT, Bill & Frankie
U.S. 60 East, Morehead , KY 40351
784-5632 ... CALVERT, Joe & Donna ; Kelli
7200 Christy Creek Rd .,
Morehead, KY 40351
784-6736 ... CAREY, J.D. & Melissa
2873 Winter Garden #8, Box 9,
Lexington , KY 40509
784-7211... CARPENTER, James
P.O . Box 1142, Morehead, KY 40351
674-2065 .. . CARPENTER, Teresa
303 Ferguson Rd .,
Owingsville, KY 40360
784-9896 .. . CASKEY, Anne
2500 U.S. 60 East,
Morehead, KY 40351
784-8407 ... CASKEY, L.J. & Judy; Leslie,
Chris
Box 171 , AS, Clearfield , KY 40313
784-8380 .. . CASKEY, Zada
U.S. 60 E., Morehead, KY 40351
784-9458 ... CATRON, Danny
1895 Lower Oak Grove,
Morehead , KY 40351
CAUDILL, Charlotte; Jason
208 Hilda Rd ., Morehead , KY 40351
784-8815 ... CAUDILL, Nola
422 Mabry Dr., Morehead, KY 40351
784-6107 ... CLINE, Edith
236 Allen Ave ., Morehead, KY 40351
784-4436 .. . COFFEY, Twila
227 Lyons Ave ., Morehead , KY 40351
784-9556 ... COLDIRON , Larry & Sandy; Terry,
Melissa, Larry, Jr.
1560 Bullford Rd .,
Morehead, KY 40351
783-4027 ... COLE, William & Kerri; Kasandra ,
Brandon
512 Lakewood Terr.,
Morehead, KY 40351
784-6204 .. . COLLINS, Bradley & Linda
201 Lyons Ave., Morehead, KY 40351
784-4731... COLLINS, Carolyn
640 Crestview Ln .,
Morehead , KY 40351
COLLINS, C. Todd
Carl D. Perkins Rehab Center,
Medical Unit Room 103,
Thelma, KY 41260
683-2344 ... CONN, Adam
Rt. 2, Box 17, Salt Lick, KY 40371
784-7408 .. . CONN, Raymond & Wanda
P. 0 . Box 935, Morehead, KY 4035 1
784-5621 ... CONLEY, John W. & Delores
14 Meadowbrook Dr. ,
Morehead , KY 40351

Morehead, KY

First Church Of God
784-7141 ... COOPER, Lydia
632 Knapp Ave.,
Morehead, KY 40351
784-2996 ... CORNETTE, C.W . & Terri; Covie
1498 Jackson Dr.,
Morehead, KY 40351
784-5440 ... CORNETTE, Irene
21 Meadowbrook Dr.,
Morehead, KY 40351
783-1787 ... COX, Juanita
100 Rodburn Hollow Rd ., #102,
Morehead , KY 40351
784-5139 ... COX, John & Shawna; Cory, Kara
644 Ramey Ridge Rd .,
Morehead, KY 40351
784-7339 .. . COX, Letha
709 W. Main St. , Morehead, KY 40351
784-7084 ... CRISP, Jeff & Christine
406 Jewell Ln ., Morehead , KY 40351
783-7232 ... CRUM, Lawrence & Jenny; Andrew
700 Bluestone Hill , Box 3,
Morehead, KY 40351
784-2657.. . CYCA, Greg & Arlene; Lacy,
Christopher
P.O. Box 238, Clearfield , KY 40313

-D784-8740 ... DAMRON, Randy; R.D ., Samantha
341 Circle Dr., Morehead , KY 40351
683-4511 ... DARRELL, Joe
Rt. #2, Box 17,
Salt Lick, KY 40371
784-3524 .. . DAY, James & Teresa; Jaylah,
Amanda
5195 Ohristy Creek,
Morehead, KY 40351
784-6104 ... DAY, Robert & Lana; Chanda,
Robbie
416 Allen Ave ., Morehead , KY 40351
783-1697 .. . DAY, Shannon & Sandy; Tyler
1720 Flesingshurg Rd .,
Morehead , KY 40351
784-2374 ... DE CAMP, Brad & Stephanie; Lauren
100 Rodburn Hollow Rd .,
Morehead , KY 40351
784-9478 ... DEHART, Billy & Phyllis
245 Bluestone-Bratton Branch ,
Morehead, KY 40351
784-2009 ... DEHART, Robert & Dorothy
285 Bluestone-Bratton Branch ,
Morehead , KY 40351
784-9668 .. . DEHARTE, John & Mary Lou ; Laken
250 Hyatt Ln. , Morehead , KY 40351
784-5631 ... DEHARTE, Lucille
203R Lyons Ave.,
Morehead, KY 40351
DEHOFF, Dean
Box 255, Morehead , KY 40351
DICKERSON, Tracy
P.O. Box 636, Olive Hill, KY 41164
783-1792 .. . DILLON, Matthew & Linda;
Matthew, Jr., Nathan
609 Crestview Ln.,
Morehead, KY 40351

-E784-7957.. . EARLY, Carl & Karen; Kristi
150 Deer Run Ln .,
Morehead, KY 40351
783-1437 ... EIDSON, John & Susan
324 Clayton Ln .,
Morehead , KY 40351
784-8808 ... ELAM , Ray & Margie
565 B1uestone Bratton Br.,
Morehead, KY 40351
784-4620 ... ELAM, Thelma
127 2nd St., Morehead, KY 40351
784-7649 ... ELLINGTON, George
c/o Phillip's Mini-Home,
2911 Dry Creek Rd.,
Clearfield, KY 40313
784-4986 ... ELLINGTON, Harold & Pauline
Lakeview Heights,
Morehead, KY 40351
784-8530 ... ELLIS, Corzella
255 Hill-N-Dale ,
Morehead , KY 40351
783-1770 ... ELLIS, Dorothy
552 W. Sun St. , Morehead , KY 40351
783-7238 ... ENDERLE, Wayne & Evangeline
230 View Ln ., Morehead , KY 40351
784-2749 ... ENSOR , Terry; Devon, Luke
728 Knapp Ave ., Morehead, KY 40351
683-6701... ERWIN, Paul & Bessie
256 Old River Rd .,
Salt Lick, KY 40371

-F104.4001 ... FACKLER, Dan & Sharon
509 Forest Hills Dr. ,
Morehead , KY 40351
784-7135 ... FAIR, Dale & Sheila; Tyler,
Brandon
599 Brockman Ln .,
Morehead, KY 40351
784-6097 ... FERGUSON, Frankie & Joan
721 Jason Way, Morehead, KY 40351
FRANCE, Vi cki
700 Bluestone Tr. Pk ., #9,
Morehead, KY 40351
784-5428 ... FRANKLIN, Paul & Cindy
390 Hilltop Est.,
Morehead , KY 40351
FULTZ, Frank & Helen
115 S. Main, Miamisburg, OH 45342

-GGARRETT. Arnold & Nancy
2531 S. Kihei Rd., D202,
Kihei Maui, Ml 96753
784-5479 ... GENTRY, Pauline
51 Meadowbrook Dr.,
Morehead , KY 40351
GRAY, James & Angela
520 Lakewood Terr.,
Morehead , KY 40351
784-5113 ... GREGORY, Homer & Ada
417 Allen Ave. , Morehead, KY 40351
784-5904 ... GOODING, Sharon; Dawn, Kim, Shawn
1245 Rodburn Hollow,
Morehead, KY 40351

784-5697... GULLEY, Bernice
1028 N. Tolliver Rd. ,
Morehead, KY 40351
784-9267... GULLEY, Evalee
U.S. 60, Box 2570,
Morehead, KY 40351
784-4254 ... GULLEY, Fred & Marie
U.S. 60 East, Morehead, KY 40351
784-4292 ... GUNNELL, Joe & Joyce
388 Airport Rd ., Morehead, KY 40351

-H104-3148 ... HANLON, James & Rachel; Nathan,
Jerielle
7935 U.S. 60 East,
Morehead, KY 40351
784-5524 ... HALL, James & Peggy; Jimmy, Travis
720 Boone Pl. , Morehead , KY 40351
738-5342 ... HARRIS, Charlie & Thelma; Rebecca,
Beverly
Rt. 1, Box 562,
Olive Hill, KY 41164
286-4171... HENDERSON, Vada
c/o Henderson Funeral Home,
Olive Hill, KY 41164
783-1889 ... HENSLEY, Kelsey & Sandra; Keri ,
Garrett
20 Country Ln., Morehead, KY 40351
784-4702 ... HICKS, Calia
514 W. Sun St., Morehead, KY 40351
784-7909 ... HOGGE, Harold & Marilyn;
Carmon, Carla
5175 Cranston Rd .,
Morehead, KY 40351
783-1565 ... HOLBROOK, Paul & Denise; Matthew,
Joseph, Brandon
130 Hill-N-Dale,
Morehead , KY 40351
784-1355 ... HORN , Carolyn
1367 Frontier, Morehead, KY 40351
784-7300 ... HOWARD, Carolyn; Patrick
P.O. Box 139, Clearfield, KY 40313
784-7611... HUGHES, Sam & Connie; Erin, Bryan
645 Sportsman Club Rd.,
Morehead , KY 40351
784-3103 ... HUNTER, Richard & Margie; Cody,
Cory
458 Forest Hill Dr.,
Morehead , KY 40351
784-9594 .. . HUTCHINSON, Carl & Plura
45 Country Ln ., Morehead , KY 40351
784-4609 ... HUTCHINSON, Emma
429 Knapp Ave. , Morehead, KY 40351

-J784-5836 .. . JENNINGS, Winona
Forest Hills Sub.,
Morehead, KY 40351
784-6656 .. . JENNINGS, Gary & Brenda;
Christopher
1595 Flemingsburg Rd .,
Morehead, KY 40351
784-5455 ... JENNINGS, Glaspie
P. 0 . Box 212, Morehead , KY 40351

Morehead, KY

First Church Of God
783-1334... JOHNSON , Byron & Jackie; Jeremy,
DeSha, Courtney
1310 McBrayer Rd. ,
Clearfield, KY 40313
784-5519 ... JOHNSON, Larry & Barbara
200 Baldridge Rd .,
Morehead, KY 40351
784-5393 ... JOHNSON, Louis
668 Whitaker St. ,
Morehead, KY 40351
784-8170 ... JOHNSON , Ovel & Pauline
290 Moores Flat Rd .,
Morehead, KY 40351
784-5231 ... JONES, Don & Shelby
1830 U.S. 60 West,
Morehead , KY 40351
JONES, Doug & Melody;
Brittany Ann
Box 164, Clearfield, KY 40313
784-9446 ... JONES, Raymond & Mary
Box 56, Farmers, KY 40319
784-5560 .. . JONES, Ron & JoAnn; Ann Marie,
Jenny
381 Clearfield Hill,
Clearfield, KY 40313
784-4758 .. . JUSTICE, Jerry
120 Normal Ave.,
Morehead , KY 40351

-K784-5123 ... KAUTZ, Aubrey & Georgiann
106 Sherwood Forest,
Morehead, KY 40351
784-5893 ... KAUTZ, Julia
Box 790, Morehead, KY 40351
783-1961... KAUTZ, Rusty
223 Lyons Ave., Morehead, KY 40351
784-8555 ... KEETON, Nellie
Oakdale Subdiv. ,
Clearfield , KY 40313
784-6365 ... KEGLEY, Inez
439 Heritage Pl. ,
Morehead , KY 40351
784-9204 ... KEGLEY, Lourraine
126 Daniels Ave.,
Morehead, KY 40351
784-4910 .. . KELSEY, Ruby
300 Pine Ridge, Morehead, KY 40351
784-8517 ... KELSEY, Tammy
230 D. Kormendy Ct. ,
Morehead, KY 40351
784-1383 ... KIDD, David & Tona; Anthony,
Kevin
7940 Flemingsburg Rd. ,
Morehead , KY 40351
KIDD, Tim
213 R. Lyons Ave .,
Morehead, KY 40351
784-3190 ... KISER, Pam
112 E. Pack Estates,
Clearfield, KY 40313
783-1807 ... KORNTVED, Ed & Kitti
220 Center, Morehead, KY 40351

-L784-5333 .. . LEWIS, C. Roger & Betty
2490 KY 801 N., Morehead, KY 40351
784-6341... LEWIS, Gary & Wilma; Jenny,
Gary Thomas
302 E. Second St.,
Morehead, KY 40351
784-5540 ... LEWIS, Phillip & Shirley
325 Jewell Ln ., Morehead , KY 40351
784-9591... LEWIS, Steve & Jan; Sarah, Rebecca
Copperas Hollow, Morehead , KY 40351
784-4960 ... LITTLETON, Archie & Jody; Gabe
720 Bratton Branch Rd .,
Morehead , KY 40351
784-5635 ... LITTON, Art & Shelby; Anita
2460 U.S. 60 West,
Morehead, KY 40361
784-4695 ... LITTON, Ruth
960 Big Brushy, Morehead , KY 40351
784-4542 ... LOFTON, Raz & Thelma
1059 E. Main , Morehead, KY 40351
784-5987 .. . LYTLE, Tom & Angie; Tommy Ray,
Rebecca
2780 Bullfork Rd .,
Morehead , KY 40351

-M784-9190 .. . MABRY, Homer & Betty; Kim
Box 150-A, Clearfield, KY 40313
784-9553 ... MANNING, Lowell & Jody; Ryan,
Morgan
209 Flemingsburg Rd .,
Morehead, KY 40351
784-8415 ... MARKWELL, Raymond
H.C. 63 Box 37-B,
Clearfield, KY 40313
784-4303 ... MAUK, Mary Lee
113 Fleming Ave.,
Morehead , KY 40351
784-4268 ... MESSER, Claude & Oveda
Mabry Dr., Morehead, KY 40351
784-7974 ... MC BRAYER, Earl & Helen
4215 Flemingsburg Rd .,
Morehead, KY 40351
784-3700 ... MC CLURG, Wendell & Sue; Todd ,
Chris
290 Coldiron Rd .,
Morehead , KY 40351
MC DANIEL, Carole
220 N. Wilson, Morehead, KY 40351
683-3611... MC KENZIE, Guy & Joyce
Rt . #1 , Box 201 ,
Salt Lick, KY 40371
783-0055 ... MC KINNEY, Jack & Natalie;
Andrea, Sarah
765 Whipporwill Valley,
Morehead , KY 40351
784-6385 .. . MC KINNY, Tony & Tami; Blair,
Christa
405 Pleasant Valley ,
Morehead, KY 40351
286-5744 ... MIDDLETON, Kelly & Mary; Russell,
Erienne
Rt. #1 , Box 601,
Olive Hill, KY 41164

783-1307 ... MOORE, Marvin & Lucy; Duane,
Carey, John
483 Skaggs Rd ., Morehead , KY 40351
784-3956 ... MOORE, Tim & Debbie
206 Meadow Ln .,
Morehead , KY 40351
784-7186 ... MOOREFIELD, Moe & Aileen
820 Bluebank Rd .,
Morehead, KY 40351
784-4485 .. . MULLEN, Bill & Kathy
1239 E. Main, Morehead , KY 40351
784-2138 ... MURRAY, Bill & Corda
Forest Hills Subdiv.,
Morehead, KY 40351

-N784-8144 .. . NICHOLS, Calvin
778 Heritage Pl. ,
Morehead, KY 40351
784-6466 ... NORTHCUTT, John & Tina
620 W. Sun, Morehead , KY 40351

-0784-4504 .. . OWENS, Greg & Joan; Chris,
Stephanie Jo
4200 Flemingsburg Rd.,
Morehead, KY 40351

-P784-51 47... PATTON, Floy
108 Timber Ln ., Morehead , KY 40351
PATTON, Hank & Susan
233 Circle Dr., Morehead, KY 40351
784-5233 .. . PERKINS, Clayton & Fyrl
313 Knapp Ave ., Morehead, KY 40351
784-7 448 ... POLLITTE, David & Robin; Kayli,
Brianna
1720 Flemingsburg Rd .,
Morehead, KY 40351
783-1669 ... PRATHER, Becky
1125 Old Flemingsburg Rd .,
Morehead, KY 40351

-R784-3099 ... RAISOR, Joy; Coleman, Angel
107 Maher St. , Morehead, KY 40351
784-3891... RAVENSCRAFT, Allen & Kim
21 E. Pack Estates ,
Clearfield, KY 40313
783-1224 .. . REED, Saundra
308 E. 2nd St. , Morehead, KY 40351
784-4755 ... REYNOLDS, Delmar
Box 72, Farmers, KY 40319
784-5514 ... RICE, Ward & Joyce
540 Ramey Ridge,
Morehead, KY 40351
784-3211... RICHARDSON, Bill & Lovena
U.S. 60 West, Morehead , KY 40351
783-1433 ... RICHARDSON, Paul & Kathy;
Matthew, Whitney
849 N. Wilson, Morehead, KY 40351
784-6514 ... RIDDLE, Brian & Angie
205 Mynhier Rd .,
Morehead, KY 40351

Morehead , KY

First Church Of God
784-5116 ... ROBERTS, Norman & Margie
3750 Ky. 801 N.,
Morehead , KY 40351
ROBERTS, Jay & Jackie ;
Abigaile, Patricia
P.O. Box 83, Salt Lick, KY 40371
784-1892 .. . RODGERS, Chris
100 Rod burn Hollow Rd ., #101 ,
Morehead, KY 40351

-S784-8201 ... SCUNZIANO, Mike & Alvena
2100 Trent Ridge,
Morehead , KY 40351
784-4387 .. . SHARP, Bill & Betty; Danny,
Debbie
201 Circle Dr., Morehead , KY 40351
784-2992 .. . SHROUT, Harry & Regeinna
38 Cardinal, Morehead, KY 40351
784-2419 ... SHROUT, Robert
38 Cardinal Ln .,
Morehead, KY 40351
784-4200 ... SKAGGS, Earl & Thelma
1275 Sugarloaf Mountain Rd.,
Morehead, KY 40351
784-3331... SKAGGS, Esther
Box 1311 , Clearfield, KY 40313
784-9770 ... SMITH, Dwight & Nellie; Buddy,
Sherri
108 E. Main, Morehead, KY 40351
783-4193 .. . SMITH, Lynnette
805 Mignon Tower,
Morehead, KY 40351
784-4555 ... SMOOT, Joe & Diana; Jason , Joseph
430 Skaggs Rd ., Morehead, KY 40351
783-0035 ... SPANIOL, Frank & Cheryl ;
Jonathan, McKenzie Rene
226 Meadow Ln .,
Morehead , KY 40351
784-5128 ... SPARKMAN, lnita
1054 N. Tolliver Rd. ,
Morehead , KY 40351
784-4697... SPURLOCK, Billy & Lois; Lori
353 Circle Dr., Morehead, KY 40351
784-9512 .. . STAFFORD, Dennis & Jeannie;
Bradley, Jared
3925 Bullfork Rd .,
Morehead, KY 40351
784-5566 ... STEELE, Randy & Suzanne; Randell
645 Whitaker St. ,
Morehead, KY 40351
783-1842 ... STEVENS, Lucille
317 Heritage Pl. ,
Morehead, KY 40351
784-6716 ... STEVENS, Don & Betty
606 Heights Ave .,
Morehead, KY 40351
329-0016 ... STEVENSON, Bush & Dyan ; Monica
2721 Hermon Ave.,
Ashland, KY 41101
783-1026 ... STEWART, William
6740 Flemingsburg Rd.,
Morehead, KY 40351
784-5312 ... STONE, Don & Bessie
129 Bartlett Dr. ,
Morehead, KY 40351

784-8432 ... STONE, Jeanette
1001 Christian St. ,
Morehead, KY 40351
768-2775 ... STONE, Steve & Debbie; Tabatha ,
Trevor
Salt Lick, KY 40371
784-3196 ... STROUP, Christina : Greggory,
Catherine
7914 Flemingsburg Rd .,
Morehead , KY 40351
784-5960 ... STUCKY, Betty
812 Willow Dr., Morehead , KY 40351
784-5993 .. . SWITZER, Roy & Freida
1850 U.S. 60 W. ,
Morehead, KY 40351

-T784-9759 ... TACKETT, Ben & Sue; Benny, Julie
1008 Jackson Dr.,
Morehead , KY 40351
784-5110 .. . TAYLOR, H.K. & Audrey
1129 Tolliver Rd .,
Morehead , KY 40351
784-8066 ... TAYLOR, Steve & Susie; Carie ,
Stevie
712 W. Main , Morehead, KY 40351
783-1204 ... TAYLOR, Willis; Jordan, Bartley
P.O. Box 28, Clearfield , KY 40313
784-5370 ... THOMAS, John Paul & Jo
Hill-N-Dale Estates,
Morehead , KY 40351
783-1699 .. . THOMPSON, Jo; Christopher, Lauren
1720 Flemingsburg Rd ., Lot 72,
Morehead, KY 40351
674-2779 ... TOY, John & Eula
195 Ferguson Rd. ,
Owingsville, KY 40360
784-6889 .. . TRENT, Bobby & Debbie; Kelli
P.O. Box 806, Morehead , KY 40351
683-2344 .. . TRUE, Danny & Karen Conn
Rt. #2, Box 17,
Salt Lick, KY 40371

-V784-2098 .. . VENCILL, Kenneth & Barbara;
Katrina
139 Quail Hollow Rd .,
Morehead, KY 40351
784-2578 ... VICE, Mike & Michelle
460 Mellwood Ln. ,
Morehead, KY 40351

-W683-6811.. . WAL TON, Jimmy & Jeanette;
Ann Marie
1483 Moores-Ferry Rd .,
Salt Lick, KY 40371
WAL TON, Paul & Marie
1553 Moores-Ferry Rd .,
Salt Lick, KY 40371
784-3688 ... WELLS, Bobby
P. 0. Box 122,
Clearfield , KY 40313
784-4450 ... WELLS, David & Jo
1900 Cranston Rd. ,
Morehead, KY 40351

WELLS, Greg & Leslie
Rt. #2, Box 39,
Wallingford , KY 41093
784-2977 .. . WELLS, James David & Delrita;
Lauren Elizabeth
450 Mellwood Ln .,
Morehead , KY 40351
784-5018 ... WELLS, Jean
252 Cecil Dr., Morehead , KY 40351
784-7434 .. . WELLS, Jim & Brenda
200 Wells Ln ., Morehead, KY 40351
784-7007 ... WELLS, Mickey & Doris; Kelly
UPO 729-MSU , Morehead, KY 40351
784-1025 .. . WHITE, Bryan & Karol; Jamie, Holly
50 Coldiron Hollow,
Morehead, KY 40351
784-7209 .. . WHITE, Fred & Hannah; Freddy
2035 U.S. 60 West,
Morehead, KY 40351
876-4291... WHITE, Raymond & Pauline
Rt. #2, Box 176,
Hillsboro, KY 41049
784-6709 ... WHITT, Elsie
Farmer-Sharkey Rd. ,
Morehead, KY 40351
784-1361... WHITTAKER, Shelia
40 Pond Lick Rd.,
Morehead , KY 40351
784-8698 .. . WILHOIT, Jim & Lucille
800 Blue Bank Rd .,
Morehead, KY 40351
784-5488 ... WILLIAMS, Virginia
332 Wilson Ave .,
Morehead , KY 40351
783-1619 ... WOFORD, Jim & Shelly; Tyler
655 Deer Run Rd .,
Morehead , KY 40351
784-1008 ... WOODALL, Brenda; Donna
U.S. 60 West, Morehead , KY 40351
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MOREHEAD FIRST CHURCH OF Goo
INVITES YOU TO ATTEND THE
100TH ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION
REMEMBER ••• REJOICE ••• RENEW

JULY

2, 3, 4, & 5, 1998
TENT MEETING

7 :00P.M.

SPEAKERS
♦ THURSDAY

• DR. JOHN W. CONLEY

♦ FRIDAY

• REV. MITCHELL W. BURCH

♦ SATURDAY

• R .E V. R .ODNEY WILLIAMS

♦ SUNDAY

• PASTOR STEPHEN D. CARNEY

•

·, _ 0

Ch-urch

Anniversary
1898 - 1998

PLAN YOUR VACATION TIME
SO THAT YOU CAN BE WITH US
576 SUNSET DRNE

FOR MORE INFORMATION

CALL · 1-606-784-6624
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concln c tin g tlw m0c, tin g a nd h is
s nccoss is so m e thin g r e mnrka llle.
I daddy is up to hi s chin
RELIGION AT MOREHEAD.
Tn e_re were ~ver one hnndred pro__
Ifes s10u s durrn~ last we,;k , und tho
;,;, and tlrn 1110Lh er iu
o he r uy es ill soci ety, Good Work Being Done by Evan- awak eui 11 g still goes 011. H oward
gelist J. A Howard.
was form erly a r esid e nt of thi s
ild ren a r e wall owing in
nd f, ·edi ng on drcci1111s
MonEHEAD, KY., Jul y 23. - connty.-Kentnc ky D em ocrat.
norn ls, and th e wli ole (Special Correspondence . )- E lde r
i:- * *
1t1rri n11 towa rd th e giite .J . A. Howard, th ll n o t ed evangelist
THE HOWARD REVIVAL.
wnity run s ont. They of Ea stern Ke ntneky, eamo to
•' nso enough to be good . Moreh ead 01;ilie 4th of J u ly t o Great Excitement in Religious
,; h nv o all rnn down to begin ;-i protracted m ee ting. After
Circles at Morehead.
a nd hand s , and a ll th ey th e pubh'. ~pen king was over HowMonEHEAD , KY. . Jnly 29. - T he
, pla y p rog ressiv e eneh re ard asked permiss ion to address grr:,atost r Aligion s excitem ent pro,,
th e crowd, and whil e ~peakin g vn il s, and J. A H oward , th e n ot ed
th e nlio ve from th e Prof. Ju lian, who is princ ip a l of evaugelist o·f Ea stern K entucky,
Ern ngt· li s t, nn c1 whil e t he .l\Ioreh oa d normal sc hool, and hns bee n preac hing since Jnly 4.
ob ject to Bro. Sam 's pn stor of th e Chri stian church at Up to date 110 hn ve pro fes sed r eex pr ess ion , ho speak s t h is p lac,,, contradict ed on o of ligion. S everal noted preachers
ust th e sam e, nnd strikes Howard 's statements , and a h eated of th e Chri stian church have boon
<> Lto111 of t hings . No discuss ion crns1wd be tw ee n th e two to h ear him. Th e last on e was
.1sand s nf p eop le, afte r m en. Th e sheriff intervened and R ev. J. S. Ke ndrick, of Danvill e,
,, abovo arti e ie, said in Howard went on with his address . . Ky., who chall enged Howard fo r a
-t:;-and pe rhaps many On concl,Hlin g he made an ap- discnssi ou. Howard acce pt0d th e
•x pn;ssed it-that, Sam ])Ointm ent for th e courthou se at cha ll enge. Th o disen ssion l,egan
; 1 fon l and ought to be night.
C rowd s began to go befor e today, Howan1 affirming that a
I ; and l imagin e many i t ,ms mmr dark, and long before man can live a s iul ess li fe , whil e
.hat nn editor had lit- tim e t o begin services th e court- K e ndrick affirms that th e Church
o pnbl is h su c h stuff in house was packed . .Jul ian inter- of Christ is th e prop er nam e of
But thi s sanrn c lass of rupted him and r een,ived som e very th e church. Howard affirm s that
· th e grea test novel read- sharp rebukes from Hllward. Jul- th e Church of God is apos to li c in
world, and th e nearer ian kept ---rill interrupting from nam e and practice. Howard will
bord r, rs on obscenity th e tim e to t im e till he was inform ed continue hi s protracted servi ces nt
res ting it is t o such peo- that it woulcrbe tol erated n o Jon- nighL.-Cin c innat i P os t.
1· wi 11 pny their mon ey
ger, and h e q ui t attending.
ateful , 1i lthy literature,
A Ge rman preach er named L. S .
How is H oward get ti ng ? Well,
,e fo re th ey read it t hnt
Denton
nrni:].e his--; ppearance in he is raking in eve ry on e that t he
word a li°l.'. What suc:o u suppose th e Savior our t own on the fo urth , an d clai m- devil has n't a mortgage on. Of
·e mnd e whi le on earth ing to bo sen t here by the board course there nre some as invuln er: peo pl e to God ,if ho, like of th e C hri stian church for th e
ab le to th e teaehings of Howard
.' of prnfessed Ch ri s tians
ld spent m ost of his tim e purpose of debating with Howa,rd as the walls of hell are t o the cri es
w els and politics? He on tho doctrJnes of the c hurch, b ut of the damned. Quite a number
,JJow m e _,, Dear r eade r, about th e ,_tim e they h ad agreed of old and nenrly case-hard ened
oing thi s? If you are, upon the points for discussion, it sinners have found comfort, b ut
n ot be caught with a was re1:>ortAd that the German was th e greater portion of his floc k
one pocht, a p istol in
fl, bottle in - another, a an imposter , that but a sh ort tim e (now about !)O) are those whose
lrds in another, and last prev~ous -ie ( De nton1 had been spiritual zeal had becom e worn out
ast., n, qu id of tobacco, a r epr es~nbi1g the Baptist church or broken down and have placed
!1 old pipe in your mouth. on one.occasion and the Methodist
th e mselves in th e hands of this
a fa mily who reside !n Epi:;copnl ch urch on another . So g r eat Gospel-blacksmith from l\foa r e r eady to cry out · rn : ·, - · .•
J
:•
)r about anvone r eadfoJ ·f>.; pr nto,u,, loft uo hll another appomt- goffi n fo r r epairs.
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I un11" r th eir pi! \0,1· and
•n t ]w ad on t op of it.
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spec ts~ - H oward is n wond erful
mn,n ; he l.!fln stnnd flat - fo oted nnd
speak three hours at a rate -o f
spued that ,~·un ld maku ,L buz,;".:-s aw
weary; h e is on e of th ese 1nyyom- h o:Ld -- back-shut-your--oyesnncl -l e t-her- go varieti es. To sh ow
hi s conte mp t for r h etoric, h e cliscounts Judge Cooper in t.ho u so of
th e falling infl ec tion . In an argnm cnt he is as strategic :1s th e
provorbial Irishman's fl ea; ho is
abrnpt in mann er and rough in
spoec h, butjnstifi es himself on th e
groun ds t hat h e has a r oug h cla ss
of m e n to battl e with, vi:r..: sectarian preach er s .- Corresp ond ent in
Owingsvill e Out look.

Morehead's Son of Literary Fame.
Oi.rvB HrLL , KY., July 26, 1895 .
.l\:foreh end h as n, so n wh ose sup eroxcell ont light of intoll ectnal
magnificence has illnmi n ated th e
colu mn s of t ho Owingsvill e Outlook in th e g rand and mos t palpable descrip t ioll s of Evangeli st
Howard's m ee tings nt Morehead.
His eloquent way of <,xp ressing
hi s comprehensive and supe l'lativ e
ideas comple tely mngnatizos both
th e ('r clinary and extraordinary
minds . as · th ey roam over the golden horizon of his superb and
gil t 0 edged nrlicl es. Th e li ttl e .
satellites of snporstition and would
be domin eering bigo ts had better
content th em se lv es in th e r ealms
of th eir own hoot-owl habitnti ons
than to h ave both eyes plucked
on t by the superiority oj this sarcastic self:s uppor ting intell ectual
machin e of Moreh ead. From his
descripti on of Evangeli st Howard's
ability to capture everyt hing tho
d evil has no mortgage on, only di sc loses th e often ex pressed truth
that in t he pure atmosph ere of
Eastern Kentucky, th e gi11n t intell ect and moth er wit of the
whole state is born. If wh at this

!"
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:rnd tl1 'lr e lL ch : Id; but wh en we
tak r:i th e back stree ts of th e cities
:rn1011g th,~ puo r clas:;es, th e yards
:uo full of ragged , dirty m chin s."
" Th e old provorl>, 'A fool for
iuck nnd ::t poor mun for chi ldren,'
;:,:ems to hp in full forco. If th e
nr:ixt generation of our childron is

•

thut th ere were two pnpers
he would not havfl in his he
on e ,~ as th e BrnLJ:: S\\' 01:0 and
other on!:l was th e Bl11e G
Blade, nn infid el paper. Bu
this familv had mad us n
Bibl e ns tlrny hav o r ead n o
they could quot e th e ~ ew T t
m ent from m emory.
I carrv a small stock of sc
books. Bibl es antl Tes tam ents.
I have frequ ently been requ e
by both Christian ( ? ) nnd si 1
to put in a line of pop11 h r no·
and have had dealer;; -~1 ak e
special prices or them . - , tin g
tbnt th ey were th e books to n
money on, that I could ·
fifty to two hundred pe r ce nt.
th em. I repl10d that I w e
rather sell good books nt co.st t
to sell novels at any price·
wonld almost as soon engag•
selling whisky. I fr equently n
thi s statement: " Parents lead
children follow;" and if par
were what th ey should be, t)
would not be so much tro t
about th e children.

to com e from th o lower and more
:\!nor,rnt •· 1 nsses, we will fii,d our
refonnation a s low proce:;: 0 • '.Ve
:u e reforming at the top n 1d deforming at the bottom , anl, as fa st
as our r eform ed die uff, their
places are being tak en by the defo rm ed, and we havo an endl ess
process al' ":1d of ns.
"It i.-. J:ke trywc,; LO clear a
;;pring branch with a h og wallowing in a spring. If we will dri\'e
th e hog out of th e spling, the
branch· will clear itself. If we
drive th o devil out of our homes,
society and politics will so0 n cl ear
up. The godless society element
of this country i~ 11utting a pr"
A Card of Thanks.
minm on ehi 1 ':8sR h om,·. ~]J{l
sneering at : .,.- ~aitnful wife and
EzEL, KY., Sept.
m other, until t 1• '10mes of sociflty
I received from th e sisten
are Lecom i 1,g cen tors of crime, th e neighborhoods of Soldier
and the Ji ttle ugnostical , jacknss- Cora Hill, a present of a nice q
ical doctors are lending th e nobl e from each place, for which pl ,
profession of th e physician to th e accept my heartfelt thu nk s
infamous prostitution of our rnce. high appreciation of such preser
"Marriage has become a mer- and th e other sisters that sent
chandise, clubs are substituted for presents on my hnsbund's ret1
hom es , wifes are becoming society I will not forget yon, dears sist
la,lies , c hildru1 are unavoidabl e one and all. It is but a Ii
nuisancos, and destructi on of life tb i,-. ror m e to say I thunk :
a habit. The few children who , .. , but it is a great consolatio1
enter t h: homes are turn ed over know that the Lord will rew
.ilk bottles and nurses in : you for your labors of love;
babyhood, to public schools in dear sisters, yon can only imag
childhood, fashionablo colleges in h ow highly I value your ki n•:·
youth, and are given over to soci- and how greateful I feel
aty, dress nn <1 ·' :nusement in you; 11ut I rej oice to know ti· . ~ ii
youn!!
.;ll and young wo~ much us you minister tr , ne
ma:
. lnsteud of reading c:ieir God's trusting childrer H e . ,
Bir
nd saying their prayers at minister unto you and cloth!:, yo1
ni ;,, .. , the girls plait their hair in righteousness, which is the wl
~1mcks for bangs, and the boys robe worn in heaven.
1,Jnit th eir toes for tho toothpick
Your Sister in Christ,
·mes, and both go to sle:ep with a
l\Ins. J. A. HowAIU
0
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MOREHEAD FIRST CHURCH OF GOD
1898-1998
THIS CONGREGATION PLANS A GREAT CENTENNIAL CELEBRATION
July2-5, 1998 - ':::>
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"Go ye therefore and teach all nations, baptizing them in the name of the
Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy ghost." (Matthew 28:10)
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In 1893, J.N. (Jack) Howard of Nappanee, Indiana, inspired by these words of

~esus, came to preach the gospel.
e was thought to be the first Church of God preacher to conduct revival services
in Morehead. He was a great orator and a nationally recognized fiery evangelist, whose
winsome messages attracted responsive listeners wherever he went. Morehead was no
different as he beg&l holding revival services in the old courthouse. God was indeed in
these services, as many local citizens were won to Christ and soon the courthouse would
not hold the overflow crowds. (The flame of faith was glowing brightly in the town.)
Brother Howard began looking for another place to hold services. The only other
churches in town were the Union and the Baptists. The Union ~urch was being
renovated, so he asked the leadership of the Baptist Church if they would allow the
revival to continue in their Church. But after some debate the leaders of the Baptist
Church refused to allow Mr. Howard to continue the revival in their Church. This was a
deterrent to Brother Howard, but he was determined to continue to preach in the

/.. )

courthouse.

C L

It was at this time that prominent local businessman Warren M. Alderson (this
writer's great-great grandfather), heard of the situation. Since he had heard of Brother
Howard's dilemma, he wanted to help. He sent word to the preacher the next day to
come by his store at 6:00 p.m. Warren also asked the local Baptist Church leaders to
come to his store at 6:00 p.m. So when they all arrived that evening, he closed his store
and told those assembled he wanted to say something. He arose and said: "Friends, this
man of God has been persecuted since he came to our community, and he needs a place to
preach. Now I'm asking that you allow him to preach in your Church and if you don 't let
;, t-t1 o$ e..
him preach in your Church, ' by gum' I'll foptclose on your mortgage. He preached in
their church.
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But many of the people were unhappy and they noticed Brother Howard going up
on the hill back of town at daylight each morning. They thought he was meeting a
woman so two of them followed him up the hill one morning and found him under a giant
oak tree praying fervently for the people of Morehead.
Brother Howard is credited with planting the seeds of the great Church of ~d
Reformation Movement in Morehead. But he was followed by Brother W.A. Sutherland,
Edward Ellis and many others who kept fanning the flame of faith that would eventually
glow brightly into the Church of God.

N
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In 1898 Morehead was widely known as "The City of the Hills'' .
2

6)
trading center, strategically located halfway between Lexington and Ashland on the
C&O Railroad. The chief industry was lumber and stone products. It was considered a
beautiful mountain town with a population of 1,200, with great potential for growth. It
had an active commercial club with dynamic leadership, and Morehead and Rowan
County were booming.
Farmers was shipping more freight tonnage (lumber, stone) than any place on the
C&O between Louisville and Ashland. Bronson, located 3 miles west of Morehead had a
lumber yard with a payroll of $6,000 per month. Rodbum had one of the largest lumber
mills in the country, employing between 300-500 men.
Morehead was a raw frontier town with five saloons. But it also had nine lawyers,
(needed probably because of the five saloons), five doctors, two drug stores, and fi~
hotels. There were three churches in town, and they were about to become four.

1 ..'1
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While the citizens of Morehead were making plans to celebrate the July 4 ~oliday
with bands, speech making, eating and drinking, God was preparing them for a great
revival.
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Reverend I.T. Mark, a pioneer Church offod minister from Morehead tells us that
it was on a beautiful summer morning (July 3,

'1

) that the Morehead Church of God

was established in Morehead. -.Db has continued to lift up Christ in the community to this
day. It was even as a giant gospel tent was unloaded from a freight car on the siding near
Bishop Avenue that the revival began. Several strange men who had arrived earlier, met
3

the freight train and began unloading the tent, and begin to sing the old gospel songs as
they worked. These men sang beautiful harmony as they proceeded to set the large tent
up at the east corner of Main at Bishop Avenue. The great old hymns of the church
reverberated throughout this valley as the tent was raised. Their voices could be heard all
over the village. These men also would stoi, work on the tents to occasionally witness to
what God had done in their lives. The townspeople were curious, and they gathered
around to watch the tent go up and listen to the beautiful singing and personal testimonies
of faith. Someone remarked that indeed the "Saints had arrived in Morehead". This was
a name that stuck, because for many years the Church of God would called the "Saints
Church", and where it was eventually located became known as the "Saints Church Hill".
(North Hargis Avenue)
Servic
partition in the middle of the tent separating the men and women. This was done because
it was to be a service of laying on of hands, and ordaining those who would lead and
preach. Many gathered for this service, but it was not what they expected. The service
was conducted quietly and reverently with beautiful singing and testimonies. Several
troublemakers tried to break up the service, but the town Marshall sent them on their way .
.,,

Next came witnessing, exhortation and an altar call. .Among those who accepted Christ
that night were two sisters attending the Morehead Normal School. This great revival
was lead by Miss Lena Cecil (who would become the first Pastor, or Leader as they were
4

called. Also Reverend W.A. Sutherland from South Carolina and Rev. Edward Ellis of
Decatur Michigan were among the preachers who lead the services.
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Among Morehead' s prominent citizens that found Christ in this first tent meeting
was a young teenager named Cora Wilson (Stewart). She would later become internationally recognized for founding the Moonlight Schools adult literacy program. Others
receiving salvation during this first great revival were: Captain Tom Rose (lawyer), J.H.
Ruley, Milton and Boone Mark, Mrs. Jack Saxton and daughter Eva, Eva (Sexton) Allen
(mother of Bob & Hubert Allen). Hiram Bradley (school superintendent) an his wife, and
Mrs. Betty Littleton, Mrs. Coffee, Mrs. Powers and Mrs. Conn. These were the first
converts, and members of the church. It was this small group of people that formed the
nucleus of the Church of God in Morehead, which continues to this day.
R.. S.
C V /2.-C
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This revival left a deep impact upon this community. But witli no church building~~

r

thi~all band of believers began to conduct services in the courthouse. They were
determined the flame of faith would continue to bum brightly. Miss Lena Cecil served as
the first Pastor, and began to plan a church building. It was certainly highly unusual for a
woman to serve as a pastor in those days. But she surely must have been called by God
as their spiritual leader because it was under her leadership the Church began. Also she
must have been a role model to the young teenager Cora Wilson to encourage her to
become a leader in education.

?; L. I tr f.> U..t J...T I /91~
After fervent prayer, planning, and hard work, plans for a new church building
' I
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began to materialize. Judge Allie W. Young (father of Jane Young Holbrook) gave the
land for a new church and his brother W.T. Young gave a generous cash donation to start
the building. Miss Lena Cecil, Mrs. Dee Sims, and Mrs. Alice Mark headed a building
fund drive and began receiving donations from many local citizens. As the building fund
grew, and with the gift ofland, a new church building was planned on Sun Street at North
Hargis Avenue. Two years later a small boxed, unpainted building was completed, and in
1900 the congregation began meeting in their own building. It was the same year their
first .pastor Miss Lena Cecil moved to California and married a Mr. Carpenter. She
remained active in the Church of God movement throughout her life time.
Brother Henry Dunnigan was the second pastor and he remained until 1903 and
was followed by Samuel Ford, a pioneer Church of God preacher. Brother Ford moved
and in 1905, the small congregation of about a dozen faithful followers called Reverend
T.F. Lyons to become their Pastor. Brother Lyons would be used by God to make
profound changes in the First Church of God in Morehead and throughout Kentucky.
On December 25, 1890, Turner Franklin Lyons married Sara Elizabeth Wells in
Menifee County Kentucky. This union would prove to have a profound effect upon the
First Church of God in Morehead and the Church of God Movement throughout
Kentucky. Reverend I.T. Mark records in his early history of the Morehead Church of
God that he believed Turner Lyons was led to Christ by one of these early evangelists.
(J_JJJ. e t IV 'D
I l'-U I
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In 1900 at Morgan County, Kentucky, Turner Franklin Lyons was ordained as boll\ 6

Elder in the Church of God, and was authorized "To perform such duties as devolve upon
a minister of the gospel." In 1905 he accepted a call from the Morehead Church and
moved his family to Morehead where he purchased a small farm from the Mark family.
The farm was located at Bronson about 3 miles west of Morehead at Bronson which was
a busy community on the C&O Railroad. It had an extensive lumber mill with a payroll
of $6,000 per month. Brother Lyons would later purchase the land behind the church and
build his home on Lyons Avenue.

~,c,
When Brother Lyons came to Morehead the church buildin911ocated at the comer
of what is now Hargis Avenue and Sun Street. The building was a small boxed,
unpainted building. It was lighted by kerosene, and heated with a wood stove. There
were about 12 faithful members of the Church.
But God would use this beloved Pastor to build a great congregation at the
Morehead First Church of God. He would also use Brother Lyons as his instrument in
building dozens of churches in Rowan County and Eastern Kentucky. He was a great
evangelist and people responded to his messages of love and forgiveness . His home was
a haven for the hungry and homeless. Many of the citizens of Morehead who did not
want to be "bothered" by the hungry and homeless would send them to Brother Lyons '
home. He never turned anyone away. He was poor in the eyes of the world but rich in
God's eyes. His rich legacy continues today.
From the first revival in 1893, and the great tent meeting of 1898, when the first
7

Church of God in Morehead was founded the church continues to grow. It was been
blessed by God with great spiritual leaders and laity. The Book ofActs tells us that it was
'at'Antioch that the people of God were first called Christians, it was in Morehead that the

First Church of God member were first called Saints.
tfJ
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As t ey prepare for their centennial celebration July 2-5 , 1998, the Morehead First
Church of God has gone through several building programs:
1900

White weather boarded church on Sun Street and Hargis Avenue.
(When this building was tom down 48 years later, the women' s
missionary Society sold souvenir nails to help pay for the new
building.

1947

Built a parsonage beside the old white church.

1948

Brick church on the comer of Second Street and Hargis Avenue
(called Lyons Chapel). (Now owned by.St. Claire Hospital)

-a ed
1960

~
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Brick Cathedral back on the comer of Sun Street and Hargis Avenue
(now owned byj't. Claire Hospital).

1981

Beautiful rounded Cathedral of Worship on Sunset Drive (behind
WalMart).

1998

Began construction on the Rowan County Christian Academy on
Sunset Drive.

Also located on Sunset Drive is the First Church of God's Rowan County
8

Christian Academy which began major construction of a Christian School this year. This
project has tremendous community support, and will prove to be an asset to the total
community.
God has blessed this church in the past 100 years. In addition to great preachers,
there have been scores of dedicated Sunday School teachers and dozens of great Christian
laymen that have influenced each generation. It has grown from the small church with 12
members in 1898 to a lovely cathedral with a seating capacity of 800 and average Sunday
morning attendance of 350.
The people of the First Church of God realize they have been blessed by God with
a rich heritage, and they are determined to keep the flame of faith burning brightly. With
God's help they are determined to grow not only in bricks and mortar, but in grace, love,

1898-1998
Year

Pastor

1898

Miss Lena Cecil

1900

Henry Dunnigan
9
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HISTORY OF

of the
FIRST CHURCH OF GOD, MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY

The freight train p ulled into Morehead on a b ea utiful summer mo rning
on July 3, la98.
As usual, the whistle announced its coming and the e c ho vibrated
ag a in and ag a in in the valley.
This day it carded an ·unusual cargo- - a gospe l l en t.
'

Some stran ge r s ,

who had arrived earlier on a passenger train, claimed the · cargo.

Th e y

'•

proceeded to set it up on the corner of Main Street and Bishop Avenue ,

I
I

II

which was then a dirt road.
As th e t e nt went up, the men's voices could be heard ov e 1· th e town

as they sang slit-i-ing , g o spel hymns .

People gathered out of c ul"iosily

and many qu e stions w e t·e asked and answered regardi11~J th e purpose

of the le11L
in Mo r e li ead.

T il e new·, ~, pr, iad i11 ;ill diniclio11s

lite ""'> a i11l s " l1;id ,11T iV(~d

Tlwir ar·r iv,il wa s Ill e c hief topi c of (;oi1v c 1·.,, .,1io11 in invm.

W.A. Suthe rl an d, W.P. Lon ~J. a nd Mi s s Le na C e cil we n ~ ~;ome of the
mini s t e rs in thi s fi r st mee ting.
1101111! of Mr s . /\li c 0. Mar k.

<, lu·

Wil '>

The mini s l er s a nd wives sta y e d in Ili c

li e r scm, Milto n, wa s tile f ir·s t c un v e 1· 1 ,ind

u,11v cr l e d s oo11 ;1fl t:r waH.l.

me n, a s well as common follL

The meet in ~J h a d a p r of o un d clf,,Ll

Ma ny r emained tru e to Cod, t'1 0 119h ~orn c '

did not.
The c o1191·egation owes its beginning to three wo men who r e ma in e d
com milted to God's work:

Mrs. Dec Sims, whose husband w a s a r a ilroad

- 1-
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conductor; Mrs. Alice Mark, whose husband was a leading merchant in
town, and Mrs. Betty Littleton, who ran a boarding house.

Services

were held in the Mark home for a time after the tent meeting~

Later,

two Judges, Allie Young and Bill Young, who were deeply affected by
the tent meeting, secured the Courthouse for services.
_ _ Not(']):mg afterward, Judge Allie Young gave a lot on the corner
of~

eet and Margis Avenue for a church building.

)udge Bill

Young gave a cash donation for the construction of a building on the
lot.

The women solicited donations for the b uilding which was erected

in 1900.
Miss L ena Cecil was the first pastor, followed by He1wy Dunnigan,

succeeded by Sr:imuel Ford.
Under · tile influenc e of some of the ministers that held the lent meet ings in Morehead, Rev. T. F. Lyons was converted in Menifee County.
In 1905, he bought a farm five miles below Morehead and he and hi s
They wall<ed the railroad tracks

family attended church at Morehead.
to yet lo town.

In 1!.IIHI, Rev. Lyo ns bought prnperty in Morehead behind the c hurch
whi c h ex tend e d from what is now Second Street, up the middle of Lyons
Avenue, L>ounded by O ,cl c y Branc h.

ll was al that t.ime a pasllffe,

home was on the corner where the Brad Collins fa 1111ly now lives.

lli s

llis

home was the hou s e w hich wa s to rn do w n befo1-e they built th e ir home.
Rev. Lyons b e came the rastor in 1908.
held dudng his pa s torat e .

Many cam pmeetings were

A tent woul d be placed m the cburch lo t

behind the churc h where Lyons Chapt~ I now stands,
ministers that h e ld the meutings wen~:

Some of the early

W.A. Sutherland, W.P. Long,

Willi ~ Brown (fath e r of C.E. Brown), J.N. Howard, Emma My er s, Al e x

r.

t
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Kirkpatrick, E.A. Fleenor, F.G. Smith, H.M. Riggle, and W.D. McCraw,
to name a few.
In 1910, it was decided by the chu1-ch to put a second sto r y of

rooms and s c reened porches on Rev. Lyons' home for lodgin~J and boanJi119
for campmeeting visitors.

They came from surrounding congregations

by walking, horseback, buggy, and wagon.

Possibly a few came by

train.
Rev. Lyons furnished pasture for the horses.

People brouyht cloth

bags to fill with straw for bedding place on the floor.

The men sl~pt

in the church and the women and children slepi on the upper floor of
Rev. Lyons' hume.

Visiting ministers were kept by some of the chur<.:11

folk; others ma y have had relatives in town.
Much of the food used in the meetings was brought in from farms
and gardens.

Visitors helped in preparing it.

Mrs. Lyons did most

of the cooking, and the Lyons daughters did mo s t of the di s hw<lshing.
(1-fcste,- a11d Nora can te ll you about it!)
When c.imJlllH '. et.inq tirrw was over, uvt:ryor11i was unxious to ; rctur11

llorne lo se1 1 how things hnd fa red.
Of c ourse there was plcnt y of wo,-k such as cleaning up straw,

pullinq thiriys in place around the Lyons home and the churc h.
times, some clothes would be missing.
week's free boa r d and lodging.

So me -

Some people came only for a

Little wonder the Lyons children were

never very fond of c.:ampmeeting!
If some souls were saved, that was plenty of pay for the pastor
and many of the c hurch membe r s.

Rev. Lyons never con,plnined,

In

those days, tithing wasn't taught; only free will offerings were taken.
Many times these would not be suffi ci ent to pay bills and Rev. Lyons

-4·would have to go to the bank and borrow money to pay them.

He had

friends at the bank.
Many of the congreg ation s around Mo r ehead and in surrounding
counties owe their beginnings to converts of those flrst tent meetings.
Many of them were women who started prayer meetings in their
homes and school houses.

Rev. Lyons was counselor, evangelist, and

burden bearer for the young churches.

He went from congregation to

congregation for re.viva ls.
Many people of eastern Kentucky are indebted for his preaching
of the gospel, that enabled them to find Jesus as Lord and Savior of

their lives.
T h e weather was never too difficult, or ·the ni g ht to dark, or the
way too hard for Rev. Lyons to seek out the ones in need.
the calls that came.

Many were

Many marvelous ca,e s of healing followed his ministry.

Re muneration was never e xpec ted.

Rev. Lyo ns many times returned

hom e a f t e r a ten- day revival without a cent to care for hi s own expenses
at home.

But God seemed alwc,ys to help h im find a way.

The campmeetlng rooms were renh::d to students at the Morehead
Nonna ! Schoo!.

Some we re no t able to pay much, but he helped them

all.

D.M. Holbrook, an excell e nt tead 1'.'.! r at the Normal School, and a
Bible teacher, came lo the cong regation about this time.

ca me Harry Mu llins from Clearfiel d ,
Prod ucts Company.

Al so, along

Me wa s the man.ag e r of the Lee Clay

The y we r e a ssets s piritually and financially.

They

knew the · hardships Rev. Lyons bore; never complaining and always '
rejoicing when God's wor-k was b,Jing done and souls were finding God.

This writer was one of tho se souls.

Re v. Lyons had held a ten-day

I

.
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revival in the schoolhouse at Cogswell, Kentucky.

There were only four

Christians in the congregation that kept Sunday School and Pi-ayer Meeting
going.

They had such a burden to see souls saved.

The last sermon

had been preached and the last song had been sung to the last verse.
One )'Oung girl led the way, then a group went to the altar.
joy followed and he stayed for a night service.

Of course,

More souls were saved.

On Monday morning, men went to the creek to cut the ice and he stood
in ice water and baptized 17 people--the youngest nine years and the
oldest 75.
a cold.

We walked almost 1 / ,, mile to change dothes.

There was joy in that community.

Not one took

Mrs. Lyons was a faithful

companion that stood by him and kept home fires burning.
Reverend Lyons pastored In Mt. Sterling from 19211- 26.
Caudill came to Mo1·eheacl dur·ing this time as pastor.

Rev. R. C.

He was instrumental

In putting a basement under the church and an extension on the bac k.

Several people were converted.
A young minister, Rev. Charles Richardson started his minist,·y

he1·e and stayed in 1927.

Rev. Lyons was called back in 1928 and was

pastor until 191.Jl when he died.

His very soul was in the work of God.

His picture hangs in Lyons Chapel as a challenge to those who follow.
The Morehead congreqation of the Church of God was the first in
Kentucky to continue without interruption.
Other congregations started but difficulties arose so they were dis ·continu~d and new beginnings were necessary.

Many of the Church

of God people of Morehead moved away from 190/l-1914.

New Castle and

Anderson, Indiana; Cincinnati, Portsmouth and Middletown, Ohio; Ashland,
Kentucky; and Huntington, West Virginia claimed mo5t of them.
Some of the families who had faithfully at.tended the campmeeting
and sent support bad< to the Morehead congregation were:

Razor Ralston,

,,.
-6··

Hackney Flannery Crosthwaite, Oakley Richardson and Combs to name
a few.
After the death of Rev. Lyons, Rev. Ramah John, Rev. James Wade
and Rev. Bill Moore had pastorates until 19117.

They started a building

fund and kept the church working together.
Oy this time the town and college had grown and a new church

was badly needed.

Rev. M.L. Tate came from Missouri in 19 148.

It was

he who led the congregation in building the two buildings that cover

a big portion of the lot given to the church by Judge Allie Young.
A lot of sweat and tears went into the building of these structures.
Rev. Tate worked along with other laborers in the most difficult of manual

labor.

Many different kinds of projects were used to raise money.

wasn't plentiful then.

It

He tried to include all ages for he wanted them

all to have a part in building the house of God.

An example was an

half acre of st,·awberries planted, cared for, picked and sorted and sold
by all the church helping.

little income.
two years.

One dear old lady wanted to help who had

She sacrificed her dally paper • . The strawberries lasted
Arte,· tremendous sacrl fke, Lyons Chapel was completed

and was dedicated in 1950 by Rev. Lyons' son--in-law, Rev. W.H. Munt~
Then after more sacrifice enc.I the harde!it

or

labor, the present

Sanctua,-y was dedicated by J. A. Morrison, first President of Anderson
College, in 1958. The cornerstone hold s memorabilia.
God has used peop le wi th talent and money and the lowliest at all
ages to build His hous~.

Rev. John Conley, President of Gulf Coast Bible College served
as pastor from 1960-1967 •
Rev. Dale Wh ~len served from 19~7-1969.
Rev. Jerry Eggleston served from 1969-1973.

It was during his

-7-

pastorate that the last debt on the Sanctuary was paid and the mortgage
burned.
Rev. Richard Dillon served from 1973-1976.

A new parsonage was

purchased during his ministry that replaced the one built during Rev.
Tate's ministry.
Rev. Frank Fultz served as .pastor from 1976-1982.
From Rev. Conley to Rev. Fultz, each pastor has given his influence
and concern for .the community and built additions to the buildings.
Under their ministries, many souls have been saved.
The congregation that started with three women has reached to 150
members.

Of course, many more have gone to their reward.

Rev.

Mitchell Burch came in 1983 and with much concern, many have claimed
salvation.
John 4: 37-38 says,

11

•••

One soweth, and another reapeth ..•• other

men laboured, and ye are entered Into their labours."
We pass on to you the future making and history of the congregation.

I'd rather have Jesus than silver or gold
I'd rather have Mim than riches untold
I'd rather have Jesus than hou~es or lands
I'd rather be led by His nail pierced hands.
Th on to be the king of a vast domain
And be h ~ld In sin's dre~d sway

I'd rather have Jesus than anything
This world affords today.
I'd rather have Jesus
I'd rather be faithful
I'd rather have Jesus
I'd rather be true to

than men's applause
to His dear cause
th a n worldwid e fome
His Holy name.

The first! of the history up to Rev. T. F. Lyons was compiled by
I. T. Mark, a mi,nlster and son of Alice Mark.

The last by Mrs. Holley

Crosthweite who was converted under Rev. Lyons In 1917, and still
worships with the congregation In 198'1,
on the spiritual side of the Churc h.

She also gave the comments

It

HISTORY OF MOREHEAD FIRST CHURCH OF GOD
1898-1998

From The Collecuon Of:
Dr. Jack D. Eft)a

552 W. Sun St.
Morehead, KY 40351
606-~7473

.

The history of the First Church of God has been handed down by word of mouth as
well as the written word. The portion of the histgry frpm I H
9$ to 1914 was compiled
by I..T. Mark whose father owned aod operated a general stare io Moi:ebearl, J4
ij_is parents became active members oftbe confiregation after its ioceptioo io 189!L
Brother Mark was a minister.
The history of the congregation from 1914 until 1983 was compiled by Mrs. Holly
(Vada) Crosthwaite. Sister Crosthwaite was a convert under Rev. T.F. Lyons
ministry in 191 7. Brother and Sister Crosthwaite and their family was active
members of the congregation until the death of both Brother and Sister Crosthwaite.

The history of the congregation from 1983 has been compiled by Betty Lewis who
along with her husband, C. Roger and family has worshipped with the congregation since
1949. C.Roger's father and mother, John A. & Sarah Lewis worshipped in the
congregation from the time Bro. Lyons was pastor until their deaths in 1972.
She has used notes, materials and personal experiences from many persons
who worshipped in the congregation since 1983 . Mabel Alfrey who passed away
January 1998 contributed largely to this portion of the history, along with J. Earl
McBrayer and Edith Cline.

THE BEGINNING
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People gathered out of curiosity; many questions were asked and many questions ·
answered regarding the use of the tent. The news spread in all directions: "The Saints
have arrived in Morehead. (Ed . note. The church was known as the "Saints Church").
My father (Mr. Mark) owned and operated a general store where the Morehead Mercanti
le Building now stands. The chief topic of converation in the store was the tent meeting
My mother (Alice Mark) and family attended the first service and my oldest brother
Milton was the first convert. Returning home after the service Mother brought three or
four of the preachers and their wives with her to abide. Mrs. Dee Sims and my mother
were saved the same night.
An ordinance service was announced for Saturday evening. Many gathered for this
service; the tent walls were well staked down, and a partition was put up inside the tent,
the women occupied one side of the tent and the men the other side. This was different
from what the public expected. The service was conducted with decorum; after a season
of prayer the restless crowd on the outside of the tent quieted down. The Town Marshall
sent the few rowdy ones on their way. Following the ordinance service, opportunity was
given for the testimony and exhortation; then the altar call. Many sought the Lord . On
this Saturday evening two sisters attending school in Morehead were saved. They are still
living in Lewis County, Kentucky. They are aunts of Henry C. Dunnaway and it was
through their efforts that the church was started in Petersville, Ky. (Ed. note. The church
of God congregation is still active in Petersville.)

Following are names of many other people saved ip thjs first teat weetiq.g .&9ra Wjjsgp
Stewart (founder or the Moonlight school_s) Captain Tom Rose a lawyer ) H Ruls.y,
-6usiness man, Boone Mark (my father) merchant, Mrs. Jack Sextuo @
Rd daughter Eva
(Ed . note. Eva is the mother of Hubert and Bobby Alleri1 ,Aunt Vine Ellington. nurse,
Mrs. Betty Little.!52n, Mrs. Coffee, Mrs. Powers :.-Elijah Durham, teacher, Mrs.Hiram
Bradley, Mrs. Conn and many students from the MoreheadNocroal Sc~pj Some of
these remainea faithfultollie church.
·
From Bronson (Ed. note. this is now the area behind Sealmaster Mfg. Co. and Baldridge
Loop) were Zack Wright, Wilson Ramey, Ida Westcott, Mrs. Skaggs, Sam Mark and
family, Frank Prater, wife and mother People attended the meeting from Rodburn to /
Bluestone, from Brushy Fork to Clack Mountain
After the close of this tent meeting, services were held in our ho
n
who now lives in Franklin, California, was theJ1fst~
u::.d:::g~e~:;.:,;;....;.;= ;,p
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were

affected

father of Jane Ygupg Hplbrggk} aod !ndm; Bjll Ygppg
deeply
bl' tbe
meeting and befriended the new church. They secured the use of the Rowan County
Court House fo r the congregation to conduct their services. Allie Young gave the
congregation a lot and Bill Youn ave a cash donation for the erection of the first
w mg w 1c was built in 1900. Mrs. Dee Sims and Mrs. Alice Mark solicited donations
fo r the bwldmg fimd . The
God never worsmppedin-tfie old Un ioriehurch as
soffiebelievea. Th Union Church was before 1898 _dt this tirue the Methodi st Raptjst
and Christian Churches owne t e1r own buildings in about the same location as now.

Church of

A Revival meeting was held with main speakers being W. P. Long and W.A.
Southerland from Greenville, Tn., Miss Lena Cecil, Henry Dunnigan, French Jones and
Clyde Dennis. The ~
astor was Henry Dunnigan. He came to Morehead from
Lee City, Ky. He lived at Bronson on my fathers farm at the old Markwell place.
The third Pastor was Samuel Ford who jn l903 lived at Bronson directly across the cut on
the old Evans place. The railroad crossing at Bronson was known as Bronson's Crossing .
I remember the above events clearly, however I verified the information by talking and
writing to Rev,. Jesse Coldiron who lived at Bronson at that time, also Rev. N. S. Duncan
who was brother-in-law to Samuel Ford and Mrs. Samuel Ford.
Reveren T.F . L ons came to Bronson in 19
r,
however he moved to ore ea 1907. He bought property from my mother whjch was
located in back of the fiirst white church building.
Only about fifteen people are still living who attended regularly or claimed membership
in the Mortehead con regation prior to 1
. Their names are as follows: Mrs. Lena
Carpenter now in Franklin, C
Mrs. Alice Miracle: Mrs. Cora Lykens, Petersville,
Ky, Mrs. Ida Asbu~ , Kendalville,Tndiana and five members ofmy mother's family,
N.S. Duncan, evangelist in Ca., Reverend Edward Ellis Decatur, Michigan,~
Sutherland in S. Carolina. There a few others who might have some knowledge of the
work pnor°to 1904. There w r number of well-known ministers who conduc d
revivals and camp meetings between 1898 and 1914. ome camp meetings were
conducted in a tent m back of the church1 some were conductedJo the Court Bo"§e The
tent was lighted with gasoline lights. Revivals or assembly meetings as they were
generall called were held m the church buildin but sometime
u
ouse for more room. Some of the ministers conducting these meetings were: In 1898
Sutherland and Long from Greenville, Tn., in 1899 Otto Bolds (Uncle to Luke Bennett)
W.T. Clayton of "Floating Bethel" fame, Willis S. Brown (father ofC.E. Brown, well
known Church of God minister) in 1904 N.S . Duncan, J.N. Howard, nationally known
evangelist, Alex Kilpatrick, teacher and pioneer preacher, in 1906 Edgar Fleenor, Edward
Ellis, W.T. Carter, Amanda Brown, Emma Myers and girl preacher Joyce Meyers, A.Q.
Bridwell and W. C. McCraw. In the year 1913 J Nichols Roy, a Hindu minister educated
in England deep in the scriptures drew large crowds.
The following names are other ministers preaching in Morehead on different occasions. :

French Jones, (Ed . note. Grandfather of Aubrey Kautz, Jr.)Lillian Tosh, a Sister Roberts,
Amanda Carter, H.H. McClure, John Watts who was one of the first men in the
movement to preach from charts on Revelations, John
Vance, now living in Ca. , also Reverend Mrs. Stevenson, later L. H. Morgan a health
officer from Ill. asnd about 1911 W. F. Chappell and J. W. Lykens came to Morehead to
preach for the fi~me. Later they both pastored and preached in Kentucky. Thomas
Nelson, author of Home, Health and Success spoke in the 1911 campmeeting. He was
probably the first family counselor in the Church of God. Before I leave the subject of
preachers in Morehead, I would like to pay my respect to Brother Dan Holbrook. (Ed.
note .. his descendants are Harold and Robert Holdbrook of Morehead). Truly, Brother
Holbrook was a great man, one who walked with God . Also there were Uncle Buddy and
Uncle Henry Hall. I first heard them preach about 1907. I remember Worley Hall as
teaching school at the time he entered the ministry.
Jack Howard, who wjll be remembered by the old tjmetS of Rowan Count conduct
meetin in Morehead ior to 1898 usin
.
lie was agreat graiprand
debater and preached pract1ca y the same message as the Church of God Reformation
Movement. It would not be too much of a venture for me to state that in his active days
in the ministry he did not associate himself with the movement. His son Arthur was
associated with us. Jack Howard preached so clearly against church joining , division,
et cetera. One church in Morehead invited him to return and debate the subject with one
of their able preachers. This challenge he accepted. His knowledge of truth and power
persuasion was like a land slide, and could not be stopped or even slowed . After the 1898
revival service, Brother W. A Sutherland returned to Morehead to hold meetings on
d~
ons. As a result of hts mm1stry, the following people started preaciting:
Sam Mark, Zack Wright, Stster'Staggs of Bronson, W
@lij$ame:torBiuesfone, ~ k
Tusse of Cht isty Creek, IUcliinond Tussey, and a Doctor Porter, Virgil P'Simer, and
om Ros B other Suther a~ co
m
c
of his gro~ meeting at
Bronson or of the Brushey Fork meeting,___but I would put the date 19 or 1902.
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~ times. Afterwards this man !!Was elected to the State Legilature from Boyd

· o unty. In my evangelistic travels and attendance at camp meetings, I have met the
following ministers from Rowan County: Wick Donahue, for many years pastor of the , 1
First Church in Portland, Oregon and missionary to Europe and Africa, Virgil Har6ri(
O.L. Johnson from Haldem~n, Allen Combs, Morehead, Harold Messer from Christy
Creek, Luther Vanhoose, Grover Asbury, Ora Conn ofRodburn, Jessee Coldiron from
Bronson and Chester Mark. Of these the last nine have all pastored in Indiana. I have
already name'cFsome oft~ e men as being saved in the first campmeeting. I now list
them as being part time preachers around Morehead in the early days, some of whom
continued in the ministry until their death. At this "'4'ritng Samuel M1!:~• Peter Cassity,
Zach Tussey, Zach Wright, Virgil P'Simer, Richmond Tussey, Doctor Porter, Captain
Tom Rose, Wilson Ramey, Mrs. Staggs Hohhnie Donahue, Alex Patton are deceased.
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Other people who preached in the church and area were: Buddy and Henry Hall, * e
~ Albert Williams, Dan Holbreook, Worley Hall, Leslie Brown, W. H. Hunt, John P Jones,
- Virgil Lyons, Harlan Cooper, Holly Crosthwaite. There are no doubt many others since
1914 which the writer has no definite knowledge off From the indirect influence of the
Morehead Church came such men a Charlie Dunnaway, H. Clay Dunnaway, Wick
Donahue, Professor Gene Newberry and others. Under the preachinf of Sutherland,
Samuel Ford, French Jones and others meetings were held at Bronson, Brushey Fork
and Bluestone. Then, with Brother T.F. Lyons and co-workers works were established
after 1905 in Siloam, Salt Lick, Midland, Slatey Point, Hilda and Petersville in Lewis
County. Attempts were made to start a work in Farmers, but were unsuccessful. I would
like to include in the Morehead church circle of influence some local preachers and
pastors from Morgan, Bath and Menifee County. There is some information to the effect
that our message came to Mt. Sterling, Frenchburg, Scranton and Lee City through the
old Camargo or Jeffersonville camp meeting. G.M. Byrd, W. T. Carter, John Watts,
Clyde
Dennin and H.H. McClure reached in the territo
year as t fle-nt meeting 111 More-head Edw
- ·
· still livin
-He conducted meermgs m all these places somewhere near the year 19 .
e 1eve 1
wou1dbesafe.tostate-t-hai Brother T.F. Lyons was cgp.yerted jn MennIT'ee County under
the preaching of one of the above men.
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the Railroad tracks from the freight depot. This also made a comfortable camp meeting
boarding house. In 1918 Joyce Meyers and her mother were evangelists for the meeting.
At the age of fourteen, Joyce prem;hed at an Anderson Campmeeting general service.
Joyce and her sister Willa, her mother were the best singing Trio of the early days. Mr.
Myers was postmaster at Louisville, Ky. In the year 1910 the campmeeting was
conducted by W.A. Fleenor and Alex Kilpatrick. It was in this meeting that the decision
was made to build an upper story on the home of Brother Lyons to be used as rooms for
campmeetings. The 1914 Campmeeting was conducted by W.D. McCraw and W.A.
Sutherland. Leslie Brown was converted in this meeting. Not long before this, W. D.
McCraw had conducted a great revival in the church. Two girls name Fraley who had
recently moved to Morehead were saved. They started visitation and personal work.
Jesse Johnson, the local barber was gloriously saved and many people from Clearfield
attended. Mr. Barndollar and a Mr. Mullins were also converted. People who had never
attended church were saved in their homes, then came to church and gave witness to their

conversions. So great was the conviction on the community that Brother McCraw and
Brother Lyons decided to forego the Anderson Campmeeting and continue with the
meeting for a fourth week. This revival would compare favourably with the first tent
meeting. Elijah Vanhoose, a soft spoken and kindly man conducted a very fruitful
meeting one fall which was called an assembly meeting. There were many other
outstanding meetings resulting in the salvation of souls. Many were saved under Brother
Lyons preaching and visitation. Many Church of God people moved from Morehead
during the period from 1905 to 1914. New Castle, Anderson, Indiana, Cincinnati,
Por6tsmouth and Middi!et~on, Ohio, Hunting ton, W. Va. and Ashland, Ky seemed to
have claimed most of them. Some still attend church in the above named places. To
complete this paper, I feel I should mention a few families who lived away from
Morehead but faithfully attended and supported the Assemblies in the early days; Razor,
Ralston, and Hackney families from Salt Lick, Marshall Wright brom Brushey, Mrs. A.
Crosthwaite, Licking River, Mrs. Lonnie Flannery, Siloam,. Mrs. Oakley and daughter of
Morgan County, Uncle Billie P'Simer, Hitchins, Ky., the Vanhoose family from Olive Hill,
Mrs. Johnson, L & N Junction, Richardson brothers from Mt. Sterling and Willie
Combs from Slatey Point.
This statement may amaze the readers: Moreheadhad an established congregation
before Ash!
Sometimes a grou was started
to giv
times befo re a c
s
esta6lished .
after its be innin
tent meeting in 1898. ut erland and Long's evangelistic party conducted a tent meeting
inAshland befo re corning to Morehead. I also renunber hearing the ministers talk of
services conducted in the Mt. Sterling Court House before the Morehead tent meeting.
These services were conducted byu W. T. Carter and Associates. Actually, the first
preachinf of the Church of God in Kentucky was at a small place called Dodge,
somewhere between Jeffersonville and L and N Junction. The evangelistic part~ was
Carter, Kilpatrick and Howard. There were a few saints at L & N Junction and in
Louisville predating the Morehead church. In all probability, the congregation in
Morehead built the first Church of God church building in the state of Kentucky.

=

(Ed. Note. The above history by I.T. Mark is just as he recorded it and we do not
know when it was written. At the end of the history we have attempted to list some
of the descendants of the persons mentioned in Brother Mark's history. We hope
you will trace some of them to your own relatives who may now worship in the Morehead
First Church of God).

THE WORK CONTINUES ..
Under the influence of some of the ministers that held the tent meetings in Morehead,
a young man from Menifee County was converted. Its possible some of these
ministers traveled to adjoining counties for meetings in schools and homes. Rev.
T.F. Lyons married Sarah Elizabeth Wells and with their children, Virgil (Ed. note

,

.,,

son Ronnie and wife worship in the congregation now) Jessie, Amanda, Hester, Nora
and Deeda moved to Morehead from Bronson in 1908 . I hey purchased property
behind the white frame church , on Lyons Ave. (now where the Brad Collins family
nves). Brother Lyons prop~
ei;id110-from Lyons Ave. over to Oxley Branch (now
Wilson Avenue) and was a pasture field. They built their house on the corner of Second
and Lyons Ave. Much later Mrs. Sexton lived in the house and it was eventually torn
down and replaced with the Collins home.
In 1908 Brother Lyons ber-ame gasrac o(•be CDRBWEWiQII. During this time many
campmeetings and tent meetings were held. A tent would be placed on the church lot
(now a parking lot). Some of the early ministers that held meetings were: W.A.
Sutherland, W.P. Long, Willis Brown (father ofC.E. Brown), J.N. Howard, Emma
Myers, Alex Kirkpatrick, E. A Fleenor, F.G. Smith, H.M. Riggle and W. D. McCraw

to name a few. };lacy of these ministers .¥¥re active ia the Cb11rcb of Gad
with sons and daughters following them in the mjpjstry

movement

The campmeetings and tent meetings wer
ell attended that in 1910 it was decided
to add a second story to Brother Lyo homea a well as screened porches to provide
lodging and boarding for people attending t e meetings. People came from surrounding
congregations and communities by horseback, buggy, wagon and even walked. Some
came by train from other towns. Brother Lyons provided pasture for the horses. Sometimes these meetings lasted several days. The men slept in the church building and the
women and children slept in the upper story of the Lyons home. They brought their
cloth bags to fill with straw for bedding on the floor. Visiting ministers were kept by
some of the church folk and some had relatives in town that they stayed with.
Much of the food used in the meetings was brought in from farms and gardens. Many
of the women helped in preparing it for the crowd. Mrs. Lyons did most of the cooking
and of course the Lyons girls did most of the dishwashing (Hester and Nora have told
us many stories about that). Some of the ladies pitched in and helped also .
When campmeeting time was over, e ~
o e
was anxious to return to their homes and
to see how things had fared . One ca image
s. Lyons and the girls were just as
anxious for them to go . This was qu
endeavor, housing and feeding all these
people. None the less , it was a great time of worship, preaching and singing. Many
souls were saved during these meetings and the congregation today is reaping those
efforts.
Brother Lyons was of the mindset that if souls were saved, that was pay enough for
the efforts by not only his family but the entire congregation. Brother Lyons was not
a com lainer
those days, tithing was not
. His susfance depended upon the
ree will offerings.
you can 1magme many times these were not sufficient to pay the
bills. Many times Brother Lyons would go to his friends at the Bank and
money o eep them going.-rhese were nor easy times oi'TiiePastor and his family_
but'God was1 aithful to those tie entrusted to preach the gospel and somehow they
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' ) Man ?fthe congregations around Mo! ehead ~nd in surroundin counties owe their
(.::::}/ b
ose iFst cam meetin and tent meetin s. any o t e
converts, mostly women, started having prayer meetings in t e ome! and school
houses. Brother Lyons was a counselor, evangelist and burden bearer fo r the young
cnurclies. He went from congregation to congregat10n for revivals on horseback and
most of the time not receiving much renumeration for this, except for the JOY of seeing

The weather was
rk fi r Brother L ons to seek
out t e ones in need. Many were the calls that came. Many marvelous cases o hh img foll owed his mm1stry. After many revivals ana mgms away from home there
was ~ot a cent to help with his mvn expenses_Goaalways seemedt o help tilm find_
~ f l'ie rooms in tfie upper story of his home was used for students at the
Morehead Normal School. Some were not able to pay much, but none was turned
away.

-

Dan M. Holbrook was an excellent teacher at Morehead Normal School. He was
a bible teacher and came to the congregation about this time. Also came Harry
Mullins from Clearfield. He was the manager of the Lee Clay Products Company.
Both of these men and their families were assets both spiritually and financially. They
knew of the hardships Brother Lyons bore even though there was no complaining
and always rejoicing when God's work was being done and souls were finding
God. This writer (Vada Roberts Crosthwaite) was one of those souls.

Brother Lyons

had heldaten day reyjyal jn the schgglhpuse at Cogswell, Ky.(in

the Scott's Marina area at Cave Run Lake .

The congregation at Cogswell only
ha our c nstians u ey ept unday School and prayer meeting going. They
had such a burden to see souls saved. The last sermon had been preached and the last
song had been sung to the last verse. One young girl led the way, then a group went
to the altar. Of course, joy followed and he stayed for a night service. More souls
were saved. On Monday morning, men went to the creek to cut the ice and Brother
Lyons stood in ice water and baptized 17 people--the youngest being nine years and the
oldest 75 years old. We walked almost 1/4 mile to change clothes.(evidently Sister
Crosthwaite was the nine year old). Not one of these 17 took a cold. There was joy in
that community. Sister Lyons was a faithful companion that stood by him, taking care of
the family's needs and many of the needs of the congregation.

In 1924 Brother Lyons left the congregation and moved to Mt Sterling where he pastored
until 1926. He had the same type ministry in Mt Sterling as he did Morehead, preaching,
visiting and seeing souls saved .
Rev. R. C. Caudill came to Morehead as pastor. Brother Caudill was a forceful

preacher. His leadership was felt in the community. He later was pastor of one of
the largest congregations in Middletown, Oh. His son was also pastor in Ohio and
Ky. While Brother Caudill was pastor he saw the need to expand the church building
so a basement was put under the white frame building and an extension on the back of
the church. The sunday school and congregation was growning, several people were
converted and they needed more room.
During this time a young minister, Rev. Charles Richardson came to Morehead as a
student and helper at the church. He stayed until 1927. He later pastored in Ky
and Indiana.

was called

In 1928 Brother Lyons
back to the church as Pastor and stayed until
1941 when he died. Jlis very soul ;was ID the work the cbuccband his mfluence

qt

is very evident today- His picture hangs in the present church library. Many of the
people in the congregation today began going to Sunday School while Brother Lyons
was pastor.
As far as we know the Morehead con
to continue
without in
tion. Other congregat10ns were started but 1 culties arose making
1t ard for them to continue. Many of the people in the Morehead congregation
moved away from Morehead looking for work . Most of them migrated to New
Castle, Muncie and Anderson Indiana, Cincinnati, Portsmouth and Middletown, Oh.,
Ashland, Ky. and Huntington, W. Va. Most of them remained active in church works
in those places.
The Morehead congregation recieved support from persons who had moved away
but who had faithfully attended the campmeetings. Some were: Razor Raison, Hackney
Flannery Crosthwaite, Oakley Richardson and Combs just to name a few.

c ra er s former sb d), Rev. James Wade and Rev. Bill Moore for
pastora lea ers 1p.
ey kept the congregation going along with good leadership
within the congregation. They began to see the need for larger and better facilities and
began a building fund . They were successful in developing a working congregation.
and all went on to other pastorates. Bro. Bill Moore pastored the Clearfield congregation
for several years until his death. Rev. Ramah Johnson pastored in Middletown, Ohio
and in Kentucky until his death. Rev. James Wade pastored on the West Coast for
several years.
By this time the town and college(now Morehead State Teachers College) was growing
and the congregation knew they needed a young agressive pastor to lead them and to
help build new facilities . Such a person was Rev. Marvin L. Tate. He came from Rolla,
Missouri in 1948. He was energetic and resourseful, active in the community in civic
affairs and was a natural promotor of the church and its ministry. He led the church
in an agressive building fund campaign with help from church extension in Anderson,
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The last tent meeting held at Scranton in Menifee County.1917.(Author's Photos)

Early 1900's were A ·time 0/
Greaf.ChurCh Meetings
.

.

.

IHow The Church Of God Came To Menifee County I
By Charles B. Gillespie - 1990
My earliest memories of going to church
started in the year 1907. My· great grandfather,
Johnie (Pancake) Sorrell, spread the word he was
going to preach at a little school house near the
head of Leatherwood Creek (Menifee Co.) the following Sunday. This location was about four miles
up the stream from where it emptied into Beaver
Creek. So Dad and Mother, the four children, put
on our Sunday clothes, hooked old (Mandy) to the
.- 'Tis more brave to live than to die. --Meredith.

buggy to ride up the creek in style. About fifty yru
up the road, old Mandy decided she didn't wan 1
go to ch'!ll'ch, as Sunday was her day of rest.
She stopped, and all the slapping of liJ
and using the whip didn't change her mind. Th,
were some dead tree limbs along the side of 1
road, so Dad proceeded to break a few of thr
across her rump. All she did was rear up and f
backward between the shafts of the buggy.
finally got her out of the tangled harness, took I
.

·

. .·
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back to the barn, harnessed the other horse, then
proceeded on up the creek. We were a little late, but
in time to hear the sermon by preacher Sorrell. He
was nearing eighty years old, almost blind and
someone had to read the scriptures for him, but
didn't need any help in his preaching.
At this time there was no church house in
this section of the county, so meetings were held in
school houses or under the trees. The meetings
were conducted by different preachers, Baptist,
Methodist, Christian or others.
Whoever preached usually drew ·a large
crowd, as people in the community liked to a,ssemble together on any occasion.
At this time, .Yale was a very prosperous
t.own. There were many people in the valley also, as
Lhe timber was being cut and hauled out by the
railroad which extended up Beaver Creek.past the
mouth of Leatherwood to Scranton. and Havanna.
The next meeting I remember attending was at the
Leatherwood School House, located at the mouth of

the creek near the railroad. The meeting took place
about 1910, and was conducted by two preachers,
one was called a singing Baptist. I was fascinated
by the singing message, specifically the eleventh
chapter of Matthew, verses 28-30:
Come unto me, all ye that labor and are
heavy laden, and I will give you rest •My Brother.•
Take my yoke upon you and learn of me. For I am
meek and lowly in heart; and ye shall find rest unto
your souls, for my yoke is easy and my burden is
light •My Brother." Sounded real good, but not very
convincing, but he did have a very pleasant smile
all through the service.
My grandparents belonged to the Methodist Church, which they had joined many years
before when circuit riding preachers came through
the community, preaching in school houses . or
whatever facility that was available, as there were
very few church houses in the county.
About 1908 neighbor G.A. (Albert) Williams, who was also supervisor on the Beaver

a

.. ,.,.,,
· Menifee County camp meetinc ~eld in 1932 at the first Tabernacle which was built in 1918.

a'hc blood of the martyrs is the seed of the Church. ••Tertullian.
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section of the Licking Valley Railroad, came in
contact with a new movement called the Church of
God, which was located at Morehead, Ky., the Rev. ·
T.F. (Turner) Lyons being the pastor. He attended
a revival there, where they were preaching-that
you must be born again, also saved ~d sanctified
and live a holy life for our Lord Jesus Christ. He got
saved in the revival which changed:_ his way of life .

The movement also believed in divine healing, and abstaining from all appearance of evil,
' is
also with a different outlook on the Book ofRevelaery
tions, and preaching that the Kingdom of God is
,ile
within you. They also preached putting away the
habits that had bound the people through, the
years, such as smoking, chewing tobacco, drinking
;irs
coffee, whiskey and any other bad habit they might
·gh have. Even stopped wearing neck ties for awhile.
or
It was easy to see why this new religion,
(sometimes called the comeouters) caused such a
commotion. One fellow said he knew it was wrong
Nil- to wear ties because the Bible said to bring all of
·1ver your ties into the storehouse.
\\
Brother Albert Williams, now pretty well
established in this new movement, decided in the
fall of 1912, to promote a revival to further the
knowledge of this new religion and give the people
in the community a chance.to change their way of
living. He contacted Rev. T. F. (Turner) ,Lyons of
the Morehead Church of God, also Professor
Holbrook, of the Morehead College, who was a very
devout Christian. They agreed to come to the county,
d conduct a two weeks' meeting in the schoolouse at the mouth of Leatherwood Creek, located
·about two miles up Beaver Creek from the town of
ale, Ky.
I.to

he had a premonition that a neighbor was sick, so
he arose, got hut lantern and walked to his home
where he found him in very bad condition. So h,
proceeded to pray for the man, who recovered ver:
quickly.
.
. John C. Williams, brother o£ Rev. Albert
Williams was converted in this meeting also.
After the fall revival of 1912, cotqige prayer
meetings were held in different homes through th<
winter with great success. · After another revival in the spring of 1913
Sunday School was organized to be held in th<
schoolhouse . each Sunday, also prayer nieetin1
each Friday night. Many people quit their bac
habits. It was almost amusing to se~ the old coffe,
drinkers, trying other means of washing their focx
down. Bro. W. H. Hunt never stopped wearing hi :
tie, which caused some criticism, but it was no
very long until others began to wear them again .

During the summer of 1913, John C. Wil
Iiams felt the call to preach, so he, with othe ·
converts to the new religion, started making plan .
for a cam.pmeeting to be held in the summer r
1914. As there was no building in the valley larg
enough to take care of the crowds that were ex
pected, a large tent was purchased.
In July of 1914 the first campmeeting i 1
this part of Kentucky took place on the old Gree11
wade farm, now owned by William Whitt. This w~1
also the farm where the Beaver Valley Iron Work
was located,. !ong out of operation. The Lickin;
Valley Railroad had pulled out the year befon
leaving the little town of Scranton almost desertec
The tent was raised across the road from the old 101
house, where some apple trees were, providin1
This meeting was a great success, with .
some
shade near the tent.
uch excitement 'about this new religion coming
Some people, up and down the valley, cam,
to the community. There were many people
to the campmeeting to stay all week, getting room ·
saved" in this meeting, including my parents and
at Scranton, or cam.ping nearby, so they could be <1
• H. Hunt, teacher of the Buckcreek School, near
all services, which were held at 10:00 a.m. 2:00 ani
ale. He later became a great preacher in the
6.00 p.m.
,,
ovement. He pastored churches at Lexington,
y. and Hamilton, Ohio, before going to Anderson,
Uncle Billy Wells, with his son Raymond
. diana, Headquarters of the Church, where he
put up a shelter or road side stand, a short distanc•
came President of Church Extension and Home
down the road from the big tent where could b
issions, a position he held in the Church of God
bought candy, sandwiches and lemonade, alon ,
r many years.
with other things. I can still remember very clearl
. Uncle Charlie Carpenter was also converted _ Raymond calling out, "Ice cold lemonade, shee ,
meat and mutton."
this meeting. He was a firm believer in devine
ealing. He was called many times to pray for the
Our farm was located seven miles dow1
ck. One night, possibly after he had gone to bed,

The last tabernacle as it appeared In. 1950•.

Beaver, at Buckcreek. So Mother obtained a room
came from every direction to attend the meeting,
from her brother, Farmer Sorrell, living at Scranup from Beaver Creek, Betty Gap Ridge, M;yers
ton, took the two girls and my baby brother to the · Fork and other places. Many more people came
campmeeting for the :week, so they could attend aU
than the year before.
of the services, leaving my Dad, older brother and
The meeting that year started on Friday
myself, to take care of the farm. We planned to join
night and extended through two weekends, at.·
them later in the week.
tracting very large crowds, especially on Saturday
and Sunday. The campmeeting was also a good
One afternoon while the service was in
place for the young lads to go "sparking the girls".
progress, one of those July thunderstorms came
There were many courtships started at these
up. High winds and wet ground caused the stakes
meetings. Also many · people were converted to
holding the tent to pull up and the tent fell to the
Christianity, as this movement was spreading very
ground. One of the center poles came down by the
rapidly.
·
side of Mother, holding my two-year-old brother.
The Lord protected all that were under the tent, as
Whiskey always made its appearance at
no one was injured.
any kind of a gathering here in the hills, and the
campmeeting was not exception. A young fellow
The meeting of 1914 was a success. When it
was over, plans were made for the second campgot too much of the mountain dew, and passed out
meeting, which was held during the summer of cold. A crowd of people gathered around, a couple
1915. The location that year, was about two hundred
of fellows picked him up, carried him to a nearb)'
yards up Slab Camp Branch from Scranton. People
house to sober him up.
Virtue, though in rags, will keep me warm. ••Dryden.

.
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and bought a sawmill, so they could saw the logs ,
After that meeting was over, W. H. Hunt,
their farms, and for their neighbors also. All thr,
teacher at the Buckcreek School, started having
Rev.
John Williams, J.M. Ingram and Joo All
prayer meetings at the school house each WednesDonothan, had very little hair on top of their hea,
day night, our family started attending there as it
was much closer to our home. One night when the . so the outfit was good-naturedly called, "The B, ·
service was getting in high gear, my three- Y,ear-old . Head Lumber Co."
.....
brother, before we could stop him, jumped upon a
. After the Sranton campmeeting had been
seat, flopped his arms against his sides and crowded
existence a few years, the Camargo Church of G<
like a roos~r, J hich almost b ke y the service.
seeing the success ofthe campmeeting at Scranto
The campin~
for 1916 was at the farm · decided to start one there. Rev. W. F. Chapp1
o Rev. G. A. Williams located .about five miles
Pastor of the Church, and the members, proceed,
down Beaver from Scranton, near the mouth of to build a tabernacle, so thus was born the Cai
Leatherwood. One of the speakers at this meeting
argo Campmeeting, which is still held each ye, .
was a fellow from India who had been converted
starting the last Friday in July.
and established in the Church of God.
Rev. Albert Williams passed away mar
Silas Sorrell of Scranton, better known as
years ago. Rev., John C. Williams pastored tl
(Uncle Si), well liked by everyone in the commuchurch at Scranton for about forty years befo ,
nity, attended most of these services. Along toward
passing on to the great reward, awaiting all of\
the end of the year, after the long horseback ride
if we do the will of God:
·
'
home, he sat down and started to tell his wife about
Bro. Williams, also preached in the Hill t<
the little speaker from India. During the ~onversation, he suffered a heart attack and died, a good
man and a great loss to the community.
After this meeting was over, the people of
the church, seeing the need for a permanent place
to worship, got together and _planned to build a
• church house across the road from the home ofRev.
,John C. Williams, who had been holding services in
the school house for the last year or two.

Brother Williams set aside about three acres
ofland for the church, the first Church of God to be
built, and also a permanent place for the campmeeting each year, beginning the next year of

i

.,

1917 .

. ,13,i,

;1l;,

The church house was built by the summer
of 1917, but the campmeeting was still held under

·· •hrll

the tent that year. Before the next year, a Tabernacle was built, which housed the campmeetings
ror th e next fifty years. This also was homecoming
f, w a lot of people, who each year planned to come
' .:,;· k home for the campmecting.
A church was later built on the farm of Bro.
I C r:i1g near Frenchburg, Ky. This church was
"" 'le d the Hilltop Church of God. One was also
"I

il11ilt at Buckcreek, near the town of Yale which
I

" xis l.,•d until the C :1v 1~ Run Dam forc< id it tocloso in
i ' l(i.~

,.

, ,1 q ,

ncarlt

Along about the time the church was built

1at Buckcreek, three of the Brethren got together

__!

,

The great camp meetings at Cane Ridge in Bo,
hon County nearly 200 years ago brought a gr,

revival to the land.
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Buckcreek Church part of the time. Those

t hree churches were the only places for worship in
Lhc

valley for many years. Through the years, from

191,i'until 1969,someofthemostprominentpreach:;-

the movement were called upon to preach at
lhe Scranton Campmeeting each summer. Some of
Lhem were: M.K. Rimmer, M.A. Monday, Boyce
Blackwelder, Charles Richardson, Hershcal Rice,
W.D. Woosley, Z. A. Horton, Roy Dennis and W. H.
Hunt. There were also many others.
Since the Cave Run Lake has coverea the
old camp ground, there is still a one day Homecoming each year, on the Saturday before Labor Day.
This takes place about where the second campmeetingwaslocatedin1915onSlabCampBranch.
The old Scranton store and post office building
have been moved to this spot.
·

<~rn in

·

· ·

·

The Church of God movement has now
spread all over Kentucky with 136 churches, about
eleven thousand members, and church property
valued at more than $25,000,000.00 dollars.
The building of the dam, creating the Cave
Run Lake, forced everything, from Scranton down
the valley to move, including the church at Buckcree~.and at Cogswell on the Licking River. Everything is now just a sad memory for the people that
were born and raised in the valley. The church at
Morehead, where Rev. T. F. Lyons was pastor, is
now one of the largest congregations in the state.
Charle• B. Gilleapie u a free-lance writer
living at HCR 71, Boz 8, Frenchburg, Ry. 40322.
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Restored to _its former greatness is the Morpn House In Le:dneton. Home to tlic wealthy
Morgan fanuly, most noted John Hunt Morpn, the Rebel raider, this a,-eat house offers a nice
look back to the days of wealth in old Kentucky.
-Spnrtnns do not inquire how many the enemy nre, but where they arc. --Agis II, 427 n.c.
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IN SURVEY THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION IS PERTINENT:

.

78 Families completed questionaires
Age Bracket. as follows:
22%
12%
5%
22%
12%
13%
7%

are 0-12 .yea.rs
are 13-18 years
are 19-,22 years
are 23-35 years
are 36-45 years
are 45-65 years
are 65 and over

From The Col!Edion Of:
Dr" • ,, D Ems
f:•:i2
S , ~t
Mor2tlead, K) · A) '"'1

w.

old
old
old
old
old
old

0,... 784-7.!}73

*******************************************************************************
We have 110 persons who support the church budget on a regular basis.
The Income to basic budget for the first 6 months of 1984 is $96,311.14.
Per captia giving on a regular basis is

$875.55

*******************************************************************************
43% of our people -live less than 2 miles from our present facility
57% of our people live over 2 mil~s from our present facility

*****************************************'**************************************
PROJECTED COST OF BUILDING
PLAN A....... ~ ...•.•. ·.... including remodeling of present
Sanctuary & Lyons Chapel for
. Sunday School rooms ...••.•...••..••.•.•• $ 350,000.00
. -0-

PLAN B•.•.•.......•....• Land, approximately 8 acres ............ .
Building, .Stage 1 .•..•• ·,..•...••...••. ~ •. .•.•

$

LESS SALE OF PRESENT FACILITIES, .APPROXIMATE RE-SALE ...•.•••...•

- 300,000.00

NET COST TO RELOCATE,. Buildiug. Stage. I. ............... , ........ .
(Architectural Fees are not included in either plan)

250,000.00

550,000.00

~**'~***************************************** . .

Examples of Financing:
$300,000 at 13% Interest for 5 years ...•••... monthly payment, ••••••. .• •• $_ 6,825.00
$300,000 at 13% interest for 10 years .••••.•• monthly payment ....• ; ••••• $ 4,479.00
$200,000 at 13% _Interest for 5 years ......•. ~monthly payment •.••.. , .••• $ 4~550.00
$200,000 at 13% .Interest for 10 years .•.••.•. monthly payment .. ~ ••.••••• $ 2~986.00
$200,000 at 13% .interest for 15 years •.•.••.• monthly payment .•...•.• ~ •• $ 2,530.00
$200,000 at 13% interest for 20 years .••.•.•• monthly payment .•• · .••••••• $ 2,343.00
On August 1, 1984, we have approximately $40,000 on Certificate of Deposit

PLAN A
The following is a recormnendation of Church Building contractors using presently
owned properties; which will have to meet requirements of State Fire and Health
Codes.
1.

Use present parking facilities which are upper and lower lots, approximately
140 spaces.

2.

Construct a new sanctuary with a basement. Basement to be used for fellowship/
limited recreation (such as Lyon's Chapel is now used for) and Sunday
School rooms, if needed.

3.

This building is to contain approxi mately 12,000 sq. ft. Sanctuary to
seat a maximum of 500; fellowship area for 300-350 with kitchen facilities.

4.

Use present entrance plus one on the Sun Street basement level with offstreet covered entry.

5.

Install elevator for elderly and handicapped.

6.

Convert present sanctuary into offices, library, nurseries, enlarge present
Narthex and new restroom facilities.

7.

Convert Lyon's Chapel and present office space into. Sunday School rooms
and restroom facilities.

PLAN B

Relocate on approximately 8 acres of donated, usable flat land, located adjacent
to I-64 behind Peoples Branch Bank and Shell Service Station.
Construction to be in two stages:
Stage I

Construc t a sanctuary of 500 seating capacity; an educational
.
fac il ity t o a cconnnoda te 300; and a fellowship .area that' is capable
of be i ng used as Sunday School r ooms. Fellowship area to be
constructed in a manner that will allow for future expansion.
Appr oximately 14,000 sq. ft. on a one-level plan.
no eleva tors, no bas ement.

Stage II

No stairways,

(Approx imately 2-5 yea rs in the future.)
.Expahd the fellowship area to include a recreation facility
according to need ~
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(THE FOLLOWING IS A CONDENSED VERS ION OF THE EARLIEST
MOREHEAD FIRST CHURCH OF GOD HISTORY , AS RECORDED
BY I.T. MARK.)
A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY
I. T. Mark
1898-1914

CHUlb~l~ O i
Dr. Jack D. Ellis
552 W. Sun St
Morehead, KY 40311

The freight train p ulled into Morehead on a beautiful summ66~iW,8
July 3, 1898. As usual the whistle announced the arrival of the train; this
announcement was repeated by the echo of the whistle sounding again and
again in the narrow valley. The cars were spotted as usual for the unloading
of freight: the unusual was part of the cargo--a gospel tent. Some strangers
who had arrived on an earlier passenger train claimed the tent and proceeded
to set it up on the east corner of l'vlain and Bishop Streets. The men sang
stirring religious songs as the tent was raised; their voices could be heard
all over the village. People gathered out of curiosity; many questions were
asked and many questions answered regarding the use of the tent. The
news spread in all directions: "The Saints have arrived in Morehead."
My father ovmed and operated a general store where the Morehead
Mercantile Building now stands. The chief topic of conversation in . the
store was the tent meeting. My mother and family attended the first service
and my oldest brother , Milton, was the first convert. Returning home
after the service, mother brought three or four of the preachers and their
wives with her to abide. Mrs. Dee Sims and my mother were saved the
same night.
An ordinance service was announced for Saturday evening. Many
gathered for this service; the ten t walls were well staked down, and a
partition was put up inside the tent, the women occupying one side of the
tent and the men the other side. (This was diffe:eent from what the public
expected. ) The service was conducted with decorum; after a season of
prayer the restless crowd on the outside of the tent quieted down. The
town marshall sent the few rowdy ones on their way . Following the ordinance,
the opportunity was given for the testimony and exhortation, then the altar
call; many sought the Lord . On this Saturday evening, two sisters attending
school in Morehead were saved. It was through their efforts that the church
was started in Petersville, Kentucky . The following names are of the many
other people saved in this first meeting: Cora Wilson Stewart; Captain
Tom Rose, lawyer; Mr. J·.H . Ruley, businessman; Boone Mark, merchan t;
Mrs. Jack Sexton and daughter Eva (Mrs. John Allen); Aunt Vina Ellington,
nurse; Mrs. Betty Littleton; Mrs. Coffee; Mrs. Powers : Elijah Durham ,
teacher; Mrs. Hiram Bradley; Mrs. Conn; many from the Morehead Normal
School. From Bronson were Zack Wright; Wilson Ramey; Ida Westcott; Mrs.
Skaggs; Sam Mark and family; Frank Prather, wife, and mother. People
attended from Rodburn to Bluestone, from Brushy Fork to Clack Mountain.
After the close of this tent meeting, services were held in our home.
Miss Lena Cecil was the first pastor. Judge Allie Young and Judge Bill
Young, who were deeply affected by the meeting and befriended the new
church, secu1•ed the courthouse in which to conduct our services. Allie
Young gave the lot and Bill Young a cash donation for the erection of the
( continued)

F,arly Church History by I. T. Mark
1898-1914
continued
old church which was built in 1900. Mrs. Dee Sims and Mrs. Alice Mark
solicited donations for the building fund. .The Church of God never worshipped
in the old Union Church as some believed. The Union Church was before
1898; by 1898 the Methodist, Baptist, and Christian Church owned their
own buildings in about the same location as now. Some ministers active
in the first revival were as follows: the main speakers, W. P. Long and
W. A . Southerland from Greenville, Tennessee; Miss Cecil, Henry Dunnigan,
French Jones, and Clyde Dennis. The first pastor ( or leader as they were
then called) was Miss Cecil; the second was Henry Dunnigan. Coming to
Morehead from Lee City, Kentucky, he lived at Bronson on my father's
farm at the old Markwell place. The third pastor was Samuel Ford who
in 1903 lived at Bronson, directly across the cut on the old Evans place.
Reverend Lyons came to Bronson in the year 1905 and purchased a
.
farm from my mother) then moved to Morehead about 1907. He again bought
property from my mother located just back of the church.
There were a number of well-known ministers who conducted revivals
and campmeetings between 1898 and 1914. Some campmeetings were conducted
in a tent in back of the church, some were conducted in the courthouse.
The tent was lighted with gasoline lights. Re vivals or assembly meetings
as t hey were generally called were held in the church building, but sometimes
moved to the courthouse for more room.
In the yea1~ 1910, the campmeeting was conducted by W. A. Fleenor
and Alex Kilpatrick . It was in this meeting that the decision was made
to build an upper sto:r.•y on the home of Brother Lyons to be used as rooms
for campmeetings. The 1914 campmeeting was conducted by W. D . McCraw
and W. A. Sutherland. Not long before this, W. D . McCraw had conducted
a great revival in the church. Two girls named Fraley who had recently
moved to Morehead were saved. They started visitation and personal work.
Jesse Johnson , the local barber•, was gloriously saved and many people
from Clearfield attended. People who had never attended church were
saved in their homes, then came to church and gave witness to their conversion.
So great was the conviction on the community that Brot her Mccraw and
Brother Lyons decided to forego the Anderson Campmeeting and continue
the meeting for a fourth •w eek . T his revival would compare favourably
·with the first tent meeting .

This statement may amaze the read ers ; Morehead had an established
congregation before Ashland, Mt . Sterling, Lexington, or Winchester. The
church at Morehead was never closed after its beginning with the first
tent meeting. In all probability, the congTegation in Morehead built the
first Church of God church building in the state.
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Morehead First Church of God 1898-1998
100 years in Morehead- Part I
(Edit or's Note : This is the
final article in a series written
about the origin of churches in
Morehead. Part II will appear
next week.)
By Jack D. Ellis
"Go ye therefore and teach all
nations, baptizing them in the
name of the Father, and of the
Son, and of the Holy ghost."
(Matthew 28:10)
The Formative Years
In 1893, J.N. (Jack) Howard
of Nappanee, Ind. inspired by
these words of Jesus, came to
preach the gospel. He was
thought to be the first Church of
God preacher to conduct revival
services in Morehead. He was a
great orator and a nationally
r ecognize d fiery evangelist,
w hose winsome messages
attracte d responsive listeners
wherever he went.
Morehead was no different as
h e began holding revival services in the old courthouse. God
was indeed in these services, as
many local citizens were won to
Christ and soon the courthouse
w ould not hold the overflow
crowds . (The flame of faith was
glowing brightly in the town).
Brother Howard began looking for another place to hold services. The only other churches
in town were the Union and the
Baptists. The Union Church was
being renovated, so he asked the
leadership of the Baptist Church
if they would allow the revival
to continue in their church.
But after some debate the
leaders of the Baptist Church
r efused to allow Mr. Howard to
co n tinue the revival in their
church. This was a deterrent to
Broth er Howard, b u t he was
determined to continue to
preach in the courthouse.
Colonel Alderson Intervenes
It was at this time that
prominent local businessman
Warren M. Alderson (this
wri ter's great-great grandfather ), heard of the situation.
Since he had heard of Brother
Howard's dilemma, he wanted
to help. He se nt word to the
preacher the next day to come
by his store at 6 p.m.
Warren also asked the local
Baptist Church leaders to come
to his store at 6 p.m. So when
they all arrived that evening, he
closed his store and told those
a ssembled he wanted to say
something. He arose and said:
"Friends, this man of God has
been persecuted since he came
to our community, and he needs
a place to preach. Now I'm asking that you allow him to preach
in your church and if you don't
let him preach in your church,
by gum" I'll foreclose on your
mortgage. He preached in their
church.
Sowing Seeds by Prayer
and Faith
But many of the people were
unhappy and they noticed
Brother Howard going up on the
.,..; 11 1-. .... ..,. 1., -----" ~
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one morning and found him
under a giant oak tree praying
fervently for the people of Morehead.
Brother Howard is credited
with planting the seeds of the
great Church of God Reformation Movement in Morehead.
But he was followed by Brother
W.A. Sutherland, Edward Ellis
and many others who kept fanning the flame of faith that
would eventually glow brightly
into the Church of God.
Rowan County was Booming
In 1898 Morehead was widely
known as "the City of the Hills ."
It was a busy trading center ,
strategically located half way
between Lexington and Ashland
on the C&O Railroad.
The chief industry was lumber and stone products. It was
considered a beautiful mountain
town with a population of 1,200,
with great potential for growth.
It had an active commercial club
with dynamic leadership, an d
Morehead and Row an County

were booming.
Farmers was shipping more
freight tonnage (lumber, stone)
than any place on the C&O
between Louisville and Ashland.
Bro nson, located three miles
west of Morehead had a lumber
yard with a payroll of$6,000 per
month. Rodburn had one of the
largest lumber mills in the conntry, employing between 300-500
men.
Morehead was a raw frontier
town with five saloons . But it
also had nine lawyers, (needed
prob ably because of the five
saloons), five doctors, two drug
stores, and five hotels. There
were three churches in town,
an d th ey were a ho u t t o b ecome
four.
While the citizens of Morehead were making plans to celebrate the 4th of July holiday
with bands, speech making, eating and drinking, God was
preparing them for a great
revival.
Saints Arrive with a Tent
The Rev. LT. Mark, a pioneer
Church of God minister from
Morehead, te1ls us that it was

on a beautiful summer morning
(July 3, 1898) that the Morehead Church of God was established in Morehead.

It has continued to lift up
Christ in the community to this
day. It was even as a giant
gospel tent was unloaded from a
freight car ori the siding near
Bishop Avenue that the revival
began. Several strange men who
had arrived earlier, met the
freight train and began unloading the tent, and began to sing
the old gospel song s as t hey
worked. These men sang beautiful harmony as they proceeded
to set the large tent up at the
east corner of Main at Bishop
A
Th
t Id h
f
venue.
e grea o
ymns o
the
church . reverberated
, throughout ~his valle_y as _the
tent was raised. Their voic~s
could be heard all over the VIllage.
These men also would stop
work on the tents to occasiona1ly
witness to what God had done in
th eir lives. The townspeople
were curious, and they gathered
around to watch the tent go up

,,,

This is how the First Church of God (Lyons Chapel) looked i
now a part of St. Claire Medical Center.

f

1948. The brick building is

and listen to the beautiful
singing and pe rsonal testimonies of faith. Someone
remarked that indeed the
"Saints had arrived in Morehead ." This was a name that
stuck, because for many years

The Morehead First
Church of God invites the
public to attend their
anniversary celebration
July 2, 3, 4 & 5. Tent
meeting is at 7 p.m.
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the Church of God would called
the "Saints Church," and where
it was eventually locate d
became known as the "Saints
Church Hill." (North Hargi s
Avenue).
(Special thanks to Betty Lewis
and Virginia Reynolds for their
help in preparing this article.)

Morehead was no different as
he began holding revival serl vices in the old courthouse. God
was indeed in these services, as
many local citizens were won to
Christ and soon the courthouse
I woul d not hold the overflow
crowds. (The flame of faith was
I glowing brightly in the town).
Brother Howard began lookI ing for another place to hold services . The only other churches
in town were the Union and the
Baptists. The Union Church was
being renovated, so he asked the
leadership of the Baptist Church
if they would allow the revival
I to continue in their church.
But after some debate the
leaders of the Baptist Church
refused to allow Mr. Howard to
continue the revival in their
church. This was a deterrent to
Brother Howard, but he was
determined to continue to
preach in the courthouse.
Colonel Alderson Intervenes
It was at this time that
prominent local businessman
Warren M. Alderson (this
writer's great-great grandfather), heard of the situation.
Since he had heard of Brother
Howard's dilemma, he wanted
to help. He sent word to the
preacher the next day to come
by his store at 6 p.m.
Warren also asked the local
Baptist Church leaders to come
I t o his store at 6 p.m. So when
they all arrived that evening, he
closed his store and told those
as sembled he wanted to say
something. He arose and said:
"Friends, this man of God has
been persecuted since he came
to our community, and he needs
a place to preach. Now I'm asking that you allow him to preach
in your church and if you don't
let him preach in ·your church,
"by gum" I'll foreclose on your
mortgage. He preached in their
church.
Sowing Seeds by Prayer
and Faith
But many of the people were
un happy and they noticed
Brother Howard going up on the
'hill back of town at daylight
:each morning. They thought he
:was meeting a woman so two of.
'them followed him up the hill
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town with a population of 1,200,
with great potential for growth.
It had an active commercial club
with dynamic le adership, and
Morehead and Rowan County
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revival.
Saints Arrive with a Tent
The Rev. I.T. Mark, a pioneer
Church of God minister from
Morehead, tells us that it was

work on the tents to occasionally
witness to what God had done in
their lives . The townspeople
were curious, and they gathered
around to watch the tent go up

This is how the First Church of God (Lyons Chapel) looked in 1948. The brick building is
now a part of St. Claire Medical Center.

The Morehead First Church of God congregation celebrated Rowan County's Centennial
in 1956. Today's congregation will mark its Centennial July 2-5. How many faces do you

About the
author
Dr. Jac k D. Ellis is a
reti r d Morehead State·
Unive11sity Library director and a retired minister.

recognize?

Coming next r
week: Part II
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Morehead First Church of God 1898-1998
100 years in Morehead Part II
By Jack D. Ellis
(Editor's Note: Thi s is the
final article in a series written
about the origin of churches in
Morehead.)
Early Church Separated
Men and Women
Services began on Saturday
evening with an ordinance service. There was a partition in
the middle of the tent separating the men and women. This
was done because it was to be a
service of laying on of hands,
and ordaining those who would
lead and preach. Many gathered
for this service, but it was not
what they expected. The service
was conducted quietly and reverently with beautiful singing
and testimonies.
Several troublemakers tried
to break up the service, but the
town Marshall sent them on
their way. Next came witnessing, exhortation and an altar
call. Among those .who accepted
Chl'ist that night were two sisters attending the Morehead
Normal School. This great
revival was lead by Miss Lena
Cecil (who would become the
first Pastor, or Leader as they
were called.) Also the Rev. W.A.
Sutherland from South Carolina
and the Rev. Edward Ellis of
Decatur, Mich. were among the
preachers who led the services.
Among Morehead's prominent citizens that found Christ
in this first tent meeting was a
young teenager named Cora
Wilson (Stewart). She would later become internationally recognized for founding the Moonlight Schools adult literacy program.
Others receiving salvation
during this first great revival
were: Captain Tom Rose
GaW)'er), J.H. Ruley, Milton and
Boone Mark, Mrs. Jack Saxton
and daughter Eva, Eva (Sexton)
Allen (mother of Bob & Hubert
Allen). Hiram Bradley (school
superintendent) and his wife,
and Mrs. Betty Littleton, Mrs .
Coffee, Mrs . Powers and Mrs .
Conn. These were the first converts, and members of the
church. It was this small group
of people that formed the nucleus of the Church of God in Morehead, which con tinues to .this
day.
First Pastor Was a Woman
This revival left a deep
impact upon this community.
But with no church building this
small band o'f believers began to
conduct.services in the courthouse . 1'hey w ere d ete rmin e d
the flame of faith would continue to burn brightly. Miss Lena
Cecil served as the first Pastor,
and began to plan a church
building.
It was certainly highly
unusual for a woman to serve as
a pastor in those days. But she
surely must have been called by

Holbrook) gave the land for a
new church and his brother
W .T . Young gave a generou s
cash donation to start the building. Miss Lena Cecil, Mrs. Dee
Sims, and Mrs. Alice Mark
headed a building fund drive
and began receiving donations
from many local citizens.
As the building fund grew ,
and with the gift of land, a new
church building was planned on
Sun Street at North Hargis
Avenue. Two years later a small
boxed, unpainted building was
completed, and in 1900 the congregation began meeting in,
their own building.
It was the same year their
first pastor Miss Lena Cecil
moved to California and married·
a Mr. Carpenter. She remained
active in the Church of God
movemenf throughout her lifetime.
Brother Henry Dunnigan was
the second pastor and he
remained until 1903 and wa s
followed by Samuel Ford, a pioneer Church of God preacher.
Brother Ford moved and i n
1905, the small congregation of
about a dozen faithful followe rs
called Reverend T.F. Lyons to
become their Pastor. Brothe r
Lyons would be used by God to
make profound changes in the
First Church of God in More head and throughout Kentucky.
On Dec. 25, 1890, Turner
Franklin Lyons married Sara
Elizabeth Wells in Menifee
County. This union would prove
to have a profound effect upon
the First Church of God in
Morehead and the Church of
God Movement throughout Kentucky.
The Rev. LT. Mark recor ds in
his early history of the More head Church of God that h e
believed Turner Lyons was led
to Christ by one of the se early
evangelists.

Rev. Turner F . Lyons Called
to Morehead
In 1900 at Morgan County,
Tur ner Franklin Lyo ns w a s
ord a ined as an Elder in the
Church of God, and was autho rized "To perform such duties as
devolve upon a minister of the
gospel." In 1905 he accepted a
call from the Morehead Church
and moved his family to Morehead where he purchased a
small farm from the Mark family.
•
The farm wa s located a t
Bronson about three miles west
of Morehead which was a busy
community bn the C&O Railroad. It had an extensive lumber
mill with a payroll of $6,000 per
month. ,Brother Lyons would later pur chase the land behind the
church and build his ho me on
Lyons Avenue.
When Brother Lyons came to
Morehead the chu r ch building
was located at t he corner of

But God would us e this
beloved Pastor to build a great
congr egation at the Morehead
First Chur ch of God. He would
also u se Br other Lyons as his
instrument in building dozens of
churches in Rowan County and
Ea s tern Ke..ntucky. He was a
great evangelist and people
responded to his messages of
love and fo r giveness. His home
was a haven for the hungry and
homeless.
Many of the citizens of Morehead who did not want to be
"bothered" by the hungry and
homeless would send them to
Brother Lyons' home. He never
turned anyone away. He was
poor in the eyes of the world but
rich in God's eyes. His rich legacy continues today.
From the first revival in
1893, and the great tent meeting of 1898 , when the first
Church of God in Morehead was
founded the church continues to
grow. It has been blessed by God
with great spiritual leaders and
laity. The Book of Acts tells us
that it was at Antioch that the
people of God were first called
Christian s , it was in Morehead

that the First Church of God
members were first called
Saints.
As they prepare for their centennial celebration July 2-5 the
Morehead First Church of God
has gone through several building programs:
100 Years of Building
1900 - White weather boarded church on Sun Street and
Hargis Avenue. (When this
building was torn down 48 years
later, the women's missionary
Society sold souvenir nails to
help pay for the new building.
1947 - Built a parson'a ge
beside the old white church.
1948 - Brick church on the
corner of Second Street and
Hargis Avenue. (Called Ly ons
Chapel). Now owned by St.
Claire Medical Center.
1948 - Razed old building
built in 1900.

1960 - Brick Cathedral back
on the corner of Sun Street and
Hargis Avenue. Now owned by
St. Claire Medical Center.
1981 - Beautiful rounded
Cathedral of Worship on Sunset
Drive (behind Wal-Mart).
1998 - Began construction
on the Rowan County Christian
Academy on Sunset Drive.
Also located on Sunset Drive
is the First Church of God's
, Rowan County Christian Academy which began major construction of a Christian School this
year. This project has tremendous community support, and
will prove to be an asset to the
total community.
·
God has blessed this church
in the past 100 years. In addition to great preachers, there
have been scores of dedicated
Sunday School teachers and
dozens of great Christian lay-

men that have influenced each
· generation. It has grown from
the small church with 12 members in 1898 to a lovely cathedral with a seating capacity of
800 and average Sunday morning attendance of 350.
The people of the first Church
of God realize they have been
plessed by God with a rich heritage, and they are determined
to keep the flame of faith burning brightly. With God's help '
they are determined to grow not
only in bricks and mortar, but in
grace, love, and faith in the Lord
Jesus Christ.

The Morehead First
Church of God invites the
public to attend their
anniversary celebration
July 2, 3, 4 & 5. Tent
meeting is at 7 p.m .

Morehead
First Church
of God pastors
1898
Miss Lena Cecil
1900
Henry Dunnigan
1903
Samuel Ford
1905
Turner F . Lyons
1923
R. C. Caudill
1925
Charles Richardson
*1927 Turner F. Lyons
1941
Raman Johnson
1944
James Wade .
1946
B.W. Moore
1948
Marvin L. Tate
*1960 John W. Conley
*1967 Dale R. Whalen
1969
Gerald Eggleston
1973
Richard Dillon
1976
Fr ank Fultz
1983
Mitchell Burch
*1992 John W. Conley
**1992 Rodney Williams
1995
Stephen Carney
* Served t wo separate
a ppointments
** Int erim appointment
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The original building o f the Morehea d First Church of God was at the corne r 'of Sun
Street and North Hargis Avenue from 1900 to 1948.
.

'

N~;~al Scho~ol. This great
revival was lead by Miss Lena
Cecil (who would become the
first Pastor, or Leader as they
were called.) Also the Rev. W.A.
Sutherland from South Carolina
and the Rev. Edward Ellis of
Decatur, Mich. _w ere among the
preachers who led the services.
Among Morehead's prominent citizens that found Christ
in this first tent meeting was a
young teenager named Cora
Wilson (Stewart). She would later become internationally recognized for founding the Moonlight Schools adult literacy program.
. Others receiving salvation
during this first great revival
were: Captain Tom Rose
Oawyer), J.H. Ruley, Milton and
Boone Mark, Mrs. Jack Saxton
and daughter Eva, Eva (Sexton)
Allen (mother of Bob & Hubert
Allen). Hiram Bradley (school
superintendent) and his wife
and Mrs. Betty Littleton, Mrs'.
Coffee, Mrs. Powers and Mrs .
Conn. These were the first converts, and members of the
church. It was this small group
of people that formed the nucleus of the Church of God in Morehead, which continues to this
day.
First Pastor Was a Woman
This revival left a deep
impact upon this community.
But with no church building this
small band of believers began to
conduci_services in the courthouse. They were determined
the flame of faith would continue to burn brightly. Miss Lena
Cecil served as the first Pastor,
and began to plan a church
building.
It was certainly highly
unusual for a woman to serve as
a pastor in those days. But she
surely must have been called by
God as their spiritual leader
because it was under her leadership the church began. Also she
must have been a role model to
the young teenager Cora Wilson
to encourage her to become a
leader in education.
First Building Was 1900
After fervent prayer, plan- ,
ning, and hard work, plans for a
new church building began to
materialize. Judge Allie W.
Young (father of Jane Young

Brother Ford moved and in
1905, the small congregation of
about a dozen faithful followers
called Reverend T.F. Lyons to
become their Pastor. Brother
Lyons would be used by God to
~ake profound changes in the
First Church of God in More head and throughout Kentucky.
On Dec . 25, 1890, Turner
Franklin Lyons married Sara
Elizabeth Wells in Menifee
County. This union would prove
to hav~ a profound effect upon
the First Church of God in
Morehead and the Church of
God Movement throughout Kentucky.
·
The Rev. LT. Mark records in
his early history of the More head Church of God that he
believed Turner Lyons was led
to Christ by one of these early
evangelists.
Rev. Turner F. Lyons Called
to Morehead
In 1900 at Morgan County
Turner Franklin Lyons wa~
ordained as an Elder in th e
Church of God, and was autho rized "To perform such duties as
devolve upon a minister of the
gospel." In 1905 he accepted a
call from the Morehead Church
and moved his family to Morehe ad where be purchased a
small farm from the Mark fami ly.
•
The farm was located at
Bronson about three miles west
of Morehead which was a busy
community on the C&O Railroad. It had an extensive lumber
mill with a payroll of $6,000 per
month. ,Brother Lyons would later purchase the land behind the
church and build his home on
Lyons Avenue.
When Brother Lyons came to
Morehead the church building
was located at the corner of
what is now Hargis Avenue and
Sun Street. The building was a
small boxed, unpainted building. It was lighted by kerosene,
and heated with a wood stove.
There were about 12 faithful
members of the church.

Morehead
First Church
of God pastors
1898 Miss Lena Cecil
1900
Henry Dunnigan
1903
Samuel Ford
1905 Turner F. Lyons
1923
R.C. Caudill
1925 Charles Richardson
*1927 Turner F. Lyons
1941
Raman Johnson
1944 James Wade
1946
B.W. Moore
1948 Marvin L. Tate
*1960 John W. Conley
*1967 Dale R. Whalen
1969 Gerald Eggleston
1973
Richard Dillon
1976
Frank Fultz
1983 Mitchell Burch
*1992 John W. Conley
**1992 Rodney Williams
1995
Stephen Carney
* Served two separate
appointments
** Interim appointment

The Rev. and Mrs. Turne r F. Lyons, pastor of the Morehead First Church of God for 34 years. (Photograph courtesy of Hester Roberts) ·
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